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I.

Call to Order:
President Senn called the meeting to order at 3:32 p.m. and announced that
Senator Jose Caban would be temporarily replaced in the Senate while serving as
acting head of the Department of Planning Studies .

II.

Guest Speaker:
President Senn introduced the guest speaker for the meeting, Dr. Chris
Duckenfield, Director of the Computer Center. In general, Dr. Duckenfield
pointed out to the Senate that the Computer Center has reached its space
capacity and that there is absolutely no room for any additional equipment.
This is a great hinderance to the future efficiency of the Computer Center. He
further stated that by the end of this year there will be a squeeze on disk
space and that within the next two years there will be a need to upgrade the
existing equipment. Without this upgrading many areas on campus, including
instruction, will suffer.
Dr. Duckenfield told the Senate that computing at Clemson is divided into
three parts: Administrative Programming Services (located in the Ravenel
Center), DISD (Division of Information Systems Development) which is located in
Martin Hall, and the Computer Center which is located in the basement of the
P&AS Building. He said from an administrative and organizational point of view
that it would be beneficial to have these three divisions located in one
building.

He said some sort of plan for space expansion needs to be developed now,
because it will take approximately five years to complete a new building or
approximately two years to renovate the existing facilities in the P&AS
Building. He further stated that a new building which would Ul?et the
specifications needed (containing 55,000 square feet of usable space) would
cost approximately $10,000,000.
Senator Hill asked Dr. Duckenfie ld about the "funny money" system being
used by the Computer Center, and Dr . Duckenfield responded that the Computer
Center did not regard the $2, 000, 000 a year outs i de use income as "funny money."
It does, however, make it possible to supply services to the university for
less. Senator McGregor asked Dr. Duckenfield how much storage space was being
used by outside ·customers. Dr. Duckenfield answered by saying that without the
outside users, Clemson would not have such a large computing facility and
storage space would be even more critical. There are not many public
institutions with a computing facility the size of Clemson's. In a study done
by the University of New Mexico of compute r centers at some 32 universities,
Clemson's was reported as having the lowest costs. He further stated that
almost all of the Computer Center's outside work was done for state agencies
and that almost no commercial work was invo lve d.
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Senator Dickey asked Dr. Duckenfield about the impact of personal
computers on campus with regard to the needs of the Computer Center. Dr.
Duckenfield said that the Computer Center has no objection to micro computers;
however, they do not reduce the demand on the present systems, but, in fact,
increase it.
President Senn asked if the micro computer labs all over campus could be
built into a network where software could be exchanged. Dr. Duckenfie ld said
that there has never been any coordination on campus in the acquisition of
micro computers and word processors; however, President Atchley has now set up
a Technical Advisory Committee to review all requests for computer equipment
and software to ascertain whether they meet certain standards for across campus
coordination. Dr. Duckenfield further said that the committee has met only
once, but when they meet again he has several proposals for them:
A.

The person in Purchasing with expertise in computer equipment monitor the
acquisition of all computing equipment on campus.

B.

The campus should be divided into zones and establish needs for office
automation facilities in each zone.

C.

The committee should look at University needs and plan what will be
required in the way of micro computers, how many and where they will be
located and what kind of network support is needed.

Or. Duckenfield further said that the Technical Advisory Committee wants
to make sure that all plans are developed early for submission into the budget
proposal.
III.

Agenda:
President Senn entertained a motion to add two items to the agenda under
New Business: (a) a ~esolution that stems from the activities of the Tiger at
the Reagan Rally at Greenville Tee this week, and (b) the report from the Ad
Hoc Committee on Alumni Professorships. The motion carried and the two items
were added to the agenda as new business.

IV.

Approval of the Minutes of the September Meeting:
Minutes of the September 18, 1984 meeting were approved as corrected.

V.

Committee Reports:
A.

Policy Committee - No report

B.

Research Committee - No report

c.

Scholastic Policy Committee - Senator Hare read the report of the
Scholastic Policy Committee (Attachment A). This committee met on October
2, 1984. Items discussed were:
1.

Minimum Enrollment Policies: The committee decided that making these
policies at the college level is appropriate. The committee also
discussed maximum enrollment but made no conclusive decisions.
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2.

Attendance at Cultural Events : The committee reaffirmed its position
that no mandatory attendance requirements at cultural events be added
for graduation but drafted a resolution for pres entat ion later in the
meeting requesting faculty to attend these events and to encourage
their students to do the same.

3.

The committee also discussed computer usage in preregistration,
registration, grade recording, checking on graduation requirements, and
other related matters. At the next meeting of this committee
(scheduled for October 30), George Alexander and Phil Lyles of DAPS
will provide the committee with additional information in this area.

D.

Welfare Committee - (Attachment B) Senator McGregor said the Welfare
Committee had met on October 2, but there had been no action items. He
said a subcommittee composed of Senators Hamby, Dyck and Mccollough had
been appointed to prepare a report on tenure. He also said the committee
had discussed a university-operated da y care center, but had decided to
leave any actions or recommendations on that matter to the Classified Staff
Commission. Senator McGregor also said there had been some discussion on
the delay in investment of tax-deferred annuities and that Bill Baron would
be looking into this matter.

E.

Ad Hoc Committees - None

F.

University Commissions/Councils/Committees
1.

The Academic Advising Committee met on September 22 with Stan Smith,
the Registrar, who explained the new student data base which should be
available to advisors by November 1. Corinne Sawyer had reported on
her visit to N.C. State to study its advising system, and said she
would also be traveling to the University of Tennessee at Knoxville to
study its system.

2.

The Commission on Public Programs met recently and had again discussed
the electronic light and sign board.

3.

Senator Hill said he had attended the Round Table Discussion last
Saturday afternoon at the Student Leadership Retreat as the Faculty
Senate representative. This was a discuss ion be tween representatives
of the Student Senate and the University Administration.
Senator Hill felt that items worth noting were :
a.

That students seemed to agree with President Atchle y's idea to
require attendance at cultural events as a require ment f or
graduation.

b.

That students expressed concern over unintelligible teachers
(foreign).

c.

That the students said the y wanted mid-term grade s sent to their
pare nt s .
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Some quest ions were posed by the students as follows:

4.

a.

Why was the Engineering Technology program cancelled?

b.

What is being done for handicapped students on campus?

c.

Communicating well on campus.

Senator Bauer reported that the Planning Board had met on October 8,
and discussed the fol lowing items:
a.

Revising parking behind Mell Hall. This matter was sent back to
the Planning Office for further study.

b.

Location of automatic teller machines on East campus.
the Planning Office for further study.

c.

S.C. State Employees' Credit Union's request for a new office on
campus. The Board recommended rejection of this proposal but has
been requested to reconsider its rejection.

Sent back to

The Planning Board will meet again on October 24.
VI.

President's Report (Attachment C):

Dr. Senn pointed out that the Presiden t's Council had approved the
proposed changes in the academic calendar (Item 5). There was SO!II:! discussion
at this time about whether Wednesday before Thanksgiving was also a holiday for
faculty and staff but nothing was resolved on this issue.
Dr. Gowdy asked a question about Item 10 of the Update. If Clemson is an
equal opportunity employer, why is the distinguished scholar specified as being
a minority person? It should merely say "distinguished scholar." Dr. Senn
said he felt this position was geared toward the black minority group.
Or. Senn said Item 14 of the Update would be introduced under New Business.
He also said that Item 15 of the Update would probably generate a great deal of

discussion. The question was asked if Centers of Excellence were going to be
certain degree programs. Dr. Senn answered that this still had not been
determined, that they may be interdepartmental. He said further that this was
a very important issue to many people on campus. Another question was posed,
is there any planned coordination between the Centers of Excellence and the
Long Range Plan. Dr. Senn said he didn't know, that it seemed there should be.
Someone asked whatever happened to the Provost's Long Range Plan, and Dr. Senn
said the Provost had written another one and had handed it out at the recent
Vice Presidents' retreat. The question was asked if the Faculty Senate has a
representative involved in this planning, and Dr. Senn answered that he was
that representative as far as the Centers of Excellence discussions are
concerned. Dr. Senn went on to say that the Advisory/ Executive Committees
would be meeting with President Atchley on October 31, and that this would be
an item for discussion. Anyone with any particular concerns should get in
touch with one of the members of the Advisory Committee.
VII.

Old Business:

None
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VIII.

IX.

New Business:
A.

President Senn announced that the changes to Form 3 and the guidelines of
the Faculty Evaluation Procedures (Attachment D) are ready to be forwarded
to the President's Council. He asked if there were any additional comments
on these proposed changes. There were none. It was moved that this report
on changes to Form 3 and the guidelines of the Faculty Evaluation
Procedures be adopted. The motion was seconded and passed.

B.

In response to President Atchley' s request for comments and input on his
suggestion of required student attendance at sane cultural events as a
requirement for graduation, the Scholastic Policy Committee proposed a
resolution (FS-84-10-1, Attachment E). There was some discussion regarding
whether this matter had been discussed by the Student Senate and whether or
not the Faculty Senate should hold their response until the Student Senate
responds. It was pointed out that Furman has a required attendance plan
similar to the one that President Atchley has suggested. The resolution
passed with some editorial changes.

C.

The Ad Hoc Committee on Alumni Professorships has compiled eligibility and
selection criteria/procedures for these awards. The committee plans to
forward its recommendations to the Provost in about two weeks. The Council
of Academic Deans on October 15, suggested that the eligibility criteria
explicitly state that deans and department heads are excluded from
consideration and that acting department heads are eligible as long as they
remain in that status and do not become permanent department heads
(Attachment F). The Senate recommended endorsement of the committee report
and the motion passed with one dissenting vote.

D.

Senator Hill introduced a Faculty Senate resolution regarding university
political part is ans hip (FS-84-10-2, Attachment G). The resolution passed
by unanimous senate vote.

Adjournment:
The meeting was adjourned at S:30 p.m.

~?;JJ/::/1{)7J'E_
/ John F. \'le lter
Secretary, Faculty Senate
MEMBERS ABSENT:
D. C. Coston, Larry Grimes, Dale Linvill, Jose Caban, Hassan Behery,
Jimmy Sheriff, R. W. Snelshire, R. A. Conover, L. A. Dyck, Phillip Flower
ALTERNATES PRESENT:
Linda Mahrer

Attachment A

REPORT:

SCHOLASTIC POLICIES COMMITTEE

(Faculty Senate Meeting:

October 16, 1984)

The Scholastic Policies Committee met October 2, 1984,
and the following were discussed :
(1) Minimum enrollment policies. Apparently such policies
are made at the college level. The committee consensus was
that this is an appropriate situation and does not feel the
necessity for any significant change. The complementary issue
of maximum enrollment was also discussed.
(2) Attendance at cultural events. The committee re
affirmed its position that no attendance requirements should
be added to graduation requirements . . However, a resolution
will be presented at today's meeting asking that faculty
attend these events, integrate suitable ones into courses,
and strongly encourage attendance by students.
(3) The utilization of computers in the areas of pre
registration, registration, grade recording, checking on
graduation requirements, and related matters was discussed
in the aftermath of the recent discussions of the University
calendar. At the next committee meeting (October 30) George
Alexander and Phil Lyles will present some information about
present computer utilization and what might be done in the
future. They are with DAPS.
Bill Hare, Chairman

•

Attachment B

Faculty Senate
Welfare Committee Report
October 16, 1984
Davis McGregor, Chairman
The ~elfare Committee met on October 2. There are no action items to present
at this time. We discussed several items:
1. Tenure limits - a number of questions were formalized, and a subcommittee
(John Hamby, Chainnan, Larry Dyck, Larry McCullough, Larry Grimes) was
appointed to bring specific recommendations to the Committee.
2. We considered a Day Care Center (University-operated), which has been
suggested by the Classified Staff Affairs Commission and by at least
one faculty member. Our Committee decided that, because this matter
was rather thoroughly examined two years ago, we would leave it to the
Classified Staff Affairs Commission to take the lead on any review of
a University Day Care Center, offering to cooperate on questionnaires
or other infonnation gathering.
3.

Two items related to annuities and insurance will be looked into by
Bill Boron (Committee of one). The items are (a) the delay in invest
ment of tax-deferred annuity withholding, and (b) the cost of state
life insurance and salary continuation compared to private plans,
professional society group plans, etc.

4.

Chainnan McGregor will look into the status of the 1984-'85 Faculty
Salary Report, if it is not published in a November newsletter.

The date of our next meeting is indefinite.

Attachment C

I:!

CLEMSON
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PRESIDENT•S REPORT:

OCTOBER, 1984

1.

Senator Bob Hill will be representing the Faculty Senate at
the student government•s leadership retreat at Camp Pinnacle,
Hendersonville, N.C., on October 13. Senator Hill will
participate in a round table discussion with other campus
admi ni str.ators.

2.

The organization of the 1984-8S
completed. A membership roster
attached for your information.
initiative from time-to-time to
these student representatives.

3.

The Athletic Council met on September 19. Reports were given
by each of three subcommittees. One committee reviewed a
r.andom s.ample of ac.ademic records .and found .all of the records
to be in keeping with NCAA and Clemson standards. A second
committee reviewed completed forms pertaining to r ecruiting
procedures, offici.al visits, and expense vouchers. Again, .all
procedures and forms were found. to be in order. The third
committee reported on gui delines which it was recommending for
the new "Athletic Dept. Academic Scholarship Fund." The
remainder of the meeting was devoted primarily to a discussion
of the procedures which were followed last summer in the
appe.al of our football probation to the ACC.

4.

The Council of Academic Deans met with the President .and Vice
Presidents on September 24. The group was given .a tour of the
new micro computer laboratory in the College of Forest and
Recreation Resources.
The major topic of discuss i on focused
on the criteria used for the .admission of new students <see
attached admissions policy>. Also discussed was the
administrations philosophy of off-campus course offerings.
Consideration of this topic will continue at the next meeting
of the group.

:5.

At its meeting on September 28, the President's Council
approved the proposed changes in the academic calendar. These
changes will reduce the length of each semester by two days;
one day from the M-W-F schedule (44 class periods x :50 min. •
2200 min.>, and one day from the T-Th schedule <29 class
periods x 7~ min. = 2175 min.>. Class time for summer
sessions will not be affected (2:5 class periods x 90 min.=
22:50 min.>.

Student Senate has now been
of student senators is
You may want to take the
discuss various issues with

CLEM SON. SOUTH CAROI.INA 29831 • TELEPHONE 803/ !IS&-245e

6.

Provost Maxwell reported that the Commission on Higher
Education <CHE> is revising the funding formula for state
institutions of higher education. Changes in the formula will
probably become effective in fiscal year 1986-87. At its
meeting on October 1, the Council of Academic Deans reviewed
•comparative student-faculty ratios" by discipline for Clemson
and USC in comparison to the standards set forth by the
present formula.
If you desire more information on this
review, please contact me.

7.

The Clemson Board of Visitors has been expanded to 36 members
who will now meet twice instead of once each year. Terms of
membership have also been extended to three years. The Board
is expected to play a more important advisory role in the
years ahead. The next meeting of the Board is scheduled for
October 28 and 29 when the teaching/research/public service
mission of the University will be presented.

8.

Beginning with the Senate Special which reports on the
September Faculty Senate meeting, there will be a new section
at the conclusion of the report entitled "Items Under
Consideration by the Senate." The inclusion of this section
will allow the faculty to be informed about topics under
consideration by Senate committees before final action is
reported in the Senate Special. Senators may receive more
inquiries from constituents with the reporting of this
additional information.

Attachments:
1984-8~ Student Senate Roster
University Admissions Policy

SENATORS 1984-85
SANDERS:

Jenny Davis

YOUNG:

Peggy Carey

BENET:

Gigi Grasfeder

Beth English

MAULDIN:

Ally Fuqua

JOHNSTONE A:

Susan Eckart
Beth Langston
Belva White

BYRNES:

Carrie Hilborn
Candi Lomas

SMITH:

Andrea Lee

JOHNSTONE B:

Keith Batson
Jinuny Kimbell, III
Wade Strong

BARNETT:

Valerie Whitley

WANNAMAKER:

J. Walker Coleman

JOHNSTONE C:

Keith Luedeman
Scott Roulier

CALHOUN COURTS:

John Cook
Leeann Haralson

JOHNSTONE D:

Allen Campbell
Scott ?fallen
R. Scott Sprouse

CLENSON HOUSE:

Douglas Bone
Randy Ewart
Pete Menkhaus

JOHNSTONE E:

Jeff Chyatte
Eric E. Goodson
Bill Moore

THORNHILL VILLAGE:

Chip McElhatt3n
Anne Wright

JOHNSTONE F:

Greg Coggins
Jim Dobson
Andrew McLeod

ENGINEERH~G:

BRADLEY:

Chris Bizzell

Clete Blackwell
Paul Bushing
Ron Merritt
Martin Tobin
David Weaver

COPE:

Gina Leonard

NURSING :

GEER:

Cris Ziemianski

COMMERCE & INDUSTRY:

MANNING:

Jill Barker
Lauri Strother
Sally Torbik

Jon Castro
Jimmy Gibbs
Amy Ellen Sinclair
Stephen Sorenson

LIBERAL ARTS:

Alex Beard

ARCHITECTURE:

Clay Addison

SENATE PRESIDENT:

c.

PRESIDENT PRO-TEMPORE:

Fred Richey

SENATE SECRETARY:

Anna Marie Tolson

SENATE CLERK:

Scot Yarborough

STUDENT BODY V. PRES.:

LEVER:

Ray Workman

Robert Dixon
Tim Jones
Todd Mitchell

NORRIS:

Shawn Burke
David Grossman

DONALDSON :

Joel D. Ledbetter

BOWEN:

Raymond Howe

YMCA:

Ben Edwards

EDUCATION:
AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES: Wally Blankenship
Blake Huckleby
FOREST/REC. RESOURCES: Dana Pitts
SCIENCES:

Keith Jenkins
Laura Smith

SENATE COl1HITTEES
JUDICIARY
Jill Barker
*Alex Beard
Chris Bizzell
John Kanell
Andrew McLeod
Ron Merritt
Bill Moore
Wade Strong
Martin Tobin

TRAFFIC & GROUNDS

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

ATHLETIC AFFAIRS

Clete Blackwell
Pete Menkhaus
Stephen Sorenson
Walker Coleman
*Scot Yarborough
Keith Batson
Blake Huckleby

Wally Blankenship
Douglas Bone
*Chip McElhattan
Todd Mitchell
Anne Wright
Paul Busching
Keith Leudeman

Allen Campbell
Greg Coggins
John Cook
+Ally Fuqua
Jimmy Gibbs
Joel Ledbetter
*Scott Sprouse
Belva White

ORGANIZATIONS & AFFAIRS

HOUSING

FOOD & HEALTH

GENERAL AFFAIRS

Peggy Carey
Robert Dixon
*Tim Jones
Beth Langston

>',Jon Castro
Gigi Grasfeder
Leeann Haralson
Jinuny Kimbell
Dana Pitts
Cris Ziemianski

Jenny Davis
Randy Ewart
Carrie Hilborn
*Fred Richey
+Valerie Whitley
Clay Addison
David Grossm~m

+Jim Dobson
Susan Eckart
Ben Edwards
Scott Hullen
*Scott Roulier
oLaure Strother

COM?1UNICATIONS

FINANCE COM!1ITTEE

Eric E. Goodson
Jeff Chyatte
Gina Leonard
Candi Lomas
Shawn Burke

Fred Richey - President Pro-Tempore
Chip McElhattan - Senator
Joel Ledbetter - Senate Alternate

* Chairman
+ Vice-Chairman

Clemson University Admissions Policy
The Clemson University admissions policy has as its objective the
selection of the academically best qualified students among those
seeking admission without regard to race, color, sex or national
origin.
The following factors will be given weight in considering applica
tions for those seeking admission as freshmen:
a.

High School Record.

The most important credential is the

high school record (especially the rank in class).

Particular

attentio~ is given to the grades earned in college preparatory
courses.
b.

The College Board Scholastic Aotitude Test (SAT).

The

scores earned on the SAT are also significant predictors of college
success.

The ability of the Admissions Staff to evaluate the po

tential of an applicant to do college work is enhanced when the high
school record and SAT scores are jointly considered.
c.

Major Course of Interest.

Inasmuch as demand for majors

is unequal, consideration is given to capacity constraints within
a given field.
d.

Other Factors.
1.

Previous experience with students from a given
secondary school.

If sufficient recent exper

ience indicates students corning from a given high
school perform significantly better (or worse)
than would be expected on a statistical basis,
this fact is given consideration.
2.

Recommendations.

A well considered recor:unencation

by a school administrator will be of importance

in those cases where the weight of objective
credentials is inconclusive, and may be considered.

3.

College Board Achievement Tests.

Results from

these tests become significant if they indicate
greater knowledge in several areas than seems
apparent from school grades.

(Occurs infre-

quently, but when it does, it is primarily with
students from traditional prep schools.)
4.

Evidences of maturity, motivation, and contribution to student life may also be considered.

In summary, no single factor will be controlling in admitting studepts.

Generally, .those factors requiring subjective consideration

are to supplement school records and test scores where the weight
of such objective evidence is inconclusive.

Recognizing it is

impossible to obtain precisely comparable credentials for all ap
plicants, and within the limitations imposed by the availability
of faculty and academic facilities, students will be selected for
ac:mission in a descending order of academic merit.
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FACULTY SENATE

PRESIDENT 7 S REPORT CON 7 T.:

OCTOBER, 1984

<Updated October 15, 1984>

9.

The Council of Academic Deans and Vice Presidents met on
October 8. The administration,s philosophy of off-campus
course offerings was discussed at some length. Numerous
arguments were advanced for increasing or decreasing our off
campus activities versus enlarging enrollment and offerings on
campus. Educational, financial, and political factors are all
involved as are faculty morale and willingness to participate
in off-campus programs. One hopeful sign emerged from the
discussion; the administration is currently engaged in long
range planning activities.
It is likely that this planning
will have a direct bearing on the academic program of the
University.

10. Provost Maxwell is soliciting nominations "for a distinguished
black scholar who will serve as a visiting professor for the
academic year 1985-86 and who will be designated as a
Distinguished Scholar in Residence for this period."
Nominations are being coordinated by each college dean.
11. The President>s Cabinet on October 1S approved the 198~-86
academic calendar <attached). This calendar includes the
shorter semesters and other features discussed earlier by the
Senate. The Cabinet also approved the 1985 dates for New
Student Orientation <June 17-18, 20-21, 27-28; July 1-2, 8-9,
11-12; and August 18-19).
12. Reports from the Student Government Leadership Retreat <Oct.
12-14) indicate that major topics discussed during the weekend
included (a) services for handicapped students, (b> campus
communications, and <c> attendance at campus cultural and
academic events.
13. Provost Maxwell reported on a recent meeting of the Academic
Affairs Committee of the Commission on Higher Education <CHE).
The proposed Environmental Research Center was approved as was
a bioengineering alliance with the state>s two medical
schools. During this academic year the Committee will be
studying <a> student/faculty ratios, Cb) graduate student
credit hours, Cc) library needs~ and Cd) funding for honors
programs. The Provost also indicated that the Budget and
Control Board may only recommend 94'l. of full-formula funding
for 1985-86. This would result in an absolute decrease of 1.3
million for Clemson.
CLEMSON . SOUTH CAROLINA ;>qf\31 • TELEPMONF """"'""-""""

14. The Ad Hoc Committee on Alumni Professorships has compiled
eligibility and selection criteria/procedures for these awards
<attached>. The Committee plans to forward its
recommendations to the Provost in about two weeks. The
Council of Academic Deans on October 15 suggested that the
eligibility criteria explicitly state that deans and
department heads are excluded from consideration and that
acting department heads are eligible as long as they remain in
that status and do not become permanent department heads.
Senators McGregor, Nocks, and Privette are members of the ad
hoc committee.
If you have questions or suggested revisions
please contact one of them.
15. In previous President's Reports it was mentioned that the
Council of Academic Deans would be making program
recommendations to the Provost based on the review by the
Academic Planning Committee of doctoral and master's programs.
The charge to the Council of Deans appears to have shifted
somewhat .
The Council has now been asked to serve as an Ad
Hoc Centers of Excellence Committee.
Its "basic task is to
identify academic programs that deserve recognition as
academic centers of excellence." This task is to be completed
during the current academic year. Extensive discussions have
already begun regarding the criteria to be used by the
committee during its evaluation of academic programs.

Senn, President

Attachments:
1985-86 Academic Calendar
Alumni Professorships

ACADEMIC CALENDAR 1985-86
FALL SEMESTER 1985
August 19, M
August 20, T
August 21, W
August 22, TH
August 28, W
September 11, W
September 18, W
October 14, M
October 25, F
October 28-29, M-T
November 4-8, M~F
November 28-29, TH-F
December 9-14, M-S
December 18, W
December 19, TH
SPRING SEMESTER 1986
January 6, M evening
January 6, M
January 7, T
January 8, W
January 14, T
January 28, T
February 4, T
March 3, M
March 14, F
March 17-21, M-F
March 31 - April 4, M-F
April 7-11, M-F
April 28 - May 3, M-S
May 9·, F
FIRST SUMMER SESSION 1986
May 19, M
May 20, T
May 21, W
May 27, T
June 9, M
June 12, TH
June 23, M
June 24, T
SECOND SU}™ER SESSION 1986
June 26, TH
June 27, F
June 30, M
July 1, T
July 4, F
July 8, T
July· 24, TH
August
Au gust
August
August

1, F
4, M
5, T
8, F

Orientation
Registration
Late registration
Classes begin; late registration fee
Last day to register or add a class
Last day to order diploma for December graduation
Last day to withdraw from class or the
University without record
Preliminary· grades due
-·
Last day to withdraw from class or the
University without final grades
Fall break
Pre-registration
Thanksgiving holidays
Examinations
Last day to pre-register for spring semester 1986
Graduation
Orientation
Registration
Late registration
Classes begin; late registracion fee
Last day to register or add a class
Last day to order diploma for May commencement
Last day ~o withdraw from class or the
University without record
Preliminary grades due
Last day to withdraw from class or the
University without final grades
Spring break
Honors week
Pre-registration
Examinations
Commencement
Registration
Classes begin; late registration fee
Last day to register or add a class
Last day to withdraw from class or the
University without record
Last day to ord~r diploma for August graduation
Last day to withdraw from class or the
University without final grades
Last class day
Examinations
Orientation
Registration
Classes begin; late registration fee
Last day to register or add a class
Independence Day holiday
Last day to withdraw from class or the
University without record
Last day to withdraw from class or the
University without final grades
Last day to pre-register for fall semester 1986
Last class day
Examinations
Graduation

Attachment D
Revised 9/14/84

FACULTY EVALUATION PROCEDURES (Partial)
FORM 3 - EVALUATION SUMMARY
Purpose:

This form records the department head's summary evaluation of the

faculty member in narrative and qualitative form for transmission to the college
and University adm.i nistration.

It is an official document which aids faculty

development and improvement, and provides information valuable to decisions of
reappointment, promotion, tenure, and salary increases.
Explanations:
1.

The narrative evaluation has three parts:

a.

a description of the

individual's effectiveness with emphasis upon demonstrated strengths, b. an
indication of the area(s) where improvement is needed, and c. suggestions of ways
by which the faculty member can reach a higher stage of professional development.
2.

Under "Total Performance Rating" the department head will check one

category.

The department head will sign the Evaluation Summary form and

provide an opportunity for the faculty member to read and sign it.

The faculty

member's signature does not necessarily imply agreement with the evaluation.
3.

After the faculty member has read and signed the evaluation, the form is for-

warded to the dean for his/her signature and comments.

It is then returned to

the department head who will provide an opportunity for the faculty member to
review, sign, and discuss it.

The faculty member's signature does not necessarily

imply agreement with the evaluation.
4.

A faculty member has the right to file a disclaimer to the department

head's evaluation within ten (10) calendar days.
part of the Evaluation File.

The disclaimer shall become a

The Evaluation Summary form, the disclaimer, and

the Professional Data Sheet with attachments will be forwarded to the dean for
review.
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5.

When the dean has reviewed the Evaluation File, made any comments, and

signed Form 3, this File will be returned to the department head.

The faculty

member will be given an opportunity to read any comments made by the Dean and
to sign the form.
6.

A faculty member has the right to file a disclaimer to the dean's comments

within ten . (10) calendar days.

This disclaimer becomes a part of the

Evaluation File.
7.

When there is a disclaimer of either the department head's or dean's

evaluation, the completed Evaluation File will be forwarded to the Provost and
Vice President for Academic Affairs.
8.

All Evaluation Files are returned to the dean to be maintained as part of

the faculty member's confidential file with right of full disclosure to the
faculty member.
9.

In departments of four or more faculty members, excluding the department

head, the department head will make known to any faculty member who requests it
the distribution of the departmental faculty members among the six categories
of the faculty evaluation system.

Where numbers permit, an additional

distribution may be separately calculated by rank and by tenure status and the
particular distribution appropriate to his/her rank and tenure status made
known to the inquiring faculty member .
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FORM 3: EVALUATION SUMMARY

EVALUATION OF ACADEMIC PERSONNEL

C:..EMSON
u1::vc111.a:TY

D e p a r t m e n t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - College----------------......,.... .,.~
. . ·-

:r..Narra11vn of Eva1ua11on· (attach additional sheets as necessary>---------------------

------ -· ·------· ------------------------

II

Total Periorrnance Ra11ng
excellent

Very Gooa

Fa,•

Goo=

Evaluated by - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - D a t e - - - - - - - - - - - - I have read this evaluation - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Date - - - - - - - - - - - - - - u.:""" ~()1\4,;.,...;

I have hied .:1 a1sc1a1mer to this evaluation - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

Reviewed by Dean - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Drttt.- - - - - - - - - - - - - COMMENTS

--·---- - -

-------- ---- - --- - -·- -···- - -

I have read tne review of this evaluation - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Da:e - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

,......,...~..

t have hied a d1sc1a,mer to tne Dean·s r e v i e w - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - August 1979
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GUIDELINES FOR FACULTY EVALUATION
Each faculty member's performance in his/her assigned duties as
determined during the completion of Form I will be evaluated annually by the
department head.

The narrative evaluation should concentrate on the faculty

member's accomplishments and aspects of a faculty member's professional
performance which are in need of further development or improvement.

All

comments should be specific and documented.
The following factors are suggestions only and are not meant to be
definitive.

They can be used when relevant.

TEACHING
• Identification of course needs and the development of curriculum, plans,
course outlines, and educational objectives •
• Incorporation of new knowledge and teaching techniques into courses,
laboratories, short courses, and other educational endeavors •
• Presentation of subject matter in an effective manner through lectures,
discussions, examinations, etc •
• Motivation of students and establishment of rapport with students to
improve the learning process •
• Attention to responsibilities such as meeting classes promptly, main
taining office hours, and filling out reports •
• Professional growth and scholarly achievements as evidenced by experience,
educational attainments, commitments to reading and study, productive
scholarship, and professional contributions beyond the scope of regular
duties •
• Advising students on academic matters.

RESEARCH
• Identification of specific research projects contributing to priority
research needs •
• Development of sound research proposals culminating in funding •
• Execution of research in a competent manner.
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• Completion of research and reporting of findings in appropriate
publications and/or at professional meetings •
• Attention to responsibilities such as providing timely reports, super
vision of graduate students and technicians, and development of research
facilities •
• Professional growth and scholarly achievements as evidenced by experience,
educational attainments, commitment to reading and study, productive
scholarship, and professional contributions beyond the scope of regular
duties.
EXTENSION
• Identification of high priority extension programs and development of plans
for implementation•
• Incorporation of new knowledge and extension techniques into short
courses, seminars, symposia, meetings, and extension programs of all types •
• Communication of subject matter in an effective manner through lectures,
group discussions, meetings, mass media, and the publication of extension
information materials •
• Establishment of rapport with county extension personnel, community
leaders, and the general public through effective public relations programs
to increase use of extension information•
• Attention to responsibilities such as attending meetings as scheduled,
filling out reports, supervision of assistants, development of extension
facilities, and acceptance of routine assignments •
• Professional growth and scholarly achievements as evidenced by experience,
educational attainments, commitment to reading arid study, productive
scholarship, and professional contributions beyond the scope of regular
duties.
LIBRARIANSHIP
• Identification of areas needing of improvement and development of programs
and procedures for more effective library management, collection develop
ment, organization of resources, retrieval of information, and staff
development •
• Keeping up with new library information and techniques through reading,
staff meetings, off-campus conferences, and visits to other libraries
and incorporation of new knowledge and techniques into library practice •
• Quality of performance of professional library duties •
• Effectiveness in communicating with library users and staff, responsive
ness to their needs and interests, promotion of wider use of library
resources and services.
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• Attention to responsibilities such as meeting schedules, training and
supervision of assistants, teaching use of the library, and performance
of assigned duties •
• Professional growth and scholarly achievements as evidenced by experience,
educational attainments, commitment to reading and study, productive
scholarship, and professional contributions beyond the scope of regular
duties.
OTHER (other professional services rendered)
• Service on committees:

(a) Department; (b) College; (c) University•

• Participation in activities of professional societies:
(b) Committee activities •

(a) Leadership;

• Participation in seminars, short courses, and symposia •
• Activities as a resource person in one's area of competence •
• Publications not necessarily the result of research or teaching activities.
This assumes that publications resulting from teaching or research
responsibilities would be evaluated under those headings •
• Recruitment activities involving both students and University faculty
and staff •
• Advising students in professional and extracurricular activities •
• Activities in promoting causes of benefit to the University, its students,
the faculty and staff, and to the public •
• Providing counsel, analyses, position papers, speeches, data and other
materials and assistance to college and University administration.

Attachment E

Faculty Senate Resolution FS-84-10-1
Attendance at Campus Cultural Events

WHEREAS, Clemson University has developed to the point that
many diverse and edifying cultural events are available from
which students may choose, and
WHEREAS, education at its best always extends to artistic
and intellectual activities beyond the classroom, and
WHEREAS, the faculty have often expressed their support for
a Performing Arts Center at Clemson University, support that
means to encourage students, faculty, administrators, and
others to attend such events as would take place in such a
center, be it therefore
RESOLVED, that the Faculty Senate favors no requirement but
the strong and continuous encouragement
of
students,
faculty,
administrators,
and others to attend campus
cultural events. Be it further
RESOLVED, that whenever possible, consistent with academic
freedom and good pedagogy, such events be integrated into
courses by way of individual class assignments and/or class
discussions.

Attacnment
Alumni Professorships
Eligibility Criteria:

1.

Candidates must hold the rank of professor in an academic
department at Clemson University.

2.

Candidates must have completed at least five years of active
classroom teaching at Clemson with particular emphasis on
undergraduate instruction.

3.

Candidates must be faculty, members with major academic
responsibilities (i.e. less than 50% administrative
responsibilities).

4.

An alumni professor, who assum~s a position with major
administrative responsibilities (i.e. more than 50%)
forfeits his/her alumni profess~rship. Upon ~eturning to
active teaching, the faculty mei!ber will again be eligible
for nomination for an alumni professorship.

5.

An alumni professor on a leave of absence in excess of two
consecuti•1e years f9rfeits his/her alumni professorship.
Upon return to active teaching at Clemson, the faculty member
will again be eligible for nomination for an alumni'
professorship.

Selection Criteria:

1.

For selection as a candidate, the faculty member must have
' -demonstrated continuing excellence in und·e rgraduate teaching.
The evaluation of candidates, however, will encoopass all
achievements in teaching, research, public service, and other
professional activities.
·

Selection Procedures:
1.

Each college shall elect an advisory committee with
representatives from each department offering undergraduate
courses. Each advisory committee is to nominate not more than
three candidates for each vacancy and is to forward these
names, together with supporting documentation, to the Dean.
The Dean will then forward not more than two names for each
vacancy to the Final Selection Committee, which is comprised
of the academic deans. The ~enior dean, in terms of years of
service as dean, will serve 'as chairman of this Committee.

2.

The Final Selection Committee will select at least two
candidates for each vacancy (with deans not eligible to vote
for faculty from their own college) and forward their names,
supporting documentation, and a letter of recommendation to
the Provost. The Provost will then forward the material on
the nominees to the President, along with any comments that
he cares to make. The President will make the final selection
and will notify the recipient of the award.

i,·

Attachment G

Faculty Senate Resolution FS-84-10-2
University Political Partisanship

WHEREAS, the Clemson University Tiger mascot was seen on
regional television on October 15, 1984, leading cheers for
President Reagan 7 S campaign appearance in Greenville, S.C.,
and
WHEREAS, . that performance was reported in the Greenville
in such a way as to indicate the Tiger 7 s obvious
partisanship in the President 7 s behalf, and

~

WHEREAS, it is at the very least inappropriate for Clemson
University to be formally represented as taking sides in so
partisan
an issue AS a Presidential election, be it
therefore
RESOLVED, that the Faculty Senate deplore such partisan
exhibitions as being counter to the essentially academic,
intellectual, artistic, and public nature
of
Clemson
University. Be it further
RESOLVED, that the formal guidelines for appearances of
representatives of Clemson University be examined
and
altered,
if
necessary,
to preclude such exhibitions
hereafter.

MINUTES
. FACULTY SENATE MEETING
September 18, 1984
I.

Call to Order:
President Senn called the meeting to order at 3:33 p.m. and introduced a
special guest of the Senate, Debra Fabiszak, who is on assignment from the
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching studying the undergraduate
experience at Clemson.

II.

Guest Speaker:
President Senn introduced the guest speaker for the meeting, President
Bill Atchley. President Atchley opened his remarks by stating that during his
first five years at Clemson the University has experienced some good times and
bad times but that the faculty, administration and students have stood together.
The following are comments he made on current areas of interest suggested by
the Senate.
A.

Budget Situation: First priority of this year's budget presentation was
full formula funding - that will remain top priority. It reflects needs
of this university. CHE has been informed that we didn't get full formula
funding this year - only 99 percent. Full formula funding does not re fleet
salary increases for faculty or staff, only those needs of the university
that have been projected as basic and fundamental. Salary increases are
projected to the Legislature and the Budget and Control Board at 100
percent; they respond with 75 percent, which means the institution has to
generate 25 percent. This 25 percent has to come from other sources such
as raising student fees, etc. Besides full formula funding, Clemson also
asked for an extra $904,826 which would eliminate the 25 percent the
university must generate.
Additional things requested 1n the budget presentation were :
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

$278,000 for Energy Research and Development Center
$1,915,000 for a "clean room" or sufficient funds for renovating an
existing area for a "clean room" (microelectronics facility).
$1.1 million in operating expenses to take care of inflationary costs.
$200,000 for library
$500,000 for equipment
$150,000 for Graduate Assistant stipends
$1,070,632 to attract outstanding out-of-state graduate students (to
waive out-of-state tuition)
$234,000 for new faculty position.
$905,000 for deferred maintenance.
$7,000,000 for University Telecommunications systems.

Of these requests, there's a good possibility that the "clean room" will be
approved.
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President Atchley stated that he believes the future looks bright for
Clemson budgetarily although Columbia has indicated that next year might be
tight.
There was some concern expressed by one Senator about the small amount of
equipment money requested; that on some other campuses new investigators
are set up with equipment worth as much as $100,000. In response, Atchley
said he believed that external funding or funding available through large
research projects should be the major source of new equipment.
B.

C.

Tenure:
1.

Atchley said he didn't have percentages of tenured faculty at Clemson
for various departments and colleges available but thought the overall
campus average was about 68 percent.

2.

Said he was not in favor of quotas.

3.

Said there should be concern over high number of tenured faculty.

4.

Said he thought individual faculty 11Embers should be evaluated every
year in their areas of responsibility and then if they are not doing
the job they will be informed early.

5.

Said he didn't feel that everyone who serves four years should
automatically be tenured; that a faculty member shouldn't be afraid to
go six years for tenure if he's doing his job. He said that he himself
had been recommended in his fourth year for tenure by the Department
Head, Dean and Provost and had turned himself down because it was only
his fourth year.

6.

Stated that he felt the problem with being too heavily tenured was lack
of flexibility in starting new areas of instruction by not bringing in
new thoughts, new blood, and new people.

7.

Dr. Atchley was asked if it was not true that quite a few
administrators had been hired with instant tenure which was unfair to
the faculty. He answered that some administrators (department heads
and deans) had been hired with instant tenure (that this was a good
attraction for highly qualified people) but that there had also been
certain faculty who had been very productive at other universities who
had been granted tenure at the time of their appointment.

8.

Dr. Atchley said he felt that everyone was going to have to mature in
education by moving away from tradition - need to think of sone new
ways to attract outstanding people who have retired from companies to
come in and teach in order to allow others to concentrate on developing
research. He also suggested that in areas such as engineering people
with master's degrees may have to be brought in to teach to allow more
time for others to pursue research.

Long Range Planning: Dr. Atchley said that a committee is currently
studying the use of land at Clemson. There is also academic planning in
progress that wi 11 be put be fore the Board of Trustees for endorsement. He
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also stated in planning there is a gre at opportunity to utilize Clemson's
Centennial year.
D.

E.

Strom Thurmond Institute :
1.

Dr. Atchley said there are currently enough resources to get together
the architects and engineers in an effort to start developing ideas and
designs.

2.

He said the groundbreaking ceremony may be around November and that
sone celebrities might be brought in for this occasion, such as the
Vice President of the United States. He also said that there was a
possibility of having the President of the United States at the
dedication.

Unified Giving: We should not upset a good program like IPTAY, but
develop academic giving to similar standards before adopting a unified
g1v1ng program. These groups need to ,;.,ark more closely together (e.g.,
athletics has given $50,000 to the library). A good suggestion has been
made to raise the price of tickets to athletic events by 50 cents which
would go to academics. When questioned about the new IRS ruling, Atchley
said it could have a tremendous effect on "certain things" and went on to
say there could be a lot of court action over this ruling.
He was asked about the statement made in an IPTAY letter sent out earlier
this year concerning certain companie s matching employee contributions.
Who decides what area of the university will receive these matching funds?
Dr. Atchley said that each company has its own policy, and that any
individual interested in this opportunity through his employer should ask
the company about its policy.

F.

The Wellness Program : Atchley commented that the Wellness Committee should
continue to look into the possibility of a director for the Wellness
Program and for sources of funds. He said there seems to be a lot of
interest in the program across campus.

G.

Dr. Atchley talked some about required student attendance at cultural
events on campus, making the comment that sotre outstanding events were
poorly attended by students, faculty, and the administration. He suggested
the possibility of requiring students to attend two or three of these
activities per semester as a requirement for graduation.

H.

Research Incentive Funds: Atchley said we should use incentive funds for
seed money to get faculty members started in research. He said the seed
money should be a one time incentive allowing faculty to generate their own
r e search money after the startup period.

I.

President Atchley talked briefly about the cramped quart e rs where the
Computer Center is currently locat e d and the possibilities of expanding the
current facility or building a new facility. He indicated that he would
like suggestions on this matter, and they could be made to the Computer
Committee or to his office.

J.

He was asked if there ar e internal audits on campus, and he answered "yes",
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that sometimes they are planned and sometimes they are unexpected and they
will continue.
K.

When asked his view on mid-term grades, the President commented that they
mean nothing if they don't tell the student something about how he is doing
in class. I n summary, he said that he wasn't sure they were worth the
cost.

L.

The President was asked if there wasn't some way to prevent starting the
fall semester so early. He suggested that the Senators look at the
calendar and try to come up with some suggestions to pass along to the
Scheduling Committee. He did say that early graduation gives our graduates
a jump on the job market.

M.

Dr. Atchley was asked if he thought the steps he had outlined to rectify
the situation in Athletics had improved the situation. He said the
Athletic Council needs to be more active and the new Athletic Department
structure (although it has not all been implemented) is working better. At
least we have people thinking differently. He said he had made an
administrative error in reappointing two members to the AC but that had
been rectified.

Dr. Atchley was asked to whom the Athletic Department reports.

He answered
to Dean Walter Cox and then to him, that it did not report to the Athletic
Council. He was questioned as to why the Athletic Department reported to
Dean Cox. He stated that Athletics is a student activity like the Tiger
Band and other student activities. He said he will look at the overall
organizational structure again in the next few years and that one
possibility was a new vice president for administration. He went on to say
that Athletics has been under Dean Cox for a long time, and that what makes
an organization work is not to whom they report but the people themselves.
He was asked what authority Bobby Robinson has. He answered that Mr.
Robinson is the Associate Athletic Director - the programmatic Athletic
Director, and that he has under him the budget and all sports except
football. He was asked if Mr. Robinson has any authority over the actions
of the coaches. He said that he does have soire authority but not over the
direct actions of coaches. He said Robinson is a straightforward person
who knows what has to be done and doesn't tolerate anything that is not
above board. He said that Bobby Robinson does a great job.
N.

The president was asked about long range planning and unified efforts
between USC, MUSC and Clemson and whether enrollment at Clemson is going to
rise? He said that enrollment at Clemson would not be increasing. Our
enrollment will stay around 12,000 and if there is any growth in a certain
area it should be in the graduate program. He further stated that there
must be some unification between USC, MUSC and Clemson. He also stated
that there should not be a medical school in Columbia.

0.

He was asked about the status of the Extension Service pulling out of the
College of Agricultural Sciences. He answered that these discussions had
gotten out of channels. The administration is looking at Extension
activities and hopes to create an atmosphere of emphasis and innovations
for the future.
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III.
IV.

The minutes of the August 21, 1984 Faculty Senate ireeting were approved as
corrected.
Committee Reports:
A,

Policy Committee : Senator Camper submitted a report (Attachment A) stating
that the Policy Committee had met on September 4 with Dr. Clarence Hood as
an invited guest and resource person.
1.

The Committee agreed with a statement from the Organization of Academic
Department Heads stating that academic department heads should continue
to have academic rank. It was agreed that criteria unique to
department heads should not be established, but that a case-by-case
evaluation should remain in effe ct.

2,

A report from the Ad Hoc Committee on Faculty Evaluations was studied
and a summary of this review forwarded to Dave Senn, Chair of the
Commission on Faculty Affairs. The report forwarded to Chairman Senn
addressed some concerns about r e adability, tine periods, and a
reference to numerical ratings.

3.

With regard to honorary degrees and commencement addresses, the Policy
Committee is currently gathering information. Discussions have thus
far been on honorary degrees. There appears to be a lack of qualified
nominations for honorary degree s from the faculty, and the Policy
Committee feels that a viable list should be maintained with a lead
time of at least one year for submitting nominations.

B.

Research Committee: Senator Gowdy said the Research Committe e had met on
September 14 for the purpose of looking into possible items for
consideration during the coming year. It was mainly a planning meeting.

C.

Scholastic Policy Committee: The Scholastic Polic y Committee met on
September 4 (Attachment B) and discussed the following items :
1.

Minimum enrollment policies. There appears to be no official
university policy. The committee has found that at least one college,
Sciences, has a college policy, and other college and departmental
policies are currently being sought,

2,

Required attendance at cultural events. There was no committee support
for this at all as a part of graduation requirements. Information had
been received by the committee from Auburn University stating that a
maximtun of three credit hours are given at that institution for
attendance at seven eve nts (for each cre dit hour) taken from a selecte d
list.

3.

Admissions policies, continuing enrollment, and satisfactory progress.
A subcommittee of Bob Hill (chairman), Buddy Dillman, and Dick Conover
was established.

4.

A list of perceived problems with the proposed university calendar was
developed for use by members of the committee at the meeting of the
Commission on Undergraduate Studies on Septembe r 14. Thi s list is
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attached to the committee's report.
··

5.

A considerably shortened catalog statement will be brought up under old
business.

D.

Welfare Committee: The Welfare Committee met on September 4 with Provost
Maxwell (Attachment C). The single item of discussion was tenure. Dr.
Maxwell told the committee that he was opposed to quotas which he feels
needs to be avoided by taking other positive actions. He fee ls that
positive steps have already been made to slowing the "rush to tenure."
Provost Maxwell told the Welfare Committee that he feels t~ principal
problems with a heavily tenured faculty are: (1) the lack of new blood
from new faculty, and (2) the lack of flexibility to move positions around
to meet enrollment demands.

E.

Ad Hoc Committees:
Senate.

F.

University Commissions/Councils/Committees:

There are currently no ad hoc committees within the

Senator Camper told the Senate that the Union Board was meeting on a weekly
basis and was trying to schedule additional programs in an effort to give
the students more activities since the new drinking law has gone into
effect. He told the Senate that at ten dance at the "Y" movies has increased
and that Homecoming plans are currently under way.
Senator Hill said the Admissions and Continuing Enrollment Committee had
requested some figures from Mr. Mattox of the Admissions Off ice. · Sane of
the data they received was that there are 2,625 new persons enrolled this
fa 11 ( including tr ans fers) and the aver age SAT score for these new
enrollees is 1012. Of the 2625 students, only 70 have a projected GPR of
less than 1.8. Of the 135 new enrollees for this fall who are designated
athletes, 47 have a projected GPR of less than 1.8. Their average SAT was
880.
Senator Bauer reported on the Planning Board meeting of September 10
(Attachment D).
1.

It was announced that the architectural and engineering firm has been
contracted for the Thurmond Institute and a building committee
appointed.

2.

The South Carolina Department of Highways has offered the University a
steel truss bridge, but the Planning Board is opposed to accepting the
bridge since there is no suitable place for locating it and the
maintenance costs would be extremely high.

3.

An architect will be hired to study further the site and design of the
new microwave tower.

4.

Concerns were expressed about the appearance of the East Campus
Convenience Store, and the campus planner will be studying possible
improvements.
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Senator Dyck reported that the Commission on Undergraduate Studies met
September 14 and only a portion of the proposed academic calendar was
adopted, the part about the number of minutes of class time. He also said
that the signature space on add/ drop forms is being changed from "Advisor's
Approval" to "Advisor's Acknowledgement." The Commission approved a
statement for the catalog that co-op students are full time students. The
Commission agreed there will be summer school in 1985.
Senator Bauer asked if a committee had been appointed to discuss the
plus-minus grading system and the answer was "yes." Also, a committee has
been appointed to discuss mid-term grades.
Senator Dickey reported that the Commission on Graduate Studies and
Research had met recently and approved the calendar as recommended. He
said there was a considerable amount of discussion on whether foreign GTA's
are communicating adequately with students. Nothing was resolved, and he
said that a survey taken by department heads concluded that there were no
communications problems.
It was reported that the Traffic and Parking Committee had met a couple of
times and that the new handicapped spaces were being moved to a different
location to provide parking spaces for recruiters. President Senn noted
that there wi 11 be some new five-minute spaces for the teller machines.

v.

President's Report (Attachment E): President Senn noted that the Council of
Deans met on September 17 and were told to proceed with their review of
graduate programs.
President Senn was asked if it was true that the Athletic Council has met only
once in the last six months, and he said that it had met in March, July and was
scheduled to ireet September 19.

VI.

Old Business:
A.

University Calendar: Senator Hare said that when the Commission on
Undergraduate Studies approved the calendar there was a list of objections
expressed:
1.

Grades due in on Monday for graduating seniors when exams were only
given the preceding Saturday,

2.

Fall starting date too early,

3.

Problem with co-op or interim students.

President Senn asked if there was any sort of action recommended for the
Senate to take on the calendar. Senator Dyck moved that the Faculty Senate
not accept the calendar until the starting date for fall semester was
reviewed again. Motion seconded. After. some discussion ' a substitute
motion was voted on and passed to approve the calendar for next year
(because of the shortness of time) with continued study regarding the
following years.
B.

The condensed statement for inclusion 1n the undergraduate catalog
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(Attachment F) was distributed at the meeting. Senator Hare commented that
this one does emphasize the student's responsibility and deletes the
reference to a contract. It was moved that this statement be accepted.
Motion passed.
VII.

VIII.

New Business: There was some discussion about problems with distribution of
incentive monies. A comment was made that incentive funds were handled
differently in different departments. President Senn suggested that instead of
proposing a resolution from the Faculty Senate that the Senators try first
working through their department heads and deans. If after trying this method
there are still problems, he suggested that the Research Committee might
propose a resolution.
Meeting was adjourned at 6:00 p . m.
Re~ully submitted,

::~.e#,U/

~ n F.
Secretary, Faculty Senate

All Senators present.

.

Attachment A

POLICY COMMITTEE REPORT
September 3, 1984
The Policy Committee met on Tuesday, September 4. Dr . Clarence Hood
attended as an invited guest and resource person. The fa 11 owing i terns
were discussed .
1.

Faculty Status of Debartment Heads. The Cammi ttee agreed with a
statement from the rganization of Academic Department Heads "Department Heads have, and should continue to have, the same status
as other faculty members." Criteria for eligibility and selection
for various awards and named professorships are defined by the
appropriate selection committees, and should remain so. Criteria
unique to department heads should not be established ; rather, a
case-by-case evaluation should remain operational.

2.

Faculty Evaluations.
The report from the Ad Hoc Committee on
Faculty Evaluations was studied. A report outlining some concerns
about readability, the time period being evaluated, and a reference
to numerical rating was forwarded to David Senn, Chair of Commission
on Faculty Affairs.

3.

Honorary Degrees and Commencement Addresses . The Committee is in a
fact-finding mode on this topic. Initial discussions have centered
on Honorary Degrees. A "selection committee" for Honorary Degrees
is defined in the Faculty Manual. It consists of the President of
the University, who shall serve as chairperson; the President of the
Faculty Senate, who shall serve as secretary ; and the two i mmediate
past presidents of the Faculty Senate .
One problem identified is the lack of qualified nominations for
Honorary Degrees originating from the faculty. Very few nominations
actually come from the facul ~Y. It is then our responsibility to
help maintain a viable list of candidates for these degrees by
submitting nominations of qualified individuals. A lead time of at
least one year should be kept in mind . Conceivably, a call for
nominations should appear in the first Newsletter of the fall
semester .

~

Attachment B

REPORT:

SCHOLASTIC POLICIES COMMITTEE

(Faculty Senate Meeting:

September 18, 1984)

The Scholastic Policies Committee met September 4, 1984
and the following were discussed:
(1) Minimum enrollment policies. There seems to be no
official university policy. At least one college, Sciences,
has a college-wide policy. Additional policies ~re being
sought in other colleges and departments.
(2) Required attendance at cultural events. There was
no committee support for required attendance as a university
graduation requirement. Information has been received from
the University Senate of Auburn University about elective
credit available for attendance at a certain number of events
in their FORUM series. A maximum of three hours credit is
available. The committee will seek further information on
what constitutes a typical list before any additional dis
cussion is done. Generally, there was minimal committee
support for such an approach at Clemson.
(3) Admissions policies continuing enrollment, and
satisfactorh progress. A subcommittee was established with
Bob Hill, c airman, Buddy Dillman, and Dick Conover.
(4) A list of perceived problems with the pro~osed
university calendar was drawn up. The list was primarily
for use by committee members at the meeting of the Commission
on Undergraduate Studies on September 14. A copy of the
list is attached to this report.
(5) A considerably shortened proposed catalog statement
will be proposed under Old Business. The committee appreciates
the suggestions and assistance from several Senators.
Bill Hare, Chairman

College of Sciences
DEPAftTMENT OF MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES

September 4, 1984

At the Scholastic Policies Committee meetini today the
following were some of the problems mentioned regarding the
proposed University Calendar:
1. Scheduling of final examinations on Friday afternoon
or Saturday, with grades for graduating senior due by 10 a.m.
on Monday is an unreasonable imposition on faculty, There
should be at least twenty-four hours more time allowed for
any such situation.
2. Numerous professional meetings are held during our
orientation, registra~ion, beginning of classes period. A
somewhat later start would alleviate some of this difficulty.
(This applies primarily to the start of the fall semester.)
3. Summer school--fall semester timing appears out of
phase with numerous other schools. Again, a later start of
all our schedule might improve this situation .
4. We are also more seriously out of phase with the
public school schedule. Teachers must start summer school
with two to three weeks of public school still in progress.
This eliminates our first summer session, or necessitates
the scheduling of classes at inconvenient times.

S. In various summer jobs and internships students are
expected to work later in the summer--say, to Labor Day-
than our schedule allows. Likewise, they are "available"
too early in May for many such programs.
6. There is a difference in number of meetings of multiple
section laboratory courses. The net effect is a fourteen
weeks schedule for such courses.
7. The fall break seems poorly timed, if necessary at all.
8. With the increase in time being effected in the public
school schedule, it appears a little incongruous for us to be
moving in the other direction.
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Attachment D

Planning Board
September 10, 1984

1.

The A&E firm has been contracted for the Thurmond
Institute Building and a building committee appointed.

2.

The Board voted to recommend that the University not
accept a steel truss bridge offered by the South Carolina Department of Highways. The primary arguments against
acceptance were the absence of a satisfactory location for
placement of the bridge, and the high cost of maintenance.

3.

An architect will be employed to further study the site and
design of a new microwave tower for the state communications
system.

4.

The East Campus Convenience Store was discussed. Concerns
have been raised about appearance. The campus planner will
study possible improvements.

!..ttadu:ient E

:.
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September 18, 1984
3:30 p.m.

SenAte Chambers
University Union

AGENDA
1.

Call to Order

2.

Special Order of the Day
Senate Guest: Bill L. Atchley, President

3.

Approval of Minutes from August 21 Meeting

4.

Committee Reports
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Policy
Senator Camper
Research
Senator Gowdy
Scholastic Policy
Senator Hare
Welfare
Senator McGregor
Ad Hoc Committees
Univ•rsity Commissions/Councils/Committees

~.

President•s Report

6.

Old Business
a.
b.

Proposed University Calendar <attached>
Statement for University Announcements <to be distributed
at meeting>

7.

New Business

8.

Adjournment

Attachments:
Proposed Calendar
President•s Report
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PROPOSED ~EMIC CALENDAR
Si.'ni.lar to the cale."'ldar in use before 1982. Sare exceptions are t."lat the
Fall break is retained and Hcnors Day renains en a weece."ld. Al.so the
mid-year orie."ltation has bee.'1 m:ived to Maiday evening, allowing classes to
stan on We:inesday. This results in beth Fall and Spring seres.:e:s being 73
class days long. Other advantages are;

1. Fall and Spring orientation always cx::et.irs
2. Dormitories always cpo..n

01

01

Maiday.

Surxiays.

3. Fall classes always start en Thursday and Spring Classes always
start oo Wednesday, pe.cti tting all nom.al.ly SC."l.ed.uled lect:.ire
classes to meet during the first week.

4. Fall and Spring exams always start on MCilday.
S. Mid-year graduation always CX::C".irs on Thursday, Dec 16 to 22.

6. May graduation always CCC".irs

ai

Friday, May 5 to 12.

7. August graduation can CX::C'.J.r on F:'iday, Aug 4 to ll.
8. At least one week 0£ classes after Tr..anksgiving break.
9. Class ti.rte for ~"F schedules equals 44 x SO = 2200 min.
Class ti.rte for TTh schedules equals 29 x 75 = 2175 min.
Class ti.rte for Sumner sessions equals 25 x 90 • 2250 min.

10. No Saturday cl.asses, even in 2rxl Sumner session.

POOPOSID .acADEMIC CALENDAR
The follcwing calendars are for standard <non-leap) years and project the
seven possible starting dates in August. On leap years, all dates after
February 29 will be reduced by cne.
93 87 86 85 90 89 88
Year
16 17
17 18
18 19
19 20
25 26
8
9
15 16
ll 12

18
19
20
21
27
10
17
13

Orientation
Registraticn
Late registration
Classes begin
Last day to register or add a class
Last day to order diplana.
Last day to drop without record
Preliminary grades due
Last day to drop or withdraw
without final grades
Fall break
Thanksgiving break begins after
last class en Wednesday
Final exams begin
Mid-year graduation

Men Aug
TI.JesAug
Wei Aug
ThurAµg
Wei Aug
Wei Sept
Wed Sept
Mal Oct

19 20 21 22
20 21 22 23
21 22 23 24
22 23 24 25
28 29 30 l
ll 12 13 14
18 19 20 21
14 15 16 17

Orientation, Evening.
Registration
Late registration
Classes begin
Last day to register or add a class
Last day to order diplana.
Last day to drop without record
Preliminacy grades due
Last day to drop or wit:hiraw
without final grades
Spring break ·after last class cn;
Hcnors Week
Final exams begin
May graduation

Men Jan
3 4 s 6 7
Mcn Jan
3 4 5 6 7
Tues.!an
4 s 6 7 8
Wed Jan
5
6 7 8 9
Tues.!an 11 12 13 14 15
Tues.Jan 25 26 27 28 29
Tues Feb 1 2 3 4 5
l
2 3 4
Mal Feb 28

Registraticn 1st Sumner sessicn
Classes begin
Exams begin

Men May

Orie."'ltation 2nd Sumner sessicn
Registraticn 2nd Sumner
Classes begin
~ begin
Sumner graduation

Thr June
Fri June
Men June
TuesAug
Fri Aug

Varies
Mal. Tues varies
NCJIJ

24

Mal Dec
6
Thur Dec 16

26 27 21 22 23
7 8 9 10 11 12
17 18 19 20 21 22
25

8
8
9
10
16
30
6

9
9

10
11
17
31
7
6
5

11 12 13 14 15 16 17
Fri Mar 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
April 4-9
Men Apr 25 26 27 28 29 30 l
Fri May
6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Fri Mar

16 17 18 19
18 19 20
TuesJune 21 22 23 24

'l\les May 17

20
21

22

22
23

25

26

27

21

23 24 25 26 27 28 29
24 25 26 27 28 29 30
1 2 3
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PRESIDENT•S REPORT:

SEPTEMBER, 1984

<Prepared September 6, 1984)

1.

The proposed revisions in the university calendar are likely
to be on the agenda of the President•s Council at its
September 28 meeting. The Commission on Graduate Studies gave
its approval to th• revised calendar on August 24. The
Commission on Undergraduate Studies will act on the calendar
at its September 14 meeting.
I have asked the Senate•s
Scholast"ic Policies Committee to complete its review of the
proposal and present its recommendations to the Commission on
Undergraduate Studies and to the Senate at our next meeting.

2.

Three subcommittees of the Athletic Council have been formed
to help monitor several aspects of the athletic program:
Ca> academic progre$S of athletes, Cb) recruiting procedures,
official visit forms, and related expense vouchers of the
Athletic Department, and Cc> guidelines for the new "Athletic
Department Academic Scholarship Fund." The subcommittees are
to report to the full council at its next meeting on September
19.

3.

Among the topics discussed recently by the President•s Cabinet
were the following:
a.

Approved in principle the establishment of reserved
parking spaces for campus recruiters. The selection of
the specific parking area was delegated to the Traffic and
Parking Committee and to the Office of Student Affairs.

b.

The need for a staff support person to coordinate
materials of the President•s Council, particularly the
maintenance of committee membership rosters for the eight
commissions, was again noted. Ms. Marion Halfacre of the
President•s Office will be serving in this capacity.

c.

The next Board of Trustees meeting has been rescheduled to
the 2~th and 26th of October.
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4.

At the September 3 meeting of the Council of Academic Deans,
an extensive discussion was held on computing resources and
facilities.
Th• Computer Center continues to experience a
growth rate of about ~07. per year. Future projections show
continued demands for services.
Some difficult decisions will
need to be made in the near future regarding expanded
facilities, a possible new computer resources building, and
possible limitations on Center services.

~.

The four committees of the Commission on Faculty Affairs are
now fully organized. Membership rosters for the Commission
and each committee are attached.
If you or your constituents
have ideas or concerns in the areas of academic advising,
faculty development, faculty manual revisions, or faculty
salaries and fringe benefits please contact me or the chair of
the appropriate committee. Like the Faculty Senate, this
commission works to serve the faculty.
It functions best when
the faculty are involved in its deliberations.

August 30, 1984
Commission on Faculty Affairs
1984-8!5
Members

Representing

David J. Senn (Chair)

President, Faculty Senate
Psychology, B-~-B Hardin

198~

Larry L. Bauer

Vice-President, Faculty Senate
Ag. Econ., 232 Barre

1986

W. Davis McGregor

Chair, F.S. Welfare Comm.
Forestry, 243 Lehotsky

198!5

N. Dwight Camper

Chair, F.S. Policy Comm.
Plant Path., B-10 Leng

198!5

William Baron

Faculty Senate
Civil Engineering, 212 Lowry

198!5

Tony Czajkowski

Faculty Senate
Management , 242 Sirrine

198!5

Robert A. Waller

Dean, Liberal Arts
801 Strede

1986

James E. Matthews

Dean, Education
102 Tillman

1987

Chris Przirembel

Head, Dept. of Mech. Engineering
319 Riggs

198!5

Carl W. Helms

Head, Dept. of Biological Sciences
338 Long

1987

Jose Caban

Chair, Faculty Development Comm.
Planning Studies, 143 Lee

198!5

Fred Ritchie**

President pro tem, Student Senate
Student Gov't, Univ. Union

198!5

Joe Ervin**

Graduate Student Association
Civil Engineering~ Lowry Hall

1985

**Non-voting

Expires

August 30, 1984
Academic Advising Committee
1984-85

Expires

Members

Representing

Verner B. Burkett

Education
Ind. Education, G-06 Tillman

198:5

Thomas M. Mcinnis

Sciences
Biological Sciences, 338 Long

198~

Jose R. Caban

Architecture
Planning Studies, 143 Lee

1986

Lori R. Fi sher

Nursing
~06 Nursing Building

1986

Alven C. Elrod

Engineering
Mech. Engineering, 317A Riggs

1987

Richard L. Saunders

Liberal Arts
History, 115 Hardin

1987

Corinne H. Sawyer

Provost•s Office
Special Projects, G-11 Tillman

198~

Gloria A. Tanner

Org. of Academic Dept. Heads
~3:SA Nursing Building

1985

· Judith E. Haislett

Counseling & Career Planning Center 1985
Counseling Ctr., S. Palmetto Blvd.

Michael G. Moran

Faculty Senate
English, 710 Strode

198~

Stanley B. Smith

Admissions and Registration
Registrar, 104 Sikes

Indef.

Bobby J. Skelton

Admissions and Registration
Dean, 101 Sikes

Indef.

August 30, 1984
Faculty Development Committee
1984-8~

Expires

Members

Representing

Ernest T. Sims, Jr.

Agriculture
Horticulture, 16:5 P & AS

198:5

Jose R. Caban (Chair>

Architecture
Planning Studies, 143 Lee

198:5

James A. Kimbell, Jr.

Commerce and Industry
Accountancy, 329 Sirrine

1986

Elizabeth B. ·Galloway

Education
Elem. & Sec. Educ., 401A Tillman

198:5

Eugene H. Bishop

Engineering
Mech. Engineering, 113 Riggs

1986

Richard L. Howell

Forestry & Recreation Resources
PRTM, 27:5 Lehotsky

1986

Donald M. McKale

Liberal Arts
History, 127 Hardin

1987

Steven 0. Johnson

Library
Acquisitions, Cooper Library

1987

Pam Kline

Nursing
426 Nursing

1987

Robert E. Fennell

Sciences
Math. Sciences, 0-222 Martin

1987

Gordon W. Gray

Org. of Academic Dept. Heads
Elem. & Sec. Educ., 4049 Tillman

1987

Jerome V. Reel, Jr.

Vice Provost, Undergrad. Studies
209 Sikes

Indef.

August 30, 1984
Faculty Manual Committee
1984-8~

Members

Representing

John L. Idol

Faculty
English, 607 Strode

198:5

Stephen S. Melsheimer
<Chair)

Faculty
Chemical Engr., 130 Earle

1986

Barbara M. Raetsch

Faculty
Elem. & Sec. Educ., 407A Tillman

1987

N. Dwight Camper

Chair, Faculty Senate Policy Comm.
Plant Pathology, B-10 Long

198:5

Benton H. Box

Council of Academic Deans
Forest & Recreation Resources
1:SOA Lehotsky

198:5

Tolly B. Taylor**

Provost•s OiTice
Staii Resource Person
207 Sikes

**Non-voting

Expires

Indef.

August 30, 1984
Faculty Salaries and Fringe Benefits Committee
1984-8~

Members

Representing

Expires

C. Stassen Thompson (Chair) Faculty
Agric. Economics, 2SS Barre

1986

Fred R. Sias

Faculty_
Elec.

Harold E. Albert

Faculty
Political Science, 402 Strode

1987

William Baron

Faculty
Civil Engineering, 212 Lowry

198~

W. Davis McGregor

Chair, Fae. Senate Welfare Comm.
Forestry, 243 Lehotsky

198~

Ryan C. Amacher

Council of Academic Deans
Commerce & Industry, 16~K Sirrine

198~

John D. Fulton

Chair, Org. of Academic Dept. Heads
Math. Sciences, 0-103 Martin

198~

Ronald T. Herrin**

Office of Business and Finance
Financial Management, G13 Sikes

Richard F. Simmons**

Office of Business and Finance
Indef.
Personnel Admin., Personnel Bldg.

**Non-voting

1987
~

Computer Engr., 20 Riggs

Indef.
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FACULTY SENATE

PRESIDENT·s REPORT coN ~T.:

SEPTEMBER, 1984

(Updated September 17, 1984)

6.

On September 6 , President Atchley extended the term of service
for members of the University Wellness Program Committee for
another year. The Committee was requested to write a job
description for the Wellness Program Director and to work with
Vice President Elam in developing funding proposals.

7.

Among the items considered by the President•s Cabinet during
the past two weeks were the following:
a.

The Cabinet approved recommendat i ons from the Traffic and
Parking Committee which provides parking for the
handicapped between the Post Office and Johnstone Hall,
designates four five- minute parking spaces for the bank
teller machines on Fort Hill Street, and establishes
several spaces i n this same area for campus recruiters.

b.

Members were informed that Clemson is one of thirty
institutions selected by the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching for a study on the changing
nature of student life on college campuses. Ms. Deborah
Fabiszak arrived on campus September 17 for a ten-day
stay. She will be interviewing many individuals and
attending numerous meetings on campus.

c.

Mr . Ben Anderson, University Counsel, has filed a report
with the State Auditor•s Office indicating that the
University is currently the defendant in three litigation
cases and the plaintiff in twenty-two others.
In
addition, six civil rights complaints are currently
active.

d.

President Atchley recently appointed four faculty members
to the Athletic Council .
In making his appointments he
was concerned with continuity on the Council and breadth
of representation. Two of the appointees are new to the
Council and were drawn from the pool of nominees
submitted by colleges one year ago.
The other two
persons were reappointments to the Counc i l and were not
drawn from the college nominees. President Atchley is
reassessing these latter reappointments in light of the
guideline that all faculty appointees be drawn from the
pool of collegiate nominees.
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e.

8.

The State Division of Human Resource Management has
announced a state funded dental program for employees
beginning February 15, 198~. All employees on the active
rolls for health insurance will be automatically
converted to single dental coverage funded by the state.
If employees desire dependent coverage, they will be
required to complete a Dental Notice of Election form
along with a payroll deduction authorization form.

The Council of Academic Deans met on September 17.
topics discussed were the following:

Among the

a.

Ron Herrin, Director of Payroll and Employee Benefits,
described a new guarantee issue salary continuation
program underwritten by the Travelers~ Insurance Company.
The new disability coverage does not replace the current
program but is intended to provide more immediate
benefits for the first two years following a disability.
Meetings will be held throughout the campus during the
next two months to inform faculty and staff of this new
employee benefit program.

b.

The Council selected representatives to several
commissions of the President~s Council: Deans James
Matthews and Robert Waller (Faculty Affairs>, Charles
Jennett (Graduate Studies and Research>, Ryan Amacher
(Public Programs>, and Mary Lohr (Student Affairs).

c.

On September 24 the Council of Deans will begin its
review of the Master~s and Doctoral Program Reports
submitted by the Ad Hoc Committee on Academic Planning.
The Council is to make recommendations to the Provost
regarding the status of all graduate programs.

d.

The Ad Hoc Committee to Review Alumni Professorships has
begun its deliberations.
If you have suggestions
regarding eligibility criteria, guidelines, or nomination
and selection procedures, please forward your comments to
Dr. Chris Przirembel, committee chair, or to Senators
McGregor, Nocks, or Privette, committee m mbers.

-~ o___ -----------David ~Senn, President

Attachment F

SUGGESTED SUBSTITUTIOH FOR THE WSIDE FROHT COVER STATEMEMT It! THE
CLEMS9N UNIVERSITY UHDERGRAOIJATE ArlHOUHCEt-!ENTS

Degrees from Clemson University are granted •Jpon recor:vnend3tion of
the Fac1Jlty and approval of the Board of Tru~tees. The '"l!Quirements for
each curricul1..t:1 shall be the catalog requirements in effect on the date
of enrollr.lent

1:1

that curricult..111.

If a

st'.Jdent

withdraws

fr"orn

the

University and ~·Jbsequc:,tty ret1Jrns, the catalog requirene.its in effect
c1t

the

time ·-af ·retul"n

will

control.

A.'"'l.y

•1ar"i3tions

in

curr i c•Jlar

requirements shall be cr.msidel"'ed •Jnder tht~ .; •Jbstit.•Jtion pr"cedure.1. If

all

work

toward

a

entrance, the stucie:,t
.statement

""

degree
r.12y

not

completed

wi tin

six

ye ars

after

be req•.Jired to ta ke ad·Htic:ial cour!les. (See

"sa ti3 facti,ry

avai111bl~ tr, a:Jsist,

is

progi-ess,"

b•Jt P.ach

st 1Jdent

o.
is

.)

Academic

advi ~ers

are

•Jl tir.'! <1te l y :-es ponsi ble

for

knowing and satisfying University degree !'"equire~ent~.

MINUTES
FACULTY SENATE MEETING
August 21, 1984
I.

President Senn called the meeting to order at 3:30 p.m.
President Senn announced that three new senators had been elected, as follows:
1.

Kim Peterson of the College of Sciences has replaced Fred Stutzenberger
who is on sabbatical leave.

2.

Larry Mccollough from the College of Liberal Arts has replaced John
Romeiser who is taking over as Acting Head in the Department of Languages.

3.

Susan Brown has replaced Holley Ulbrich in the College of Commerce and
Industry. Dr. Ulbrich is on sabbatical leave.

President Senn also announced that Mark Hudson from the College of
Architecture has replaced Lynn Craig as an alternate and that Senators Hill
and Behery are now members of the Advisory Committee.
President Senn announced to the Senate that Vice Provost Reel had sent his
thanks to those senators who had helped with faculty orientation.
II.

Approval of Minutes of the July Meeting:
Minutes of the July 10, 1984 meeting were approve d as corrected.

III.

Committee Reports:
A.

Policy Committee - no report.

B.

Research Committee - no report.

C.

Scholastic Policy Committee - no report.

D.

Welfare Committee - Senator McGregor submitted a report of the Welfare
Committee (Attachment A) which stated that the Welfare Committee had met
with Stassen Thompson, the Chairman of the Faculty Salaries and Fringe
Benefits Committee on July 31 in an effort to lay out a strategy for the
two committees. It was agreed at this meeting that the Faculty Salaries
and Fringe Benefits Committee would work on the issue of faculty salaries
and that the Welfare Committee would work on health care benefits programs
and follow the progress of the Wellness Program. Neither committee will
work on retirement at the present time. Senator McGregor also stated that
the Welfare Committee will be meeting with Dr. Maxwell on September 4 to
discuss tenure percentages, and he would like some comments and questions
from the Faculty Senators for use in that meeting. Senator McGregor
further reported that an agreement has been reached by Anderson Memorial
Hospital and the Piedmont Pathology Association concerning single billings
which will be covered by Blue Cross/Blue Shield.
The Welfare Committee and Senator Davis as Chairman , in particular, we re
commended for their hard work and accomplishments with regard to this
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agreement between Anderson Memorial Hospital and Piedmont Pathology
Association.
E.

Ad Hoc Committee - Senator Snelsire reported that the College Bowl would
be held Thursday, August 23 in the Loggia from 12:00 noon to 1:00 p.m.
The faculty team is currently composed of Dr. Snelsire and Dr. Lewis T.
Fitch of the Electrical and Computer Engineering Department, and Dr.
Richard Golde n of the History Department. Dr. Snelsire said the faculty
team needs another volunteer. The administration team is composed of Drs.
Jerry Reel, Corinne Sawye r and John Butler. Members of the student team
include the President of the Student Senate and the Editor of The Tiger.

F.

University Commissions/Councils/Committees - It was noted that a report of
the University Planning Board's meeting of July 26, is contained in the
August 14 President's Report.
Senator Bauer reported on having attended the 1-">ard of Trustees and
Educational Policy Committee meetings on August 3. He informed the Senate
that the Educational Policy Committee had discussed and passed a motion
for an examination of the organization of the Cooperative Extension
Service. Also, a report was given by Frank Mauldin to the EPC on the
status of the desegregation plan. During the meeting of the full Board, a
portrait presentation was made by the Johnstone family. Also, the Board
approved construction contracts for the new chemistry building.
President Senn noted that the next meeting of the Board of Trustees 1s
presently scheduled for October 5.
All committees were encouraged by President Senn to proceed with
scheduling meetings for this fall.

IV.

President's Report:

(Attachment B)

President Senn asked if there were any questions with regard to the
President's Report and brought everyone's attention to the addendum dated
August 20, 1984, copies of which were available at the meeting.
Under Item 13. regarding the Council of Deans meeting, there were several
comments:
A.

Senator Hamby asked for an explanation on Item 13.d. regarding the
Provost's statement on early t enure decisions. It was pointed out that
the Provost had merely in formed the deans that in the future very few
early tenure decisions would be approved. The Provost had also stated
that all t enure and promotion files must be complete when delivered to his
office; that in the past additional material had arrived on certain files
aft er he had reviewed the files and made his decision and henceforth this
material will not be accepted.

B.

It was noted that two deans had expressed reservations at the Council of
Deans meeting with regard to the Commission on Faculty Affairs being
involved in a review of faculty evaluation procedures. It was noted that
the propos ed changes on the evaluation forms would colll? back to the
Senate.
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C.

President Senn reported that the discussion held on the favorable and
unfavorable aspects of Clemson's offering courses off campus was quite
interesting. Nothing was decided; however, many views were given on the
effects, academically and politically.

President Senn, referring to Item 10.e. of the original President's Report,
explained that the reason for President Atchley asking for consideration (by
the academic area) to require students to attend certain campus academic
and cultural events as part of their undergraduate education was not merely to
fill up auditoriums but that the students might benefit from the exposure . He
further stated that this could be a "heated" item for discussion.
It was pointed out that the reference to the "Tiger" Prize on the third line
of Item 5. in the original President's Report was an error. It should have
been the "Tyler" Prize.
With regard to the "1983-84 Academic-- Results" (Attachment C) on athletes which
was attached to the August 14, President's Report, Senator Camper commented
that he thought it would be a good idea to have one of the Senate committees
ask some pointed questions. Senator Hill said that questions have already
been asked by the Admissions and Continuing Enrollment Committee. President
Senn stated that he had asked Dean Skelton if student athletes were admitted
just like other students, and Dean Skelton had answered, "yes and no". The ·
NCAA criteria for admission are used, and if student-athletes meet those
criteria, they are enrolled. The Office of Admissions is responsible for
admitting all students, athletes and non-athletes alike.
President Senn brought
policy (as attached to
of the student leaders
noted that the Alcohol
issue.
V.

VI.

to the Senate's attention the new university drinking
his original President's Report) and stated that some
had worked a lot this summer on this issue. It was
and Drug Abuse Committee has also been meeting on this

Old Business:
A.

There was some concern expressed by Senator Dyck with regard to the review
of the master's programs by the Ad Hoc Committee on Academic Planning
(Item 5. in the June 28 President's Report).

B.

Senator Huey was elected to replace John Romeiser on the Open Forum
Committee. President Senn encouraged faculty participation in the Open
Forum. Senator Hill said that a lot of faculty are inhibited by what has
happened in the past.

New Business:
A.

Senator Burkett made a motion to adopt the Res o lution on Alumni Public
Service Award (FS-84-8-l) (Attachment D) with one correction, changing
"as" to "or" in the last line of the third paragraph. The motion was
seconded . There was also some discussion on changing the suggested name
of the award. One suggestion was that the "10rd "pub lic" be omitted.
Senator Pet erso n moved an amendment changing the s uggested title of the
award to "Alumni Award of Distinction of the Cooperative Extension
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Service." Senator McGregor suggested passing the resolution with the
suggested award title unchanged. Senator Camper called for the question
on the amendment. The amendment by Senator Peterson was defeated. The
resolution as passed with no change to the suggested title of the award.
B.

Senator Hare moved acceptance of the draft statement for the Clemson
University Announcements (Attachment E). There was discussion with regard
to (a) the phrase in the last line of the first page, "at the time of
graduation"; (b) what part does the Senate play in reviewing this
statement; and (c) whether the material in the catalog is construed as a
contract.
Senator Hill moved to amend the phrase in the last line of the first
page as follows: "required for graduation" would replace "at the tiae of
graduation." After quite a bit of discussion, Senator Privette called for
the question on the amendment, and the amendment carried.
It was concluded that the Senate's purpose in reviewing this statement for
the catalog was for recommendations and endorsement.
On the matter of whether the catalog is a contract, the statement was made
that the old catalog stated that it was not a contract but the wording in
this statement infers that it is a contract.
Senator Dyck stated that he felt this statement ~uld be confusing to
incoming freshmen and that it needed editing. He further felt that the
statement in the last paragraph of Page 1 (line 3) about "six years"
should refer to number of hours for the benefit of those students who are
part-time or had to miss a semester. Senator Hill said the Admissions and
Continuing Enrollment Committee felt that this language (speaking in terms
of years and semesters) was best. He further stated that in the cases of
part-tine students, exceptions are made; that these cases are handled
individually. Senator Privette then brought to the attention of the
Senate a memo from President Atchley which seems to conflict with the "six
years." Senator Dyck moved that the statement be sent back to the
Scholastic Policies Committee for editorial changes. This motion was
seconded and carried. (Senator Privette said the Committee -uuld like
some input in writing for use in reworking this statement.)
President Senn asked if there lolere any more comments on the statement for
the catalog. Senator Gowdy suggested eliminating the third paragraph.
Another statement was made suggesting a reference to other pages in the
catalog which would give more specific details. Senator Behery suggested
letting Ben Anderson review this statement from a legal standpoint, and
President Senn indicated this had already been done. Senator Dickey said
he thought a clear statement of the objectives of this statement ~uld be
helpful from the Committee.

C.

Senator Dyck introduced the resolution on the Wellness Program Proposal
(FS-84-8-2) (Attachment F). It was moved that this resolution~ accepted.
Motion seconded. Senator Dyck said he felt the Faculty Senate should
continue to encourage President Atchley to maet the timetable in the
report of the Wellness Committee. This motion carried.
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VII.

The meeting was Adjourned at 5:00 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

la!: f/f4-U/
Secretary, Faculty Senate

Attachment A

Faculty Senate
Welfare Conmittee Report
August 21, 1984
The Conmittee met on July 31.
Dr. Stassen Thompson met with us to discuss fringe benefits. Stassen is the new
Chairman of the Salary and Fringe Benefits Conmittee of the Faculty Affairs
Conmission. He also represents the University on a study group of the Council
of Presidents looking into alternative retirement programs. Two years ago he
served on a governor's study group looking at state employee fringe benefits.
Thus he has a lot of conman interests with our Faculty Senate Welfare Convnittee.
One purpose in our hearing Stassen was to discuss what the Salary and Fringe
Benefits Conmittee might most' effectively pursue, and where our Helfare Convnittee
might best spend its time. There was a concensus that we would wait for the
Council of President's group report on alternative retirement systems before
attacking retirement again. The Salary and Fringe Benefits Conmittee probably
will concentrate for now on salary, including regular salary comparisons with
other institutions . The Faculty Senate Welfare Committee for the inmediate
future will continue to look at the health care benefits program and its adminis
tration, and the whole area of tenure and tenure quotas. We also will follow
progress of the Wellness Program, which we will be dealing with through a resolu
tion under "New Business."
Our next meeting is Tuesday, September 4. Our guest will be Provost Maxwell, and
the topic will be tenure. If you have suggestions or questions, please talk
with a member of the Committee before September 4. We especially would like sug
gestions about alternatives to quotas if tenure percentages become "too high,"
and are to be reduced.
Finally, I would like to report that on August 16 Mr. Kirk Oglesby, Administrator
of Anderson Memorial Hospital, called me to say that Anderson Hospital and
Piedmont Pathology Associates, P.A. are in the process of working out arrange
ments for the total cost of in-hospital clinical pathology procedures to be billed
directly by the hospital, beginning October 1. This means that it will be covered
by Blue Cross-Blue Shield under our state health insurance plan, and is in
response to a specific opinion on clinical pathology services given on Jul y 10
by the State Personnel Division at the request of our Welfare Convnittee. Mr.
Oglesby made it clear that he and Piedmont Pathology Associates consider the
present system of billing the two elements of cost, i.e., hospital cost and
pathologists's oversight, fair and reasonable, but in view of the state health
plan opinion he felt that the Anderson Hospital system should not be at odds with
the state plan, because they value the business and good will of Clemson faculty
and staff as well as other state employees in the area. He said there are many
details to work out, and the plan will have to be approved by the hospital board,
but he expects the new system to be operating by October 1.
Dr. Al Hollingsworth of Piedmont Pathology Associates called me on August 18 to
confirm from his group the same intent. I thanked both Mr. Oglesby and Dr. Holl
ingsworth on behalf of the Faculty Senate Welfare Committee and indicated to them
that I would be pleased to pass this word on to the Faculty Senate and through
you to the faculty and staff at this meeting. I'm sure you join me in apprecia
tion to Anderson Hospit~l anl Piedmont Path~lo9y Associates f~r working toward an
equitably system that 1s to our advantage 1n insurance benefits. Hopefully
their example will lead others in the area to change back to or continue with a
single charge on the hospital bill for the total cost of in-hospital clinical
pathology services or procedures.

Attachment B

C~ON
~

PRESlDENT~s REPORT:

AUGUST, 1984

<Prapared August 14, 1984>

1.

Th• Advisory Committee has nominatltd Senators O.C. Coston and
C•cil Huey as candidates for the vacancy on the Op•n Forum
Committee. The election will be conducted at our August Senate
•••ting. Senator Bob Hill is the new Advisory Committe• member
from the College of Liberal Arts. The College of Commerce and
Industry still needs to elect a new member of the Advisory
Committee.

2.

Senator Snelsir• is coordinating faculty participation in the
faculty/student/administration college bowl games to be held in
the loggia of the Univ. Union from 11:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. on
Thursday, August 23.

3.

Th• Ad Hoc Committee on Faculty Evaluation has submitted its
report to the Commission on Faculty Affairs.
At this time the
Committ•e has clarified the narrative statement of the curren~
evaluation procedures and recommended modification of Form 3. The
report has b••n referred to the Senate's Policy Committee for
further study.

4.

The Athletic Council met on July 24 and heard a report regarding
th• appeal of our football probation to the ACC and was briefed on
the NCAA TV meeting including the CFA TV package for 1984.
Information was also provided on the new "Athletic Dept. Academic
Scholarship Fund." This is an endowment fund to support academic
scholarships for non-athletes.
The fund will be administered by
th• Financial Aid Office.
An ad hoc committee of the Council has
been appointed to develop guidelines for the scholarship fund.
Attached is a membership roster of the 1984-85 Athletic Council
and a summary report of the 1983-84 academic results <i.e.,
cumulative GPAs> for men and women in each intercollegiate sport.

5.

President Atchley has provided information to the Senate
describing the Tyl@r Prize, the world prize for environmental
achi evem1tnt.
"The Titer Pri2e annual 1 y honors scientific
accomplishments and leadership which contributes significantly to
the environmental and energy needs of the world, and which
inspires others to strive for similar accomplishments." The
selection cycle allows nominations to be made at any time of the
year, but the deadline for nominations for the 198~ prize is
October 1~, 1984. Materials for nominations can be obtained from
Deans Anderson, Jennett, Vogel or from me.
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6.

Th• University Planning Board met on July 26 and considered
s•veral items:
a.

R•vi•wed a propos•d site plan for the new microwave tower and
support buildings. Approval was delayed to permit further
study on the orientation of th• tower and of the appearance of
the support buildings.

b.

Approved the design d•velopment drawings of the new chill
wat.r facility.

c.

R•c•ived updates on th• n•w chemistry building and the
archit•ctural sel.ction process for the Strom Thurmond Canter.

d.

Discussed at great length the current campus parking situation
and the need for 400 n.w parking spaces. Specific attention
was given to the M•ll Hall parking lot.

•·

Consid•r•d the appearance of the new east campus convenience
store. Faculty in the College of Architecture are studying
inexpensive means to improve the visual aspects of th e store.

7.

President Atchley has approved all of the reorganization proposals
to the President's Council/Commissions/Committees with the
exception of the composition of the Council's Executive Board.
This Board will consist ~f the commission chairs, the President,
and the Provost and will not include the academic deans <see July
10 Faculty Senate minutes>.

8.

As a result of a perceived need for greater communication among
the academic deans, vice-presid.nts, and president, regular
~onthly meetings have been scheduled by these administrative
officers with the Council of Academic Deans. As a member of the
Council, the Faculty Senate President will also meet with this
group.
At its first meeting on August 13 the following topics
were discussed:
a.

Project Leapfrog: a research proposal involving the
development of a "super" computer.

b.

Proj.ct Dominica: a cooperative project between Clemson and
Dominica which may involve water resources, architecture,
agriculture/forestry, energy, and textiles. Or . Bobby
Robinson <Ag. Econ.> is chair oi Clemson's committee.

c.

Clemson Research Park: a briefing on the historical
development of the park.

d.

University Business and Finance: a discussion of the 1985-86
budget, physical plant projects , proposed changes i n
duplicating services~ and the implementation of a new campus
tele-communication system.

•·

Institutional Advancement: a report on the annual fund and
plans for restructuring th• Board of Yisitors, a major
promotional campaign, a constituent relations program, alumni
college, and the d•velopm.nt of a local chapters program.

f.

Student Services: a report on the incoming freshman class,
student housing, and new regulations regarding the usa of
alcoholic beverages.

9. Among topics discuss•d by th• Council of Academic D•ans recently
was campus usag• of the mainframe computer. B.cause of the
extensiv• usage of this facility, it may become necessary to
convert to "hard money" and budget actual computer expenditures by
college. Other alternatives were also discussed including
staggered tim• pricing, longer turn-around time, and greater
funding for computer services through research grants. A
committee will b• formed to follow-up on these issues.
10. The President~s Cabin•t met regularly throughout the summer.
Among the topics discussed were the following:
a.

The proposal to rent parking spaces in the expanded west
Sirrine lot and use the revenue to support academic
scholarships has met several obstacles.
Legally, no state
funds can b• used for academic scholarships. There is also
strong campus senti~ent for retaining our present system of
parking.
Th• Cabinet also discussed parking for handicapped
students and for campus recruiters.

b.

Supervision of athletic grant-in-aid awards has been moved to
th• Financial Aid Office.

c.

Considerable work has been done in the student affairs area in
response to the new state law raising the legal drinking age
for beer and wine.
In January approximately 45i. of the
student body will be under age.
A revised Clemson Univ.
Alcohol Use Policy has been sent to all students along with an
explanatory letter from Vice-President Cox (see attached
policy and letter>.

d.

The Cabinet referred questions regarding student access to the
mainframe computer from their dormitory rooms to the Computer
Advisory Committe• for its study and recommendat i on.

e.

President Atchley has asked the academic area <Provost's
Office, Faculty Senate> to consider the possibil i ty of
requiring student attendence at campus academic events as a
part of each student's undergraduate education.
I am
referring this request to the Scholastic Policies Committee
for its consideration and recommendation.
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C~ON
~

PRESIDENT·s REPORT coN·T.:

AUGUST, 1984

<Updated August 20, 1984)

11.

Thr. . faculty senators and one alternate are on leave from
the University or have accepted another appointment which
pr1teludes their continuing on the Senate this year. We
welcome the following new senators: Susan H. Brown from
Commerce & Industry <for Holley Ulbrich>, Larry McCollough
from Liberal Arts <for John Romeisar>, Kim Peterson from
Sciences <for Fred Stutzenberger>, and Mark Hudson as an
alternate from Architecture <for Lynn Craig>.

12.

Senator Behery <Commerce & Industry> has joined Senator Hill
<Liberal Arts> as a new member of the Senate's Advisory
Committ1t@.

13.

The Council of Academic Deans considered several items at its
August 20 meeting:
a.

Several representatives from University Relations
presented the policies and guidelines governing the
following areas: Ca> puolications and graphics services,
Cb) internal communications, and Cc) media relations.
The policy statements and guidelines have been approved
by the Board of Trustees.
A document containing these
materials is available for your perusal from your college
dean or from me.

b.

The Deans reviewed a report from the Ad Hoc Committee on
Faculty Evaluations, a subcommittee of the Commission on
Faculty Affairs.
Phase one of this committee's
deliberations focused on revising the narrative portions
and Form 3 of the annual evaluation precess. With
reference to the Faculty Manual the specific sections are
"Faculty Evaluation Procedures'' CII:17b>, ~Guidelines for
Faculty Evaluation~ CII:18>, and "Form 3: Evaluation
Summary" <II:21>.
In general, the deans agreed that the
suggested revisions are an improvement upon our present
evaluation materials. Approval was given for all
guid•line revisions and all changes dealing with Form 3.
How•ver, the majority of the discussion dealt with the
prerogative of the faculty and the Faculty A~fairs
Commission to make recommendations en evaluation
materials.
No consensus was reached among Council
members on this issue. Un~ortunately, this issue is
likely to continue when the ad hoc committee makes its
recommendations for revisions en Forms 1 and 2.

c.

A discussion was held regarding the favorable and
unfavorable aspects of offering courses at Greenville
Tee. The discussion was expanded to include the broader
issues of off-campus course offerings in general.
Judging from the concerns expressed and the extensiveness
of the views presented during this discussion, there will
be additional considerations of this topic in the future.

d.

The Provost informed the deans that very few early tenure
decisions will be made in the future.
He also indicated
that all materials pertaining to a faculty member~s
candidacy for tenure or promotion should be received in
the Provost~s office prior to his evaluation.

e.

The University is entering into agreements with several
well known computer companies which will permit faculty,
staff, and students to purchase microcomputers at
significantly discounted prices. More information will
be released on these opportunities in the near future.

__JJ ~_L______
David J.7s~nn, President

VICI l'f!ISIOINT ,o.. SlUOINT u,....s
ANO DIAN o, STUDINTS

August 2, l984

Dear Clemson Stu.dent:
On May 29, l984, Governor Richard Riley signed a bill raising the legal drinking
age for beer and wine. In South Carolina it is now:
l)

Unlawful for any person under l9 years of age through December 3l,
C984, and under 20 years of age beginning January l, 1985, to purcitase
or possess beer, wine, or any other fermented be'\'erage. The-maximum·
perialtyis a fine of $l00.00.

2)

Unl9wfJJ.l for any person to purchase beer, wine, or any other f Prmented
beverage and serve it or give it to another person who cannot lawfully
buy the beverage. The maximum penalty is a fine of Sl00.00 or imprison
ment for thirty days.

3)

Unlawful
person- to... sell
ocher fermented
,__. .. ·-... for anv
--··-·· beer, wine, or anv
..
beverage to a person under l9 through December 3l, !98-1, and under
20 beginning January l, l985. The maximum penalty is a fine of S200.00
and imprisonment for sixty days.

4)

U~wf~lJor any person to whom beer or wine cannot be lawfully sold
to knowingly [ive [aJse_in[Qanati!Jn concerning his or her age for the
purpose of purchasing beer or wine. The maximum penalty is a fine
of $l00.00 or imprisonment for thirty days.

_

Because of these changes in state laws, the University policies concerning
use of alcohol on campus have been revised. The primary differences between

our former policy and the attached revision are that students muse be nineteen

years old or older to possess beer or wine now and twenty beginning January l,
1985, and that student activities where beer or wine will be present muse be
r~gistered in advance with the appropriate office. This policy has been developed
with input and cooperation of members of student govemmenc and other student
leaders and has been approved by the administration. This revision replaces the
Alcohol Use policy found on page Bl of the l98-l-85 Student Handbook.
I urge you to become familiar with tile new University policy concerning
alcohol use on campus and to comply with the new state laws.
Sincerely,

Walter T. Cox
Vice President for Student Aff airs
WTC/ me

CLE.USON UNIVERSITY
ALCOHOL USE POLICY

Indiv idual Resoonsibilitv lnvolvin{J Alcoholic Liauors, Beer, and tVine
Clemson

University recognizes that while at college many young adults

will make decisions regarding their personal use of alcoholic liquors, beer, and

wine. While the decision to drinkor to abstain is left to the individual, the abuse
of alcoholic liquors, beer, or wine is strongly discouraged. Students are responsible
for their actions at all times and are expected to follow all Un iversity regulat ions,
local laws and ordinances, and state and federal laws regardless of sobriety or
intoxication.
Consumption or possession of alcoholic Liquors is allowed by students in
their private rooms in University housing so long as the student is tw enty -one
years old or older. .Consumption or possession of alcoholic liquors by students
in any other area of the main campus is prohibited regardle ss of the student's
age. Consumption or possession of beer or wine is allowed bv s tudents in their
private rooms in University housing, in Edgar's N ightclub of Che Univ ersity Un ion,
and in designated areas registered for in adv anc e as spec ified be low so long as
Che student is nineteen years old or older through December 3l, l984 and tw enty
years or older beginning January l, l985. Consumption or possession of beer or
wine in any other .area of the main campus is prohibited regardless of the student 's
age. The main campus is bounded on the north by lliqlnvay 93 and Daniel Drive,
on the east by Perimeter Road and South Carolina H igltw ay 28, on t he south by
Hunnicutt Creek, and on the west by Hartwell Reservoir.
Renisterinn Activities Where Beer or- Wine tVill Be Consumed or Possessed

Consumption or possession of beer or w ine by students nin eteen y ears o ld
or older through December 3l, l984, and tw enty y ears or older beq inn inq Janu ary t,
l985 may be permitted in designated areas registered in ad\"ance fo r spe ci;ic ti mes
for specific social activities. Students planning activitie s where be er or wine
is to be consumed or possessed must register as f ollows:
l)

Activities in club rooms, chapter rooms, and fra t emicy lounges mus t
be registered wi th t he Office of Student L ife .

2)

Activities in University housing lounges (o cher than f raternity lounges)
must be registered with the Housing Offic e.

3)

Activiti es in University Union f aci lities and ou tdoo r ar eas muse be
registered w i th the Universi ty Union.

4)

Activ ities in academ ic areas must be regis t er ed with t he approp ria t e
academic dean.

5)

Activities in the Clemson House mus e be registe r ed w i th t ile C le m son
House manager.

Activities where beer and wine will be served will not be appro\'ed if the
majority of participants are under age l9 through December 3l, 198.J, and under
age 20 beginning January l, l985. Refreshments for all activities where beer or
wine is served must include.sufficient quantities of soft drinks.
Registrants will be required to sign a statement accepting responsibility
for enforcing University regulations and state and local laws concerning beer
and wine. A plan for assuring that only students of legal age are sel"\·ed beer or
wine must be submitted at the time of registration.
Ser..'ina and Sellina Beer and \Vine
All students who serve beer or wine on the University's campus are subject
to the same state l~ws on this subject as all other persons in the State of South
Carolina. Therefore, all students who plan to serve beer or wine at any acti\'ity
on the campus of Clemson University should become familiar with all such state
laws.
Individuals may organi:e private activities where beer or wine will be
consumed by registering tlte activity in advance as stated abo\'e . However, students
may not sell tickets to the function or sell the beverage itself.
Recogni:ed student organi:ations may organi:e pri\'ate acti\'ities where
beer or wine will be consumed by registering the acti\'ity in cd,·ance as stated
above. These orqani:ations may se_ll tickets to the {unction or assess members
through tlteir dues. When tickets to the function are sold and beer is se rved, a
beer license is requirec[ and must be requested four weeks in ad,·ance oj the event
througlt the University Union.
Campus-wide and multiple-organi:ation events where beer or wine will be
served may be planned and registered only by recogni:ed student organi:ations
and must be co-sponsored by a University department.

This policy replaces the information concerning alcohol use on page Bl of
the 1984-85 Student Handbook.

Attachment C

1983-84 Academic Results

MEN

Sport

Number
Of Athletes

Cumulative
GPA

Number of Students
Under 2.0 GPA

Baseball

32

2.14

14

Basketball

14

2.18

5

Golf

17

2.65

2

Soccer

29

2.42

5

Swimming

27

2.55

6

Tennis

21

2.38

3

Track

31

2.43

7

Wrestling

18

2.61

2

Football

142
331

2. 08

62
106 •

32:

UOME.N
Basketball
Cross Country

18

2.22

8

12

3.24

0

SwiI:1%11.ing

21

2.62

3

Tennis
Volleyball

9
14

2.29

3

2.66

74
Managers
Trainers
TOTALS

34

2. 37

19

2.13

2

TI' •

21%

7
4

53

ll •

207.

458

-133 •

297.

Attachment D

Faculty Senate Resolution FS-84-8-1
Alumni Distinguished Public Service Award

WHEREAS, the Faculty Senate is most appreciative of the
support of the Alumni Association for providing recognition
of faculty members who have performed outstanding public
service by awarding an Annual Alumni Award for Distinguished
Public . Service, and
WHEREAS,
the current selection criteria for the award
provide that the recipient of the award be a member of the
Cooperative Extension Service, and
WHEREAS, the Alumni Award for Distinguished Public
was initiated for the primary purpose of recognizing
of the Cooperative Extension Service because members
Cooperative
Extension
Service were not likely
considered for
the Alumni Master Teacher Award
Outstanding Research Scientist, and

Service
members
of the
to be
or the

WHEREAS,
the
current title "Annual Alumni Award for
Distinguished Public Service" does not adequately indicate
that the award is intended for members of the Cooperative
Extension Service, and
WHEREAS, many other faculty members are involved in public
service activities and may be deserving of recognition for
distinguished public service, be it therefore
RESOLVED,
that the Senate requests
that
the
Alumni
Association
continue
the
present
"Annual
Alumni
Distinguished Public Service Award" but change the name of
the award to "The Alumni Award for Cooperative Extension
Distinguished Public Service. Be it further
RESOLVED, that the Senate requests
that
the
Alumni
Association investigate the feasibility of establishing a
university wide alumni award for distinguished
public
service to recognize other faculty members of the university
for their efforts in public service.

Attachment E

l

The purpose of these announcement.s h
general de.script ion of Clem.sen

to provide .stude!'lt.s with a

University, detailed information

regarding the variou.s colleges and departi:tent.s within the Univer.si ty,

-

and a .statement of curricula offered by the University. Inasauch a.s the
educational process necessitates change, the infonnation and educational
requirements represent a flexible program which may be modified where
.such alterations

are thought

to be

in

the mutual

interest of

the

University and its .students.
All

colleges

and

departments

establi.slt

certain

academic

requirements which mu.st be met before a degree i.s granted. Advisors,
department heads, and deans are available to help the student understand
and arrange to meet these requirefllents, but the .student is ul ti.rtatel y
responsible for fulfillment of all degree requirement.s. If graduation
requirements have not been .sati.sfied, the degree will not be granted.
For th1.s rea.son, it 1.s important for each .student to acquaint himself or
her.self with all academic requirements for the de.sired degree, to remain
currently infol"'ll1ed of such requirement.s throughout his or her college
career, and to be responsible for completing all such requirer.ie~ts in a
timely manner.
A .student's satisfactory progress toward a degree i.s defined both
CA/C-r.,.,... I J'1]
quantitatively and qualitat i vely. Basically, a student is expected to
complete hi s or her degree program withi n s i x years ( twelve semesters)
and to aaintain a min i ~um grade point average according to a prog r essive
scale leading to a 2.0 average ~ t

the t i me of graduation. Ad j us t r., e~ts

··\

.

- 'J

I

~

•

;

.: <f ..

2

according to

a~~

formula are made for transfer students. Students

seeking a second degree that causes their attendance to exceed ,ix years
may request an extension of time.
Degrees are granted upon approval of the Faculty ar:d the Board or
Trustees. The University reserves the right to change without notice any
fee, provision, or offering in this catalog and to determine whether a
stude~t has satisfactorily met requirements for admission or graduation.
The University further

reserves the

right

to require a

student to

withdraw from the University for cause at a~y time.
Unless otherwise
student

shall

specifie~ the curriculum requir.:,ents

be those specified

in

for

each

the curre!'lt Undergraduate

Announcements at the time of enrollment in that curriculum, whether the
student is an entering freshman or a transfer student. If a student
withdraws and later re-enrolls, the University reserves the right to
require that student to meet the requirements of the curriculum in
effect at the time the student re-enrolls. If and when a r:ew or revised
curriculum is introduced

for

a

particular major.

students have the

option of meeting the requirements in effect at the time of enrollment
in the major, or officially changing to the new curriculum requirements.
However, if a stude!'lt elects to change. all requireoe!'lts of the !'lew
curriculum must be satisfied.

Attachment F

Faculty Senate Resolution FS-84-8-2
Clemson University Wellness Program

WHEREAS, the Center - for Disease Control estimates that the
primary causative factor in the ten leading causes of death
in the United States is neither environment, access to
health care facil~ties, nor b1ological predisposition, but
is rather one's own life-style, and
WHEREAS, the University Presid~nt has responded actively to
this health problem by chartering the development of a
Clemson University Wellness Program, and
WHEREAS, the resulting Clemson University Wellness Committee
has responded by investigating wellness programs throughout
the
country,
developing . program
goals,
and making
recommendations on cost, organizational structure, health
screening, nutrition, physical firness, stress management,
public relations and a timetable for program i~plementation,
be it therefore
RESOLVED, that the Faculty Senate commend both the President
for his foresight and the Wellness Committee for a thorough
and well developed report. - Be it further
RESOLVED, that the President be strongly encouraged to
investigate every avenue available to finance the Wellness
Program and to implement the first phase of the Committee's
timetable by initiating the search for and selection of a
Wellness Program Coordinator.

FACULTY SENATE MEETING
JULY 10, 1984

I.

Call to Order:
President Senn called the meeting to order at 3:30 p.m.

II.

Guest Speaker:
Senate President, David Senn, introduced the University Vice President
for Institutional Advancement, Dr. Don Elam, who was the guest speaker for
the meeting.

Elam said that t he University's first line of fund raising is

the academic program.

The reputation for productivity and quality of the

academic program directly affect the University's ability to compete for
private sector support.

He said that cutbacks in public funding for higher

education have made private support critical for colleges and universities
and the competition for that support has become increasingly intense.

He

indicated that in the past five years, the competition has become three
times greater for private support funds.

Elam called the University's

institutional and relations program the second line of fund raising.

The

public relations program must create the right environment to encourage
giving.

The alumni relations program will be used primarily t o recognize

and serve constituents that contribute to the university.

If these three

programs are working well, fund raising is simple.
Elam identified two broad goals for his area of private support:

1) to

develop a better constituent relationship program and 2 ) to i ncr ease the
University's level of private support.

With those goals in mind, he said he

and his staff were studying various institutional advancement programs and
activities to determine how best to serve the university's teaching,
research and public service missions.

Our job, he said, is to raise the

money to support the critical mass of top quality faculty and top quality
students necessary for learning to take place .

To accomplish this fund

raising goal , Elam stated he and his staff would enter into a- twofold
approach to fund raising:

1) Annual funds to be used as operational mone y ,

and 2) Capital funds which would be used in accomplishing long range goals.
The capical funds program "Challenge to Greatness" has been put on hold, but
will be re~established as a centennial campaign within the next three years.
The Clemson Foundation is also to be reorganized, and those dedicated funds
received through the foundation can be designated to support a particular
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unit within the university system.

He also mentioned deferred giving as

another method of private support and suggested that designated deferred
gifts could be accepted now and deposited at some time in the future.

He

indicated that this was the largest area of untapped funds simply because
people were not aware of the necessity for estate planning.
Elam listed three ways that the faculty can help in fund raising
efforts:

1) Do what you are already doing, and do it as well as you

possibly can. He emphasized again the importance of the academic program
and its impact on private support. 2) Speak well of the university in

3) Make an
investment in the University yourself with your philanthropic gifts.
Questions
Senator McGregor asked about the possibility of the University adopting
a unified giving plan whereby contributors to the academic program would get
the same perks as contributors to the athletic program. Elam said he does
not favor linking academic fund raising with athletic fund raising. Rather,
public and refrain from making internal problems public issues.

he said, his focus is on strengthening aqademic fund raising programs in
their own right.

He referred to donor premiums, but said they were not to

be linked to the athletic program.

In terms of unified giving he said we

need to reach a position of receiving contributions to the Clemson
University's Annual Fund, no matter where that gift is designated.

These

gifts would entitle the giver to the University to whatever premium and
recognition goes with that gift.
Responding to a question about possible condominium development on
University land to help fund the Thurmond Center, Elam said the whole matter
of how to .fund the Continuing Education and Performing Arts components of
the Center are still under study.

He said the process has begun to hire an

architectural and engineering firm to design the Institute building and to
consider tne financing and marketing ramification of various options of
funding the Continuing Education and Performing Arts facilities.
III.

Approval of Minutes of the June Meeting:
Minutes of the June 5, 1984 were approved as corrected.

IV.

Agenda:
Senate President Senn indicated that Senator Romeiser's new status as
acting department head eliminates his serving as our Senate elected
representative to the Open Forum Committee.

Therefore, we need to elect a
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new representative.

He asked the Advisory Committee to meet immediately

after the meeting to act as a nominating committee to place names in
nomination for an election to be held at the August meeting.
V.

Committee Reports:
A.
B.

Policy - No report.
Research· No report.

C.

Scholastic Policy - Senator Hare's report consisted of three items:
1) minimum enrollment policy; 2) the proposed university calendar;
and 3) a draft of the statement to appear inside the front cover of
the University Announcements (Attachment A) .

Item 3 will be ta ken

up at our August Senate Meeting, but we have a draft available for
information and comment (Attachment B).
D.

Welfare - Senator McGregor reported that the committee met on the
26th of June.
Program.

Ron Herrin talked about the University Wellness

The committee in trying to establish priorities settled on

fringe benefits, including health, retirement and leave.

Other

items that m~ght be taken up by the "committee are tenure quotas,
unified giving and deferred tuition.

The State Personnel Insurance

Unit is preparing a policy statement for Blue Cross Blue Shield on
the subject of charges for clinical pathology services at Anderson
Hospital (Attachment C).
E.

Ad Hoc Committee - Senator Burkett reported on the ad hoc committee
involved in reviewing the distinguished public service award.

The

committee's position is that the title, Alumni Award for
Distinguished Public Service, does not adequately designate the
Extension Service.

There needs to be a name change in the award.

This could precipitate the need for another award for the other
public service groups university-wide.

He presented a draft

resolution dealing with the Award for Distinguished Public Service
as a committee report.

The resolution will be considered at the

August Senate meeting (Attachment 0).
F.

University Councils, Committees and Commissions - No meeting of the

G.

Planning Board and no meeting of the Athletic Council .
President's Report - (Attachment E) Senator Senn called attention to
Item 4 of the President's Report.

Provost Maxwell has written a

directive to academic deans and department heads on research
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incentives (Memorandum dated June 7, attached).

This is in response

to an earlier Senate resolution on indirect cost.

This memorandum

is strong enough to be interpreted as a policy statement.
The President's Council, at its last meeting, approved
a reorganizational proposal which goes as a recommendation to the
President .

The Senate Executive Committee is sending a memorandum

to the President protesting one of the actions taken in this report
which was to expand the Executive Board.

The proposal was to

include all of the academic deans on the Executive Board of the
President's Council which would increase the membership on the Board
to 18, some of which are not on the President's Council (Attachment

f).
The Faculty Senate President will be meeting with the Student
Senate President to coordinate items of interest to both bodies.
President Atchley will be our guest in September to answer
questions and give us an update of what's going on around the
university.
VII.

Old Business:
A.

The Advisory Committee met with Steve Melsheimer to go over the
changes in the Faculty Manual.

The Faculty Manual Committee

and the Advisory Committee both approved those changes which have
been forwarded to the Provost and will be submitted to the Board of
Trustees for approval at their August 3rd meeting .

President Senn

entertained a motion to have the Faculty Senate accept the Advisory
Committee's action in approving the changes on behalf of the Senate.
There was a unanimous vote to accept the Advisory Committee action.

B.

(AttaGhment H)

·

.

President Senn entertained a motion to approve the Executive
Committee action taken on a Senate review of the Provost's Long
Range Plan.

The Executive Committee compiled a Faculty Senate

report from the standing committee reports presented at the June
meeting and has forwarded this report to the Provost.

The committee

action was app~oved unanimously. (Attachment I)
C.

Senator Camper moved for approval of the Basic Guidelines for the
Open Forum as revised .

The intent of the changes is to place as

much responsibility as possible in the hands of the Open Forum
Committee.

The Open Forum lived; the guidelines were approved
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unanimously (Attachment G).
VIII.

New Business:
One item of new business on the agenda was postponed until the next
meeting.

XI.

Adjournment:
The meeting adjourned at 5:00 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

John F. Welter
Secretary, Faculty Senate

Absent were:

Senators Caban, Nocks, Behery, Czajkowski, Sheriff, Dyck, Flower and
Stutzenberger

Attachment A

REPORT:

SCHOLASTIC POLICIES COMMITTEE

(Faculty Senate Meeting-July 10, 1984 )

The Scholastic Policies· Committee met June 26, 1984.
The discussion led to the following:
(1) Committee members are informally seeking informa
tion in their departments/colleges regarding minimum enroll
ment policies.

Any assistance in this activit y from other

senators will be appreciated.
(2) A meeting with George Alexander (DAPS) and Dave
Fleming (Scheduling Office) will be attempted in the early
fall .in an effort to understand some of the rationale behind
the proposed university calendar.
(3) A proposed statement to appear inside the front
cover of the University Announcements will be presented at
our August Senate meeting.

A draft is being distributed

for study and suggestions at today's meeting.

Bill Hare, Chairman

Attachment B

l

The purpose of these announcements h

to provide students with a

general description of Clemsen University, detailed information
regarding the various colleges and departments within the University,
and a statement or curricula offered by the University. Ina5auch as the
educational process neces~itates change, the infonnation and educational
requirements represent a nexible program which may be modified where
such alterations are thought

to be in the mutual

interest

of

the

University and its students.
All

colleges

and

departments

establish

requir ement.s which mu.st be met before a degree h

certain

academic

granted. Advisors,

department heads, and deans are available to help the student understand
and arrange to meet these requirements, but the student is ultit:tately
responsible for fulfillment of all degree requirements. If graduation
requirements have not been satisfied, the degree will not be granted.
For this reason, it is important for each student to acquaint himself or
herself with all academic requiremen~ for the desired degree, to remain
currently informed of such requirements throughout his or her college
career, and to be responsible for completing all such requirer.ients in a
timely manner.
A student's satisfactory progress toward a degree is defined both
C.Pc.,...,._.1 /, J
quantitatively and qualitatively. Basically, a student is expected to
complete his or her degree program within six years (twelve semesters)
and to maintain a minii:ium grade point average according to a progressive
scale leading to a 2 .0 average at the time of graduation. Adjustments
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according to a pro!:.!!! formula are made for transfer students. Students
seeking a second degree that causes their attendance to exceed ~ix years
may request an extension of time.
Degrees are granted upon approval or the Faculty ar:d the Board of
Trustees. The University reserves the right to change without notice any
fee, provision. or offering in this catalog and to determine whether a
student has satisfactorily met requirements for admission or graduation.
The University further reserves the right to require a student to
withdraw from the University for caµse at any time.
Unless otherwise specified the curriculum requirments for each
student

shall

be

those specified in

the current Undergraduate

Announcements at the time of enrollment in that curriculum, whether the
student is an entering freshman or a transfer student. If a student
withdraws and later re-enrolls, the University reserves the right to
require that student to meet the requirements of the curriculum in
effect at the time the student re-enrolls. If and when a new or revised
curriculum is introduced for a particular major. students have the
option of meeting the requirements in effect at the time of enrollment
in the major, or officially changing to the new curriculum requirements.
However, if a student elects to. change. all requirements of the new
curriculum must be satisfied.

Attachment C

FACULTY SENATE
WELFARE COMMITTEE REPORT
July 10, 1984

The Committee met on June 26.
Ron Herrin, Director of Payroll and Employee Benefit Programs, p=esented
a review and discussion of the "Clemson University Wellness Program Proposal"
recently completed by the Wellness Program Committee, which Ron chaired.

The

Welfare Committee was impressed with the thoroughness and depth of the study
and the value and practicality of the Committee's proposal and will be
bringing a Resolution to the Senate regarding initiation of the plan.
The Committee discussed priorities on other possible topics for study.

We have a long list of items in which we are interested, so long that we are
having difficulty deciding where to concentrate next.

The general area of

fringe benefits, including health, retirement, insurance, and leave, seems the
most likely candidate, with tenure quotas, unified giving, and deferred
tuition as other items of considerable interest.
included in our May report.

Our "worry list" was

To that list, you may add:

Annual leave policies upon voluntary separation
Limiting tenure percentages
A University day care center
Retirement credits for summer employment
Tax-sheltered annuities vs. state deferred compensation plan
Please look over these topics and the list in the May minutes

and speak to a

member of the Committee if you have a particular interest in one or more items
or if you have other topics tht you think we should consider.

In the continuing saga of our probing into charges for clinical pathology
services at Anderson and other area hospitals, I was told by telephone last
week that State Personnel's Insurance unit is issuing a policy statement . to
guide Blue Cross-Blue Shield in handling claims for in-hospital clinical
pathology procedures.

We look forward with interest to receiving a copy of

the directive and will inform you of implications for us when we have reviewed
it.

Davis McGregor, Chairman

Attachment D

DRAFT
FACULTY SENATE RESOLUTION
WHEREAS, the Faculty Senate is most appreciative of the support of the
Alumni Association for providing recognition of faculty members
who have performed outstanding public service by awarding an
Annual Alumni Award for Distinguished Public Service, and
WHEREAS, the current selection criteria for the award provide that the
recipient of the award be a member of the Cooperative Extension
Service, and
WHEREAS, the Alumni Award for Distinguished Public Service was in iti ated
for the primary purpose of recognizing members of the Cooperative
Extension Service because members of the Cooperative Extension
Service were not likely to be considered for the Alumni Master
Teacher Award as the Outstanding Research Scientist, and
WHEREAS, the current title "Annual Alumni Award for Distinguished Public
Service" does not adeqt·ately indicate that the award is intended
for members of the Cooperative Extension Service, and
WHEREAS, many other faculty members are involved in public service
activities and may be deserving of recognition for distinguished
public service, be it therefore
RESOLVED, that the Senate requests that the Alumni Association continue
the present "Annual Alumni Distinguished Publ ic Service Award" but
change the name of the award to "The Alumni Award for Cooperative
Extension Distinguished Public Service", and
BE it further Resolved, . that the Senate requests that the Alumni
Association i nvestigate the feasibility of establishing a
university wi de alumni award for distinguished public service to
recognize other faculty members of the univers ity for their efforts
in public service.
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As O~rector of the Cocpera:ive !.~:er.sion Se:vice, I a: plea.sec
tc a:::o~jce t~e es:abl!s:-ent o: a ne~ a~ard fo= !xtens:o~
e~!cyees - !'be Ali-nt k-a=: :or C~ope=ative ~x:er.s!o: :ublic
Se'!""\'":.Ce. T:'l!s a-ard ..,-ill ~e an a;lm.1a.l a-ard o: S!, 000 z:::: a
;:a~~e, ?=o~-:.ded by t~e C!e=son ~::i~e=s!cy Ale::::. A.ssoc:a::.c~.
7he at:ac~ec sheets will ?=c~ice general i::or::atic= abo~t :he
:o= :~e a.ar~. ~c ::c::.:a:!c~ ?=~ceci~=es.
a-arci =~s: be in=: c:::ce :o la:er :~a=
-asic ;=oceci~=es for co~:e:!=~ a ==--=.=a::.c~
· ci as oc:l:.=eci :.n :~e ?=ese=: a;;,=~s ~c..~:~ook.
-::,,~.....-----_-;y;;;;ou :.eed a.:ci:. ::.:::::al detai.:.s a~o... ~ ::1e a;;a:-:, :·cc
shc~:c cc::tac: Wi:l'!a: c. c:!=-~scales o: :~e
S:a::.

'-=

!n t~e :uture, t:lis a.arc -~ll ~ec~=~ a ?a:"::: :~e ~rc:e=:

a-.:a=cs ~ajci~oo~ :or :~e Cle:s:: C~ve=s:.:y c~c;~=a::7e !:~:e~s!:~
Se:'\'"ice. Nc-...i:at:.c::s fo= :~s a~a=d beg:.~~~~g :.: :?e3, ~ll ~e
callee :or at the c~e :c::.:!.::,t:.c~s a:e =ece:.vec fo:- :~e
Su?er!o~ ?erfor.:ance and Ou:s:GI:c:.~g S::--:ice A~arcs. ~o-...:.~ees
no: selec:ec :or t~e D:.sc:.::~.=.::.s:iec ?~:::.c Ser-v":ce A~a=c :~:
:eet!r.s elig:.b:.l:.:7 req~=a~e=:s :er :~e s~?e=:.c:- ?e=:c:-=a..,ce
A~a:-~ ~ll au:o~~t:.ca.:!r oe cc::sicarec :o= :~e ~~a=c.
It is ~'"i::i ~prec:.ac:.cn :o= ::ie ccn:::-:.:-.;::.:::s c: .:...:·: :er.s:.::: :c
the ci::.:ens c: Sot;::: Ca.=c:!:a :::a.: :::e C.::s~:: ::-.:.\·e=s:. :y
:~UI:'l:. Association ~~s~es :o =!cc;::.=a a..~ ~:e::s:.c:: e=~loyee.
Si~ce t:i:..s z.~:-:.;al a~a=c =ec~s:::.:as c!s::.=g~ishe: ?u:::.c serv:.ce,
i : ~~!.: be :he h:.fhes: ·nc::c= 0,1:s:c·..ac ·.;-:o~ a:: :.:·: :e::s:.o::
?rof c·ssic::al. ·

ALL!MN ! A'..'ARO rOR COOP;?..ATIV:'. EXT:'.NSION
o:STINGUISHEO ?L!g LI C SERVIC E

Furo;os ·e of Award
The Clemson University Alum~ i Association wishes t o recognize
an Extension Adm i nistrator, Extens i on Special i st, or County
Extension Agent who teaches not c:i ly in the c l ass r oom, but i n
:he field, the family kitchen, in the to~, or wherever Sou:h
Caro l in i ans seek info:-~a:io~ an~ ass i stance . Th i s annua l aw;rd
recogn i zes d i st i n;uished pub i i c service to :he c i : izenry of
t ~e s:ate and is :he h i ghes: honor a~arded :o an Ex:e nsi on
crofessional .
Nu~ber of Awarcis
One a~~rd may be ~reser.:ed annua lly.
of Sl ,000.0C ?lus a bronze ~l a~ue.

The aware wil I cons i st

C:-iteria for Award
7~e :as i c c:- i ter icn i s the ~~a li:y of c:on:ribu: ion to the
: ~e~son Univ~:-si:y Coc~erat :ve Extens i on Servi ce o: j ect ives.
The i nc: i v ieua l s !iou l c: c::emons:rate c: i st inc; ui s:,ec:: ;)u:: li c: servi ce
i n extendins new info r~a: ion p:-ac: i ces or ~ro9rams and
enc:ourasins or assist i ng in :he ir ado~: ion by :ne a~prc?riate
c: 1 i eli a 1 e.

It is net poss i ble to foresee a ll : y pes of dist:nguished
publ i c service ac:c:o~?lishmen:s : hrough which an e~~ loy ee ..~ y
c i s: i nsu i sh himself, but the following will serve as a general
guide:
1.

c:istin9uishec: ?ublic: servi ce i~ ass is : ing ~i :h the adop·
tion of infor~ation, ~rac:: i c:es, anc ~rc;:-ar.s ~Y c li ente l e .

2.

unusua lly eff:c: 1ve fester i ng anc: enc::urage~ent of Extens i or.
serv ices, pro;ra~s, and ac: iviti es.

;.

au:nors~i? .of ;::u!:l l i c:at i c n( s ) of uni que anc: : i ...ec: ~x:ens ion
va l~ e anc: / or : he ceve l o; me n t anc: use cf in r.ova: iv e and
effect ive inst ruction materials, i .e. fi lms, ta:>es,
demonstrat i on materials, lnd e~endent s:uc:y ;::rograms, etc:.

z
~ho is Elici~le fer Nc~ i nat i on
Cc~~e :-a: i ve ~x:e~s rc:. ~ rc f ~s~ i c ~c l

1.

a;:~o I r.:rr,en:.

~ , :~ ~=~~:~a~

SC~
---------

2.

A s:aff ~e~:er ~ecomes e l i ; i c l e for t ~e a~a:-c af:er
co~pletin; :en yea:-s of serv i ce.

3.

Nominations ~il I be based on con::- i~ut icns ~ace t~rou;hcu:
ti'le ind i vicual's Extens i on c:a:-eer.

4.

A person wno rece i ves the a~c rd witl net be e l i; i b l e :o
receive the awa r e again.

How to ~ake Nom i :-:ation
1.

The Directer wi ll ask for nomi nat i ons :y ~aich 1 of each
year wi th t he requirement that all sue:~ nom i:-:at i ons be
rec:eived by him no later ~~an Hay l of t hat year.

2.

A person wil l c:om~lete t he followin; materia l or. :~e i r
nominee; self-nominatior.s wiil r.ot be ac:c:ep:ed .
a)

Ti :le ;;age (r.a~e of award, nomi nee's name, :io:n inee's
title, c:our.ty or de~art ment, and r.ame cf ~erso:i ma~ in;
.
. ),
nc~ 1:-:at1cn

b)

Letter of Nomi ;,at ion

c)

Co~~ lete Nom :;iat io:-: Fe r m (see cuide l ines fer ~:-e~ar rn s
a n~~ir.atrc~ for : ~e award, ~a ~e se ve")

~.

Nomine~s ~o: se l ec:ed f er :~e or s: in; u! ! he: ~~: Ji c s~~Ji c~
Award but r.ieet i n; el is i :: il ity :-equ i rements fo r- : :ie Si..:~e ri or
Perfo~mance Award wi l l au co~at i ca lly be cons id e red for
that aware. c~ Jv one r esume is r eouirec .

4.

Altl":ou;~ net specif i ca lly s:a:ed , i.: is i r. :e~ced :::a: : !', e
Oirec::or of t!',e Coc?era~i ve ~x:e~sr on Se rvi ce will ~c Ke t ~e
f i nal decis i on as to these whc r e=e iv e : he a~.:-~.

.

.,
I

I

No::'iina:ed by

Nominat ion .for :..ny Award
(form available in virector 1 s Off i ce )

No::": i :i c ti on fo :- :

lv ear of Award :

~c:':l i n~e (M r . , Or., Mrs . , Hi ss as i t sl':oulc a;:> pea r on :e r t i f i 
cate of p l aque )
rcs i t i cn of No~inee (:.:se off i c i a l t i tle )
Of f! c i al Seacc~a:-ters (city and state )
Sugsestec Ci tat i on for Cer: ; f i cate or ~l a que (: i~it t o 30 words ) :

:r i ef Su::-.::'iary of Ncm i nee 1 s Ac h ie ve!Tler.:s :

Oe:a i led 5as i s f or No~ i nat : on (Snow ci ear i y Mow the inc iv; cua :
exce l l ee i?": j o: ::,erfcr::-:a nce . ·: c~:a :- i sons 5i,01,,,· i n g :,reg r ess a r e
:,e i:ful. ~xcer::,:s frc~ s~::>oort in9 l e t te:-s ;-;.Jy be he l ;f:.: i.
Stat i stics are not mean in gf:.: 1 ~~l ess :ne i :- s i g!": ifi ca nce i s
s ! ng 1e s;ace. )
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT:

JULY, 1984

1.

The Faculty Manual changes which wer• distributad earli•r wer•
approved by the Advisory/Executive Committ••• on Jun• 19. A
final copy o-f these changes has be•n submitted to Provost
Maxwell for his approval and forwarding to th• Board of
Trust••• for their meeting on July 27.

2.

The Senate's Review of the Provost's Long Range Plan was
compl •tad by the Ex•cuti ve Comr,,i ttee and submitted to Or.
Maxwell on June 18 <review distributed earlier>.

3.

The 1984-8~ Appropriations Bill has been passed by the state
legislatur•.
Among other provisions, the following it•ms were
included:
<a> salary incr•ases for all personnel will be
delayed for on• pay period~ July 13 for 12-months personnel
and August 24 for 9-months personnel, (b> salary raises may
not exc. .d 127. including the 27. which all •mploy••s will
rec•ive in J.nuary, <c> the Commission on Higher Education
lost two million dollars for "ciuality improvement," <d> full
formula funding w.s included for the first time, and <•>
provisions were made for •mployee relocation •xpenses and for
use of personal car for prof•ssional/business travel.

4.

Provost Maxwell has writt•n a dir•ctive to acadltfflic deans .rid
d•partment h•ads on research inc11ntives <memorandum dated June
7 attached). This is in r•spons• to an •arlier Senat•
r•solution on indir•ct costs.
If problems continue in this
ar•a please notify me as soon as possible.

~.

Th• Ad Hoc Committe• on Academic Planning has complet•d its
r•vi•w of mast•r"s programs. Section III of this report is
attached~ "R•sults and Recommendations." Specific reports
on M.A. programs have been distributed to the college deans.
Nate that only negative comments were included in the
individual program repor ·ts (by commi ttae vote>. The Provost
plans to appoint a new committ•• to evaluat• the report and
advise him on implementation of th• recommendations contained
in the r•port. It is quite likely that the Council of Acad•mic
Deans will serve in this latt•r capacity.
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6.

The Council of Presidents met recently with representatives
from TIAA-CREF to study th• possibility of offering an
alternate retirement plan for faculty members in state
institutions of higher learning. President Atchley has
appointed Stassen Thompson to sarve as our faculty
representative to a state committee.
I have asked the Welfare
ColMlittee to assist Dr. Thompson in any way it can.
I have
also asked the Welfare Committee to consider Provost Maxwell's
concerns r~arding tenure percentages in departments,
coll•g~s, and the university.

7.

Th.,.• has been a policy change relative to transfer students
And their curricula <new policy attached).
In .ssence,
transfer students are treated the same as all other Clemson
students even though the transfer students began their
collegiate car. .rs at another institution.

S.

In addition to the policy change relative to transfer
students, the Council of· Academic Deans:

9.

a.

heard a report on physical plant renovations of campus
facilities.
Work orders are three times greater than
plant resources.
Provost Maxwell will prioritize academic
requests.

b.

discussed work performed for profit by university
p.,-sonnel. This includes both faculty abuse of university
resourses <e.g., commercial venturltS such as consulting
reports, textbooks, etc.> and cl.,..ical personnel who type
student papers, theses, church bulletins, school
calendars, etc. during th• normal work day using
univ.,..sity facilities, equipment, and supplies to do so.

c.

elected Dean Box to serve on the Faculty Manual Committee
for 1984-8~.

Construction on the new Chemistry building will prob~ly begin
by the end of July. There is no single contractor, rather six
contracts are being finalized on various aspects of th•
building. The parking lot on the southeast side of Sirrine
Hall will be closed when construction begins. Renovation of
th• parking lot on the west side of Sirrine is to be completed
by the start of fall semst.r.
A proposal has been made to
University Vice Presidents that parking spaces i n the
renovated 1oHtst lot <all of which will be numbered) be rented
annually to faculty and staff members with proceeds going to
the Faculty/Staff Scholarship Fund.

10. During alumni weekend recently, the Class of 1934 presented
S~0,000 to endow a professorship. The class plans to endow a
second professorship next year.
It is the first class to
establish a permanent academic endowment. Hope-fully, other
classes w! ll follow the lead o4 the golden anniversary class.

11. Provost Maxwell has made available a comparison of faculty
salary av•rag•s betw•en Clemson and oth•r selected
institutions <report attach•d>. Apparently, this is th• ·
sourc• OT som• of th• salary information contain•d in his long
ran;• plan.
12. Th• Commission on Higher Education has compiled the •stat• of
South Carolina Higher Education Statistical Abstract, Sixth
Edition" <April, 1984>.
I have excerpts OT this document for
those OT you inter•sted in comparisons among s.c. public
senior coll•g•s and universiti99 in such ar•as as:
Ca) FTE
enrollments during the past 10 yev-s, Cb) student/faculty data
on gender, rac•, faculty rank, credit hours, teaching hours,
av•rag• class size, etc., and Cc> d•grees awarded.
13. As the r•sult of state legislative action raising th• drinking
ag• for b••r and wine, Dean Walter Cox reports that about
4,400 Clemson students will not be •ligible this fall semest•r
to purchase alcoholic bev•rages. Problems ar• anticipated
with •nforcement of this new law, particularly with regard to
admission to Edgar's.
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ME:MORNA.Ct!M
TO:

Academic Deans,

Oireccors,

and Oepart~ent Heads
:,,,'

FROM:

W.

SUBJE:C":':

~esearch !ncenci11es

Oavid ~axwell,

.:,..A

? ro 110 st '"' ..!.'

rv-

For the University co grow in greatness, it muse grow in
research.
One way Eor che research o: the Universi:y co grow is
by Eurnishing incentives co. :aculcy members to increase their
research accivi:ies.
9resident Atchley s:rong Ly :eels chat when
budge:ary cond i :ions ?ermic, the Universicy should make
allocations oE ics revenue Erom ind i rect coses co che colleges
and Eacu!.ty :or :he ?Ur?ose
o: strengthening their research
programs.
This allocation is based upon the funds c~at the
University receives Erom research sponsors :or use of its
Eacilities and ocher services provided oy che University.
However, ic is recognized that the magnitude oE these :unds is a
:unc:ion oE the Eaculcy who generate th~ research.
The department heads o: :h~ college chac recei?e these
funds are expec:ed co use them co strengthen the research
?rograms in the i r deparcmencs.
Among che :or~s chat this will
take are cost-sharing on ?ro9osals (•,1here :easib !. e l and
a ll ocations to individual researchers who have authored ?roposals
that have been :unded.
The de?arc~en: heads wLll in:or~ :he :acu!.: y o: the pur?oses
:or wh i ch these :unds are beLng used.
~his is not a requirement
that detailed accounting LnEormation be disseminated, but si~pl y
a requirement chat the :acuity ~now Ln general how :nese :unds
a~~ being allocated by depar:menc heads.
The issue has generated dissensLon chat ! expec: y ou co work
co eliminate .
~ou shoul: not ~e re luc :anc to Ln:orm you: !acul~ y
oE che uses co ~hich you are ?UCtlnq these :unds. On the other
hand, individual Eaculcy ~embers should noc ex?e~t chac
?articular uses co ~hich you ?UC chese :unds ~use necessa:il y be
the same as chose that chey would prefe:.
~ou s h ou l ~ make Le
clear that this is a :eward o: incenci v e sys:em and chose
departments and researche:s chat generate che indirect costs Eo:
the Universi:y wiLl reap bene:i:s in ?ro9or:ion to thei: eE!orcs.

WOM/e9

Excerpt from Report of Ad Hoc Committee on
Academic Planning

III.

Master's Pro2rams

RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIO~S

The program evaluations as determined from the completed rating
sheets are summarized in Table S.

Also included are specific comments

made by individuals on each program.

Tilese comments do not necessarily

represent a concensus of the Committee.
Continue with Commendation or Continue
Tile Committee finds that: atany of the mast:ers programs are without
significant: deficiencies.

Tne individual commit:t:ee members were given

the opportunicy on their rating forms to further separate these programs
into the categories of .. continue.. and ..continue with commendation" (see
Table 5).

However, no attempt was made by the committee as a whole to

distinguish

programs

between

these

two categories

since most of the

collllllittee saw its primary task as one of identifying those programs with
deficiencies.
The programs falling into the categories "continue with commendation.. or "continue .. are:
College of Agriculture
MS
MS
MS
MS
MS
MS
MS
MS

Agricultural Economics
Agronomy
Animal and Food Industries
Entomology
flo rticul cure
Nutrition
Plant Pathology
Wildlife Biology

College of Architecture
MARCH Architecture
~A Visual Studies

-8College of Education
EDS, MED Administration & Supervision
MAGED Agricultural Education
MED Elementary Education
~IN'ED Industrial Education
MED Personnel Services
MED Reading
MED Secondary Education/English
MED Secondary Education/History
MED Secondary Education/M~th
MED Seco.n dary Education/Natural Sciences
MEO Special Education
College of En~!neerin~
MS Agricultural Engineering
MS Bioengineering
MS Ceramic Engineering
MS Chemical Engineering
MS Civil Engineering
MS Computer Engineering
MS, HF.NCR Electrical Engineering
HS, HENCR Environmental Systems Engineering
MS Mechanical Enaineering
College of Commerce and Industry
MA Economics
MS ~tanag emen c
College of Liberal Arcs
MA English
Colle~e of Nursing
MS Family Health Nursing
Cntle~e of Sciences
MS
MS
HS
115
MS

Chemistry
Computer Science
~athematlcal Sciences
~ticrobiology
l'hysics

-9-

College of Forestry and R~creation Resources
MS,NFOR Forestry
MRPA Recreation and Park Administration
Continue and Correct Deficiencies
The Committee finds certain deficiencies in several of the masters
programs.
,.,arrant
:ime.

Although
a

these deficiencies

recommendation

of

program

are

sicnificant,

discontinuance

ac

they do not
the

present

However immediate steps should be caken by the progral!ls co correct

ehe stated deficiencies and · their progress coward improvement should be
carefully monitored.

Prqgrams in chis group are:

MCRP Clcy and Regional Planning
The committee

is concerned about

the

lack of

scandards

for

the

program, particularly as they relate to ad~ission requirements and
recruitment.

The coomiccee recommends that the admission r~quiremencs be

defined more

precisely although

the accrediting agency appears co be

satisfied on this point,
Cnllege of En~ine~rin3
MENCR Agricultural F'.ngineering
ME~GR c~ramic Engineering
MF.NCR Chemical Engineering
MENGR Civil Engineering
MENGR . Mechanical Engin eering
~!S Industrial Engineering
MS Engineering :techanics
The Committee is concerned about che low enrollments anri low degree
productivity of chese programs.

The Committee recnrnmenris chat ef:orts be

~arie co increase the enrollments ln thes~ prog~ams,

-10College of Commerce and Industry
MS Textile Chemistry
~ts Textile Science
The Committee is concerned about the low enroll~ents and low degree
productivity of these programs.

The Committee recommends that efforts be

made to increase the enrollments in these programs.
College of Liberal Arts
MA History
The

CommittP.e

is

primarily

concerned

ahout

the

low

degree

(' rod uc t iv it y •
Consolid~te
The Committee believes that the deficiencies perceived in several of
the programs could be :nini::ized through the consolidation of programs
~mong themselves or with other stronger programs,

In chis group are:

Colle~e of A~riculture
MAC
~!AC
HAC
MAC
}tAC
MAC
MAC
MAC

Agricultural Economics
Agronomy
AniQal Science
Dairy Science
Entor.iology
Horticulture
Plant Pathology
Poultry Science

The Comaittee indicated concerns oveC' low degC'ee productivic:y, low
enrollments, and the depaC'tmencal aciminis crat ion of chese p-C'ograms,

!c

J

is rl!commended

chat all

~!AC

progC'ams be consolidated inc:o one OC' two

college-wide pC'ogram (or progC'ams) with a common coC'e of courses.
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Colle~e of Sc i ences

~ts Biochemistry
MS aocany
MS Zoology
The Committee is concerned with the low enrollments and the low
degree productivity of the first t~o programs.
deficiencies

could

be

minimized

through

It is believed that such
an

incorporation

of

the

biochemistry program into the one in che~istry and a consolidation of the
botany and zoology programs to form a new hiology program.

June 18, 1984

1'0:

B. r... Atchley
President

Fro-1:

U. O. Maxwell

Provost
RE:

Transfer students

At its June 18, 1984 meeting, the Council of Ceans
t"eeatmended the following policy change t"elative to. transfer
students and their curricula.
Effective inmediately, students transferring
to Clemson University fran accredited higher
education institutions (sendifig institution)
may select the curriculum that was in the
Clemson University Announcenents at the time
the student entered the sending insti tution,
provided that the student has been in contin
uous enrollment. Further, the transfer stu
dent may select any curriculum subsequent to
that initial curriculum. Af t er enrolli ng at
Clemson, should the transfer student c.'iange
fran one curricular major to another, the
transfer student will canplete all the require
ments on the new curriculum that are i n effect
at the time of the change. ;.,ny transfer- student
who takes mot"e than five years fran the date the
student initially enrolled at the sending insti
tution to canplete the curriculum and graduate
may be required to take additional course work.

-2-

B. L. Atchley

June 18, 1984

This dces not guarantee that all courses taken
at the sending institution will be accepted for
transfer and use in Clemson curricula. The ac
ceptability of each course taken at the sending
institution will continue to be based on regular
examination by the faculty that offer the Clemson
prcgram and will continue to be managed by the Ad
missions Office of Clemson University.
This i;:iolicy will apply to all transfer students
entering Clemson after May 15, 1984.
I reccmnend this i;:iolicy to you for your approval.

Approved:
/

/

COMPMI SON q' f AOJlTY SALARY AVERAGES
BETWEEJi CLEMSON & OTHER SEl.ECTW ltfiTITUTIOtfi
OKLAHCW. STATE SUAVEY
1983-84

Dlsclp I lne
Agr I culture
fores try
Arch I tecture
Blologlcol Sciences
Business & Mg111t.
Computer Science
Educat Ion
Engineering
Indus tr I al Mgmt.
fine & Applled Arts
f orelgn Languoges
Nursing - BS & Above
Letters
Mot he111ot lcs
Phvs Ico I Sciences
Text I la Sci ances
Psvchology
llecreot Ion & Park Adtnln.
Socl al Sciences
Overo 11

--------- Professor Ronk -------Selected
~venige
Cleason lnstltut Ions Southeastern
$}4,765
U1 ,291
136 ,527
.n ,5oa
31, 91}
l7, 715
31,6}1
36, 96l
36,585
Y.i ,695
36,004
l9,36l .
46,020
41,584
44,209
45, 10 4
45, 136
4}, 747
}8,
986
l4, 766
Y.i, 149
4},096
42, 779
41,504
4l, 799
46,788
44,2':i l
l 1,632
ll, 726
N/L
l2,5H
}8, l71
.n ,6l9
N/l
N/A
34,658
40, 700
Y.i ,666
31, 74 I
41, 927
40, 161
}9,294
36,032
41, 716
l9, 97}
36,056
:n ,638
31 ,210
36, I 14
}9,961.
N/l
. Yi, 290
Y>,H4
36,22>
36,461
40, 154
39,551
U8,685

40, lOO

36, 900

---- As socl ate Prole5 sor Rank ---Selected
Average
Clemson Inst Itut Ions Southaas tern
128,01))
128,812
128,928
ll,231
29, 944
29,l98
J0,840
29,578
29, 198
26, 746
28,661
29,200
.H,486
36,616
}4,362
}7 ,9ll
34,810
l4, 181
}0,882
28,081
28,002
.n,293
H,078
l2,H4
}4,634
l4, 159
l}, 754
2l, ll2
2':i,202
2':i,482
2>,5}2
28, 15 I
26,4 ll
29,709
N/A
28,495
26, 914
26,~16
26 ,051
23, }l>
28,876
28,419
}0,207
28,888
28, 10}
3}, 1ll
31, 72 l
}l,889
26, 297
27, 25 I
27 ,0l>
28,266
}0, 07 9
29,}51
21,699
29, 141
28, 127
29,193

30, 111

28, 921

----Assistant Professor Ronk -:---Selected
Averoge
Cleason Inst 11ut Ions Sout hea. tern
124,486
124,529
124, 108
22,651
24,86}
24,256
22,540
2':i,023
23,245
21,659
2l,5 C9
24,298
H,029
}2, 116
JO, 118
H,2 IO
ll,115
JO, I 16
22, 15 4
23,294
22, 281
29,806
· J0,074
28, Jll
29,554
30,529
30, 102
20,4 }3
N/l
19,971
22,669
21,2 6
20,667
23,615.
N/A
22,0lJ
20, 106
21,282
20,61}
2':i , 489
24, l1l
2},369
2 I, 741
24,375
22,94 3
30,018
21,019
29,000
20,512
21,5 I l
21, 111
2l, 7':il
23,6 71
2l, 766
21,813
23,492
22,':i 76
24,455

2':i ,4 30

23,95 4

NOTES:
Cll Souroe :

1983-84 Oklohoao Stole faculty Salary Survey Oota.

(21 Selected Institutions:
(ll Average Southeastern:

Virginia Tech, Georgia Tech, N.C. Stet•
Per Oklahol!IA State Survey, Region IV
consisting of: Auburn, AlobaM-BlralnghH1,
Alabama, florlda State, florldo, Go. Tech,
Georgia State, Goorgla, Kentucky, LSU,
Miss. State, Mississippi, Cle111son, USC, VPI,
Virgin! a, w. Vlrglnl 111, NC State, North
Caroll no, and Tennessae.

CCPT OSS.JTS)

(4)

Several dlsclplln• (bothCle11son & selected ln5tltu
tlons) had only I faculty -mer In a given rank.
the not at Ion N/l (not-llsted I wl 11 lrdlcate ea::h of
these.

(5) Some dlsclplln• (bath Cleason & selected ln5tltut Ions I
hod no faculty Mllt>er In a given rorf<. The notation
N/A (nat-appllcable) wll I lrdlcate ea::h of these.
Jla Shanahan
Bud93tstf>lannlng
06/15 /84
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CLEMSON
't:J'NTVlCRSrr'
,ACULTY seNATI

July 10, 1984
MEMORANDUM
To:

Sill L. Atchley, President

From:

Executive Committee, Faculty Senate

Re:

President-s Council Executive Soard

At the June 29 meeting of the ?resident~s Council concern was
expressed by Dean Amacher that the academic deans were not
sufficiently involved in university affairs. The discussion which
followed resulted in a motion to include all the academic deans on
the Executive Board of the President-s Council. The motion
carried.
We feel this was a hasty and ill conceived recommendation.
The
original intent of establishing an executive board for the
President-s Council was to have a steering committee which would
guide the day-to-day operations of the Council. This committee
would formulate the agenda for Council meetings and increase
communication among the various commissions. To have an executive
board composed of the President, the Provost, and the eight
commission chairs seems very adequate and logical. To increase
the membership of this group to eighteen (one dean is a commission
chair) is ill advised and would make the planning functions of
this group very cumbersome. The Council itself only has twenty
nine members ! Moreover, to ask four individuals who are not even
members of the Council to help coordinate the Council-s activities
is illogical. We are convinced that an eighteen member steering
committee will not expeditiously and adequately perform the
functions intended of this group.
If it is determined that academic deans need greater involvement
in university governance, we are convinced that there are better
avenues for this involvttment. For example, it would be preferable
to include the four remaining deans on the President-s Council
itself rather than enlarge the Executive Board.
In our opinion,
the group which is least adequately represented throughout the
President-s Council structure is the Organization of Academic
Department Heads.
If further enlargement of the Council is
desireable, we would suggest that increased representation of this
group be considered.
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We hope you will give our concern your careful attention. We will
be happy to discuss the Council~s action with you further if you
so desire .

_iJ_o~L__

David J. S~~ President
for the Executive Committee
Larry L. Bauer
N. Dwight Camper
John Gowdy
William R. Hare, Jr.
W. Davis McGregor
John Welter

pc:

Provost Maxwell
Dean Amacher
Commission Chairs

Attachment G

REVISED
BASIC GUIDELINES FOR "OPEN FORUM" ARE:
(Items underlined represent revised wording.)
l.

Every Clemson employee - faculty, staff; on campus, off campus - is
invited to submit articles for "Open Forum."

2.

The "Open Forum" ColTITli ttee, consisting of f acu 1ty and staff members ,
will be responsible for the selection of articles· for publication.
The 11 0pen Forum" ColTITlittee may decide that printing a particular
article is not in the best interest of the University. In the event
that there is a division of ooinion among members of the Cormtittee
as to the suitability of · any given article, the matter will be
referred to the President of the Facu1ty Senate for reso 1uti on with
the President of the University.

3.

Articles dealing with personal grievances, matters irrelevant to the
University cornnunity at large, considered libelous or in bad taste
will be returned to the authors.

4.

In the interest of fairness and accuracy, the "Open Forum" Conmittee
may invite responses from persons responsible for areas addressed in
articles accepted for publication.

5.

Articles may be edited for length, style, granmar, and cons i stency
by the "Open Forum" editor.

6.

Submissions for "Open Forum" must be typed, double spaced, and
usually not longer than 300 words. Each subm i ssion must i nc l ude its
author's signature, office address and office telephone number.

7.

Submissions should be sent to "Open Forum", 103 Fike Center, Cl emson
University, Clemson, SC 29631 or to any member of the "Open Forum"
Committee.

ATTACHMENT H

Faculty Manual Revisions

2a

~OTES ON REVISIONS

Revision
II: 9

Calhoun Professorship added

!I: 10

Alumni Professorship list updated, Newman
Professorship added, and Research Award updated

II: 24

Policy on simultaneous filing of GP I and GP II
cases

!I: 29

Cross-reference to above policy

*

II: 30

Definition on GP II grievance petition

*

II: Jl

Appeal of Provost's GP II decisions

II: 32

No change - just moved fro~ I!:31

*

*III: 2
III: J

V:8

Class absence form deleted, and office hour
policy added
Information on "medical excuses" added
Addition of V.P. for Institutional Advancement

V!:12

Title change for V.P . / Development

V!:22

Clarification of Senate representatives term

VI:23

No change ( ta.~t shifted co different page )

VI:24

Organization of Academic Depart~ent Heads added

:'cMarks substantive policy changes

2b

7-27-84
Conditions of Award.
The University community as a whole has a
vested and vital interest in th~ acadeQic contributions of holders of
endowed chairs and titled pro.fessorships.
Consequently,
while
appointments to such chairs and professorships shall be for an
indefinite period, and while the performance of the holders of such
appointments shall be subject to the normal reviews of perforr:iance to
which all faculty members are subject, a special review of the
professional perf or:nance of these particular faculty members rnay be
conducted, but only if conditions stated at the time of award so
stipulate. Such a review may be initiated by the dean of the college
if requested by both the departmental. faculty Advisory Coomittee and
.t he department head.
The conditions of awarding an endowed chair rnay
provide for re11iews at periodic intervals if muc:ually agreed upon in
writing at the time of award.
For any such review the Provost shall ensure that a coc::iiccee
(cocposed in the same manner as che search-and-screening comr.iitcee
that made the initial selection of the holder) calculates
che
performance of Che holder of c:he chair or titled professorship.
Recommendations for removal by chis Cotm:1ic:tee shall follow che same
route as those of the initial search-and-screening commic:::ee.
Should
c:hese recocunendations result in a decision by che Presi dent: co re::::ove
che incumbent frot:1 the chair or cicled professorship, such a decision
shall not affect the incumbent's tenure stac:us and professorial rank.
Existing Endowed Chairs and Titled Professorshi!:ls.
Ac ;,resent
the following cicled professorships and endowed chairs have been
established at CleQson University:
Abney Chair of Free Encerprise--escablished by the Abney Foundac:ion
for encouraging che study of the free market syscet:1.
Holder:
ilobert
D. Tollison, Department of Economics.
Charles Carter Newman Chair of Natural Resources Engineering-established co bring a distinguished scholar co the Universic:y co
teach and conduct
research
in
the
Department
of Agricultural
Engineering.
_F~r~e~d;;.....~H~a~r_v~e~y~H_a_...;....;.ll~C_a_l_h_o_u_~n_P~r_o~f_e_s~s_o_r~s~h~i~P;;.....~o~f;__~C~h~e~m~i~s~c~r~y--escabl ished in
memory of che late head . or che Department: of Cher.iiscry co advance
University i::esearch in Organic Chemistry.
Holder:
Albert Reginald
Pinder, Department of Chemistry and Geology.
Herbert R. Stender A~ricultural Sciences Professorship--escablished co
advance teaching and research in che area of Food Science.
Holder:
Charles Vernon Morr, Department of Food Science.
Hunter Chair of Bioen~ineering--incot:1e from this defer-red gift •..1ill
remunerate an eminent scientist ·..1ho will teach and conduce research i n
the field of Bioengineering.
J. E. Sirrine Professorships of Textile Science--esc:ablished by the J.
E. Sirrine Foundation, lnc. to advance University rese3rch in T~xcile
Science. Holders: Robert !lcnry 3arkec ,, nd Fred eric k Tyler Si.won,
Department: of Textiles.
McQuee n Qunccl~bau~ Professorships of Enqineerin~--escablished to
support che c:eaching and resertcch efforts of scholars distinguished in
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the field of Engineering. Holders: Frank Waters Paul, Department of
Mechanical Engineering, and John ' Y. s. Luh, Department of Electrical
and Computer Engineering.
Robert Adizer l3owen Professorshios--established to recognize distin
gui::1ned Onivers1.cy raculcy crom various fields.
Holders:
Frederick.
Ralph Sias, Jr., Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering;
David H. Van Lear, Department of Forestry; and C. P. Leslie Grady,
Jr. , Department of Environmental Systems Engineering.
Samuel R. Rhodes Professorshio of En!!ineerin~~established to advance
teaching ana researcn in Engineering.
Holaer:
David Joseph Cumin,
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering.
William James Lemon Professorshio of Licerature-established by Mr.
and :1rs. Calnoun Lemon co honor ~1r. Lemon 's rather, to bring a distin
guished professor to the College of Liberal Arts to ceach, wrice, and
conduct research in his / her field of literary study. Holder:
Roger ·
Best Rollin, Department of English.
J. Wilson ~ewman Professorshio in ~ana!!eri al Econor:tics~ndo\led by
Dunn ana 'araascreet, Inc. 1n nonor o.c ~1r. ~ewman, a co riller president
of Che corporation, a Clemson alumnus and a supporter of the Clemson
University Foundation. Holder: Cotton Mather Lindsay
AluTIII'li Professorshios are awarded by che Provost and I/ice President:
ror Acaaemic ALrairs and the collegiate deans for distingui~hed
achievement in teaching. These professorships are supported by giics
from Clemson alumni. The current holders are:
Douglas Wilson Bradbury, Department of Mechanical Engineering
Joel Vincent Brawley, Jr . , Department of Mathematical Sciences
Richard James Calhoun, Department of English
Harold Norman Cooledge, Jr., Department of 'Architectural History
James ?age Crouch, Department of Industrial Education
Lawrence t-lillard Gahan, Department of Parks, Recreation and
Tourism Management
Elizabeth Boyce Galloway, Depart:nent· of Elementary and Secondary
Education
·
James Cleveland Hite, Department of Agricultural Economics and
Rural Sociology
Peter Roald Lee, Department of Architecture Studies
Jack Clark McCormac, Department of Civil Engineering
Linvil Gene Rich, Department of Environmental Systams Engineering
Malcolm John Skove, Department of Physics
Thomas Ernest Wooten, Department of Forestry
Thomas Bruce Yandle, Jr., Department of Economics
The Alumni ~aster Teachin~ Award . Presented annually to a member of
the Faculcy, cnis award recognizes outstanding classroom teaching.
Nominations for the award may be made by any member of che Clemson
University Student Body, Faculcy, or Administration. Selection of Che
recipi~nt is made by the Student Alumni Council.
The Alumni .l ward for Outscandinl! Research .

Jointly adminiscered
and Phi !<appa Phi ( see
V!II.B), this award annually recogn i'z es outstanding contributions co
research by Clemson faculty.
by th~ <.,;J..a111Son un1vers1.cy cnapcers or :>1. 6 ma

II: LO
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The non-renewal of unt:enu.red facult:y appointrnent:s 1lay be gt'iev
able under eit:her Facult:y Grievance Procedure ! or facult:y Grievance
Pt'ocedure I!, depending upon t:lie grounds for t:he complaint:.
If the
cor.iplainant alleges unlawful discrimina t:ion, or t:hat consideracions
violative of academic freedom were -1.nvolved in the decision noc t:o
reappoint, Facult:y Grievance Procedure I is the appropriace avenue for
seekins redress. Faculty Grievance Procedure tr is applicable if che
cg~plainanc alleges chat deparc~ental, college, or Universicy policies
and procedures were noc properly ir.ipleoented.
I
11

.I

ii

I,
I!

ii
:I

i!
1'
11

!I

!fa grievance is filed ia a ci~ely manner under Grievance Pro
cedure II and it is deter~ined by the Provost: chat the same faculcy
t11e1nber has a grievance pend ing under Grievance Procedure ! ac chac
time based upon the sa111e or a relaced faccual situation, the Provost
111a.y suspend the pC'ocess ing of che grievance filed ·under Grievance
Procedure !! until a final decision on che gri-=vance pending under
GC'ievance Procedure I has been rendere~ on behalf oc che UniveC'sity.
Also, if a grievance is filed in a tilllely manner under Grievance
Procedure II and suosequently che same faculty raenber files a
grievance under Grievance Procedure I which is based uoon the sa~e or
a related faccual sicuacion, che Provosc :oay suspend ch·e processin-s of
che grievance filed under Gri=vance Procedure II uncil a final
decision on che grievance filed under Grievance Procedure { has been
rendered gn behalf of the Universicy.
The Provosc shall noci.:y che
grievance board as well as all parties co che grievance in the evenc
chac che Grievance Procedure !I process is suspended.
rf a grievance filed under Grievance Procedure II is suspended as
s caced above, Che cime liruicacions SC:3Ced in che procedure_ shall be
suspt!nded uncil such ti~e as the Provosc resu~es Che processin~ oc the
grievance.

For faculcy ruembers seeking help in underscanding che procedures
co fallow in filinis a grievance, che Faculcy Senace off~rs ics good
offices by providing che services of a grievance counselor.
A
counselor advises persons wich pocencial grievances on Yhich of che
grievance procedures co tallow prior co the filing oc a grievance.
The counselor, however, does not render any decision on the substance
or merits of a case.
Ordinarily, three counselors, each from a different: collese, will
be in office ac che sar.ie cirue.
These counselors 3re senior fa.culcy
rue::ibers of Eull professor rank wich a chorou~h ";<nowledge of che
Faculty ,'1anual and che Universicy ' s gri=vance procedures.
They are
appoinced annually by the Advisory Cgmi11iccee of che raculcy St!nace.
The counselors .:ire authorized co c.:ilk . .,i ch anv oersons i.nvo lved
i.n Che pocencial grievance and are accorded Che p'roceccion afforded
faculty ~embers involved in grievance procedures.
The nJ~es of che counselors are available from che Presi<len c of
che raculcy St!nace and ?rovost of che Universicy.
The cull texts of both 5 ri~v~nce µroccJures E~llo~.
((:24
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Condnuation of Duties and Salary While Grievance Pendin5.
If
the action which rorms the basis ror the grievance rilea by the facul
ty member could eventually involve any type of discontinuance of
appointment with the University as st:.rted above, Che faculcy member
shall not be removed from his/her Universicy ducies unt:il a final de
cision is rendered under this grievance procedure. · The exception t:o
c.his principle would b~ c.hac:, prior co che final decision being ren
dered, the faculc:y member may be relieved of all duc:ies or assigned to
ocher duties if immediate ha.rm c.o hi:iseli/herself or c:o others is
chreacened by continuance in che affected individual's nor~l assign
ment:. Before caking such accion the Adminisc:ration shall consult: wi:h
c.he Advisory Commie tee of the Faculc:y Senat:e.
The salary of t:he
faculty member shall always concinue until a final decision is
rendered by c:he University.
Protection of Faculc:v Members and Others Involved in Grievance
Procedures.
c.acn racuJ.cy memoer ana any otner person 1.nvo.lvea 1.n
grievance procedures shall be free from any or all restraint:, int:e'C'
ference, coercion, or reprisal on c:he pare of associaces or adminis
crac:ors in filing a grievance, in accoQpanying a faculc:y member filing
a grievance, in appearing as a witness, or in seeking inf ormat:ion in
accordance wic:h t:he procedures described herein.
These pri:iciplas
apply with equal force afcer a grievance has been adjudicac:ed. Should
chese principles be violated, t:he faculty member should bring c.he
faces to the accention of c:he ?rovosc and Vice President for Acadeoic
Affairs for appropriate remedial action.
Should the faculty me!!lber
not receive sat:iscaccion froo the remedial action taken by =he
Provost, he / she may appeal to t:he President: of the Uni versic:y, and
subsequently (if necessary ) t:o the Board of !ruscees.
S.

Facul:y Grievance Procedure II

Covera3c.
Faculcy Grievance Procedure II applies to teaching,
researcn, and excensi.on racu~ty, liorarians, acade!!li.c adoinistracors,
and all ocher persons holding faculty appoinc~encs ac Clemson Univer
sicy who have grievances thac uiay not be brought: under Faculcy Gt"ie
vance Procedure I.
If related grievances are filed under boch
Grievance Procedures I and II, processing of che Grievance Procedure
II case may be suspended pending resolution of the Grievance Procedure
I case, as described in II.Q.
Sca2;es of c:he Grievance Procedure.
l) A faculty member •..ic:h a
grievance shall rirst meet W'ith hl.S/ ner immediaC:e supervisor fo r an
informal discussion of the proble:n. This discussion :nust c:ake pla.ce
wichin ninety calendar days of t:he prob lam's occurrence. Sot h shall
meec in good faith and shall make every accempt c:o t"esolve t:he pr oblem
in an equitable and professional manner.
2) lf c:he problem cannot be resolved ac c.he level of t:he acade~ic
department: or its equi valent unic, the Eaculty member shall ~eet ~ich
the dean of che college (or adci:iisc:rator ac: che equivalant level ) for
an intot"mal discussion of the [)roblem.
!:le facult:y member ::iusc
[I:
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request chis interviei;.1 i;.1ithin fifteen calendar days of the discussion
of the problem .tith his/her immediate supervisor.
The dean shall
arrange for a meeting '.lith the faculty member .nthin fifteen calendar
days upon receiving the interview request.
Again, the resolution of
the problem in an equitable and professional manner shall be the
pricary goal of those involved.·

I

•I

;1
'I

!1

3) If the problem cannot be resolved at the collegiate level, the
faculty member has t:wo options:
a) He/ she Clay petition the Provost
and Vice President for Academic Affairs co review the matter and ren
der a decision r~garding it; b) if the faculty member so requests (or
if the Provost, with the faculty member's consent, chooses to do so )
the l'rovost shall refer the matter directly to che Grievance Board of
the Faculty Senate for its recoccendacion prior co making the deci
sion.
This petition must be in wt"iting and must be received by the
l'rovost within fifteen calendar days of the faculty member's interview
with his/her dean regarding the problem.
In order for the Provost
and/or the Grievance Board to deter:nine if the lilatter is grievable
under Grievance Procedure II, the grievance petition crust state: a )
the specific individual or individuals against -;.;horn the grievance is
filed, b) the dates upon which the alleged grievable :natter occurred,
c) che specific provision(s) of this Grievance Procedure under 1.1hich
the grievant believes the rnat ter to be grievable, d) a Us t of the
supporting documents appended co the petition, e) the specific relief
sought by the grievanc. The Grievance Board and / or che ?rovos: shall
determine to which of the persons named in the petition copies of the
petitions or relevant portions thereof shall be sent.

4) If the grievance is not co be considered by the Gcievance
Board, the Provost shall review the !:latter and request any persons in
volved to provide additional inforoation as needed.
As soon as pos
sible, but no later than thirty calendar days after che receipt of the
petil:ion, the Pt"ovost shall render a final decision.
That decision
shall be transoitted in Yt'iting to the petitioner and co other parties
iillmediately concerned in the matter.
If the faculty member requests chat the Qatter be refert"ed co the
Grievance ~oard or if che Provost (wich the faculty member'~ consent)
elects to do so, the Provost shall iu1JI1ediately send the petiton co the
Chairperson of the Grievance Board. The latter shall call a meeting
to review the I.latter as soon as possible, but within no oore than
thirty calendar days after receipt of the request.
S) The Grievance Board, consisting of chree Faculty Senators and
two alternates, elected annually by che Senate, and chaired by one of
the former appointed by che Advisory Coc~ictee of the Faculty S~nace,
shall i nitiate an e:qJt?dicious, orderl y , and equitabl~ revi.e•..: of che
uatcer.
The 3oard shall :illo..., che parties co che ;r.accer co prese nt
separately co ic any faces or ocher infor~ocion bearing on the ~tccer.
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(These parcies shall noc illeec ...ich che Board ac t.he same cii:o.e.)
Should che 6o~rd require'°addicional informacion, ic shall requasc such
info C"macion fro.n Che Provost. · Toe Grievance Board shall reach ics
finding and sub~it its recotl1ll1endacion co che Provost, along wich any
appropriate information, documenc·s, and records as soon as possible,
but no lacer than ten calendar days after Che Board's final ~eecing on
the raacter.
The faculty au!m::,ar shall be given a copy of the Soard
recommendation at the cime ic is forwarded to Che Provost:.
6) Upon receipt of che Griavance doard's recomQendacion, che Pro
vost shall review che t11atter, requescing any persons involved co pro
vide addicional infor:nacion as needed.
The Provost: shall render a
final decision as soon dS possible, but no l~ter than fifce~n cal~ndar
days after the receipt of che Gci~vance ooard' s recon.-:tendacion . The
decision of the Provost shall be cransmitced in ~ricing cot. he faculty
cie~ber, the Grievance Board, and ocher parci~s directly co ncerned.

I!
11

I
I

II

7) ~i cher party may appeal che decision of che ?-::ovos c co che
President of che University, provided :hac he/she do es so within seven
calendar days after receipt of che Provost's decision.
The appeal
must be in writing. !f an appeal i s made, the President s hall revie•,1
the record of che grievance (as submicted co che Provost:), che
reco111ciendation of che Grievance Board, i i any , and the dec i sion of the
Provost . The ?resident shall render a final decision on behalf of the
University within thirty calendar days af cer receipt of che ·.1ri t.ten
dppeal. Copies of Che decision of t he President shall be senc co che
PC'Ovost, the faculcy .ne:nber, che GC'ievance SoaC"d and . co ocheC' paC't:ies
directly concerned.
!f no appeal is made to Che President in accordance 1Ji.t~1 tne ci:-;ie
limication specii i ed nerein, the decision of che Provost: shall be che
final University decision .

Delineacion of Grievable and :,.ion3riev.:1ble Mat t ers.
matters include sucn act i ons as:

Grievable

a. che improper or unfair (co che co~plainant) i~ple~enca
cion of deparcmencal, college, or Universicy ?O licies or
procedures by persons auc horized to implement such poli
cies or procedures;
b.

the i mproper or unfair ( t.o che co~plainanc) applicaci.on
of recognized criceria or guideline s used in for~a l re
view processes by persons auc hor ~z ed co co nduce such
reviews;

c. che i:Jpropec or unfair (co Che co1npl.1inanc ) assi.~n"len c o f
profe ssional dut ies by 3n Ad~i.niscr3 co c;
d. i~p rop~r oc unfaic appr3isals ( by ~n ad~inistratoc ) of
che co~plainauc's perfo~Jance;
LI : 3 l
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e. the i;nproper or unfair denial (by an administrator) of
the complainant's access to departmental, college, or
university resources;
f. the improper or unfair deter;nination (by an administra
tor) of the complainant's sal~ry increment.
The ?rovost, after consultation with the Grievance Board, .nay
detert.iine that actions other than those enumerated above are griev
able. The faculty member fil ing the petition has the burden of proof
in establishing the validity of his/her grievance.
Normally not grievable shall be cocplaints arising out of che
authorized exercise of their judgments and discretionary powers by
faculty and administrators.
Thus, noc nor.nally grievable •..;ould be
recommendations concerning nonrenewal of contract and denial of prooo
tion or tenure, so long as the appropriate policies and procedures had
been adhered to.
Likewi ;e, minor complaints shall not nor;:ially be
grievable. The determination of what constitutes a "::iinor cooplainc"
is at the discretion of the Grievance 3oard, if the ..iacter is refe·rred
to it, or at the discretion of the Provost.
Protection of the Facultv Members and Ochers Involved in
Grievance Procedures.
Each faculcy member and any other person
involved in grievance procedures shall be free of any or all
restraint, interference, coercion, or reprisal on the part of
associates or administrators in filing a grievance, in accompanying a
faculty member filing a grievance, in appearing before the Facul.:y
Senate Grievance Board or the Provost, or in seeking infor::ation in
accordance with the procedures described herein.
These principles
apply with. equal force after a grievance has been resolved.
Should
these principles be violated, the faculty me~ber should bring the
facts co the attention of the Provost and Vice President for Academic
Affairs, and subsequently ( i f necessary) to the President oi the
University.
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mental needs, faculty expertise, faculty preferences for particular
teaching assignments, faculty sche~ules, and the nature and extent of
non- teac hing workloads.
Course Schedulin~ and Class Meetin~s. Lecture courses meec fifty
minutes per week per credit hour.
Two or chree concac t hours of
laboratory are assigned per credit hour. A secester is nor~ally fif
teen class weeks in length, exclusive of final exams.
Three-credit classes meet for fifty minutes ~1onda;1, l..'ednesday,
and Friday or for seventy-five minutes Tuesday and Thu rs day.
this
pattern allows far a fifteen-minute break. between classes.
P:-oopc
dismissal of classes permits students who must travel oec·..;een widel/
separated classroom buildings to encer tlleir next classes on time. 'A
three credit-hour summer course meecs for ninety minutes, five days
per week, for twenty-five meetings, follo.wed by examinations. Appt'o
priate adjustments are made for courses with more or fewer credit
hours, or for labo ratot'Y courses.
A limited number of regular semester courses and sur:u:1er courses
are offered on variant schedules . Most of these are lace afcer~oon or
evening courses intended for graduate students and ocher special
groups.
Clemson University's master schedule is coordinated by the uni
versity Schedule Comi:iittee. Course offerings are listed in advance of
preregistration, which occurs in April for che fall se:::escer and i n
November for che spring semester.
Listings of summer of:erings are
usually made available lace in the fall semester.
Faculty Class~eeting Resoonsibilities.
Teaching faculcy are
obligated co aeet their classes regularly at che appointed times.
When there are valid reasons for being absent free class (e.g.,
illness and other emergencies, or travel on University busi~ess ) , che
faculty member should notify the affected classes in advance if at all
possible . Suitabla arrangements, such as for subscicuce inscructot's,
library assignments, or other appropriate utilizations of class time,
should also be made.
Faculty members should also be accessible co students with
respect co course work outside of scheduled class~eeting ti~es.
Because of che diverse nature of che academic departQents, each
depart~enc has escablished ics own written office hour policy
(approved by the college dean and che Pt'ovost ) .
Work Schedule for Professional Personnel. tlembers of the learned pro
tess1on, wnt!c~er caculcy or aam1~1strators, by tradit i on and practice
gi.ve generously of their tir:te, energies, and abilities co forther
their inscicucions' goals and purposes and their own professional pur
suics. There is no reasonable ,.,ay of regulating che hours devoted co
such activities .:ind no meaningful •.;ay of u1easut'ing chem. Trul y :,ro
fessional scholars, ce.:ichers, researchers, .:ind adoiniscracors Jc vocc
signiiicanc portions of their waking hours co such pursuics. Cl.?r.1son
University recogni=es chat ic is due co chis unique cor.1bi~acion of
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responsi bilities for teaching , research, public service, and adminis
trative accivities that considera ble variation in proiessional work
schedules constitutes the no rm.
Except for fonially scheduled classes and ocher regular activi
ties, the duty schedules of the full-ci~e teaching faculcy are neces
sarily flexible.
The discretion of the individual faculty member,
therefore, governs the utilization of non-classroom time in accordance
wich the various demands of University and of public service, continu
ing scholarly development, research, writing, and ocher professional
activities.
Those in administrative positions and in full-cioe re
search have similarly unpredictable demands cnade upon cheir t:ioe. Be
yond the fundamental requirement thac faculty meec cheir scheduled
classes and fulfill ocher regular commitments, faculty are evaluaced
on Che qu ality of their performance as scholars, teachers, and re
searchers rather Chan on s u ch quanticative bases as the number of
their preparation hours or the regularity of their work schedules.
Because of the extended schedule of hours for which library ser
vice muse be available, librarians have cheir wo rk loads discri::,uced
over long wo rking days and seven-day working weeks. Librarians' :ocal
work loads, however, shoul d be comparable co chose oi professional
personnel similarly situated in other University positions.
Actendance Policy. The full attendance policy for undergraduaces
is sec earth ln cne :::icudent Handbook.
re indicates chat scud~ncs are
expected to attend all sessLons oc lectures and laboracor:ies ~unccual
ly and regularly, that abse nces are matters co be r:esolved bec·...-een
faculty member and student, and chat ic is the student's r:esponsibil
ity to make up ~o rk missed due to absence from class. In chis regard,
it should be no ted that the Student Health Service does not issue
official "medical excuses . " Students in the infir:nary are provided· an
in/out slip, and a faculty member can telephone the healch center co
confirm an illness ( no diagno sis or other confidential inior::iation is
given, of course) .
The faculty member, however, is obligated to infor?:i students
about attendance policy during the first full week of classes.
In
some departments attendance policy is established on a depart.!lental
basis.
A student who incurs excessive absences in a given course may be
dropped froa a course by the instructor in accordance with stated
course policy. Students chemselves IIlaY withdraw from a course by ob
caining a "drop card" froo the Registrar's Office and having it signed
by the instructor .
The signacure indicates chat the inscr:uccor: has
been no tified of the student's intention to drop che course and is noc
co be construed as an author:izacion for: so doing.
Consequencly, che
signature should noc be •,1ichheld.
Students \./ho t.tichdra.w afteC' che
fi=sc four weeks of classes shall have grades r:ecocded for chose
courses.
Prior co the lase five ~eeks of clJ.sses, this gr.:id~ '.. ;ould
~oroally be "W."
However, scudencs are Li:niced co no more chan
courtct!n hours of "W" grades during chcir academic career:s . Trans cer
scudcncs, however, may withdraw from no oor:e Chan cen percent of cheir
cocal academic t.10rk·(up co fourteen hours oc course ~ork, whichever is
U!:3
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Department heads serve at the pleasure of their respective deans,
who formally evaluate the performance in office of heads reporting to
them every five years. All heads ~f academic departments hold faculty
rank and engage in the teaching, research, and public service
functions of faculty to the extent feasible.
In some larger departments the heads are assisted by associate or
assistant heads ~o are assigned responsibilities by their departwent
heads and who report directly to them.

J.

The Non-Academic Administration: University Vice-?residencs
and Executive Officers

Non-academic University operations . are organized under eight
areas of administration, each headed by a chief administrati ve
officer, responsible to the President of the University.
Tilese
administrative officers and the units of the University chat re?ort co
them are listed below:
l)
Vice President for Business and Finance: ( a) Financial
Management; ( b) Budge ts and: Planning; ( c ) Campus :laster
Planning; (d) Facilitating Services; (e ) Engineering and
Planning (Physical Plant); (f) Public Safety; (g ) Business
Systecs Development;
2) Vice President for Student Affairs and Dean of Scudencs:
( a) Athletic Programs; ( b) Career Services; ( c ) Cle::ison
University Union; (d) Counseling Center; (e) Housing Office;
(£) Littlejohn Coliseum; (g) Husic Activit:ies; (h ) Office
of Admissions, Registration, and Financial Aid; ( i ) Student
Health Service; (j) Student Life Office; (k ) Universit:y
Bookstore and Canteens;
3) Vice President for Institutional Advanceaent: (a) cUuc
ni Relations and Resources Development; ( b) Alumni / Develop
ment Administrative Services; ( c) Alumni Publicacions; ( d )
Annual Fund; (e) Campaign Programs; ( f ) Oevelop~ent; ( g) De
ferred Giving; (h) Gift Clubs; ( i) University Relacions; ( j )
Electronic and Phocographic Services ; (k) Visitors Cencar,
Historic Houses, Special Projects / Marketing; (1 ) News Ser
vices; · (m) Agriculcural Communications; (n) Publications· and
Graphics Services.
4)
Executive Officer to the President's Of:ice and
Secretary of che Board of Trustees:
( a ) Orf ice for lluoan
Resources;
5) Uni versity Counsel;
6)
Executive Assist.:i.nt to the President: (a ) Cor:ipucer
Center; ( b) Division of Adcinistraci ve Programming Services ;
11
(c) Division of Information Systems Development;
7 ) Int:ernal Auditor;
8 ) Director o.r: che Souch Carolina Ener~z Research and Da
veloooenc c ~ncer,

V:8
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C.

Pres ident's Council a n d Associated Commissions and Committees

The President's Council and its associated cot:1C1issions and
committees have responsibility in oany areas affecting faculty and
faeulty
concer ns .
Thus,
these
coomittees
include
faculty
represe ntation so as to provide for faculty partici?ation in planning,
policy a n d procedure for:iulation, and decision-making.
!t should be
noted that several university councils and coomitcees are independent
of the Presidenc's Council (see Vt . D).
The President's Council.
This bod}: is charged ,;.rich exami:ung,
for~ulacing, and making policy recocmendacions in various areas of
University activity and responsibility.
The President's Council is
advisory to the President of che Universicy and co the Provost:.
le
conducts
much of
its
business
through
subsidiarv
Commissions
(Undergraduate Studies; Graduate Studies and Research; Faculty Affairs;
Student Affairs; Public Programs; and Public Service), ·,1hich in curn
have established committees co deal ,;.nth specific araas.

II

Uembers of the President's Council are:
che President of the
University (Chairperson); che Provost and Vice President for Acade.:iic
Affairs; the Chairpersons of the six ~ommissions (a Vice-?rovosc
d~signated by the Provost, the Dean of the Graduace School, the
President of the Faculty Senate, che Vice President for Student
Affairs, the Executive Director of University Relations, and che Dean
of che College of Agricultural Sciences); che Vice ?resident for
Business and Finance; che deans of four colleges and the heads of !:"..to
acadecri.c departments (appoinced by che President for chree-year cer~s ) ;
five Faculty Senators ( che Senate Vice President and the Chairpersons
of the Policy , Research, Scholastic Policies, and ~.'el fare Cocmiccees);
che President of Extension Senace and the chairpersons of ics ~..10
standing cocmittees; one holder of a titled professorship or chair
(elect:ed by the Faculcy Senate for a chree-year ter.ii ) ; the Presidencs
of che Scudent Body and the Scudent Senace; and one Graduate Scudent
Association representative . Six addit:ional members are non-vocing: the
Vice President for tnscicutional Advancemenc; che Director for Alumni
Affairs; che Director of Libraries; che Universicy Legal Counsel; che
Execucive Assistant to the E'residenc; and che Executi ve Officer and
Secretary to the Board of Truscees.
The details of the organizacion and ::iemberslli ;:> of ct-.e ?-:es i denc' s
Council are sec forth in che Conscicuc ion of che PcesiJenc' s Council.
Its
coooissions
and
com:nictees
are
lisced
belou.
Faculcy
representatives co chese co01:1issions and comr.ticcecs are, unless
othen.ise provided in chis seccion (V t.C ) , elecced by their co ll ege
faculties for chree-year cerl':ls ( sc.:i.ggered co give concinuic y) and are
li~iced co c~o consecucive cer~s.
F.:i.cul cy Senace cepcesencati vcs,
except ex officio r.iembers, .~ re elected co one-year cer::is.
~xcepc as
ocherwise provided in chis seccion, st:udenc representatives are el<!cced
by che Scudcnt Senace and, •. .ihece appropn.ace, the Graduace Scudenc
VI : 12
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The Athletic Council is compqsed of 21 voting members: 9 facul:y
members appointed by the President of the University from nominations
by the Collegiate Faculties for staggered three year ter:ns (faculty
meabers may serve successive terms);
the University's ACC / ~CAA
representative (appointed by and serving at the pleasure of the
Pre~ident of the University); the president and immediate past
president of the Alumni Association and of !PTAY; the president and
the immediate past president of the Faculty Senate currencly in the
employ of Clemson University; the Chairman of the Scholarshi? and
Awards Committee;· and the presidents of the student body, the Student
Senate, the Graduate Student Association, and the Block C Club.
Clemson University's Vice President for Student Affairs, Athlecic
Directo-r,
and Associate and Assis cant
Athletic Directors
are
non-voting members of
the Council.
The University ACC / ~CAA
repres~ntative chairs the Council, and the secretary is elected
annually by the Council from among its faculty members.
Biomedical Resea-rch Suooort Grant Committee.
This committee
consists of the Program Director (chairperson ) and one faculty member
from each academic college engaged in biomedical, health-related
research.·
The P-rogram Director is the Associate Director of
University Research. All appointments are indefinite and made by the
Provost. This commir:tee establishes p-rog-ram emphasis and priorities,
evaluates requests for support, and advises r:he Program Director on
the allocation of funds.
Actions of this committee are made ~nown co
the Provosc through r:he Director of Universir:y Research.
Awards are
made f-rom the National Institutes of Realr:h Biomedical Research
Support Grant.
Grant applications may be obtained in the Office of ·
lJniversir:y Research.
Applications are solicited annually during the
monr:hs of January and February through announcements in the Clemson
Newslettet'.
Camuus ~ames Cammi ttee.
Officially named r:he Special Advisory
Committee on ~ames r:o the Board of Trustees, this committee recoCllllends
appropriate names for Uni.vers i ty lands and facilities.
The faculty
members of . this committee are nominated by the Chairperson of the
commir:tee Erom members of the faculty who have long cer.ns o.E service
T.Ji r:h r:he University.
They are appointed by the Pres id enc of the
University for indefinite terT11S. Non-faculty members are ?resid encial
appointees. The Chairperson is appointed by che President.

II

Cornour:er Advi.sorv Commiccee.
This
committee advises
t:he
President: abouc che needs at che Computer Center, Computec Center
policies, and such ocher raa.tters as may be referred to ic by facu l t y ,
adminiscracion, or students.
It consists of che Di:-ecr:oc of the
Compur:er Center and one faculty representative from each co l lege
chree-yeac terms); one member of the Facu l ty Senate elected for a
one-year term; and one undergraduate and one graduate student,
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nominated respectively by the Office of Studenc Affairs and the
Graduate Student Association, appoinced for terms of one year by the
Provost.
In addition, one representative froa each of the following
areas is appointed to serve on this cotillilittee:
the President's
Office; the Business and Finance Office; the Development Office; the
Division of Information Sys.tems Development; the Depart:nent of
Administrative Programming Services; and Studenc Affairs.
The
Coc::littee elects its Chairperson annually.
The Council of Academic Deans.
This group advises the Provost
and Vice-President for Acaderaic Affairs on policy questions, and
serves as a forum for coomunication bet~een the Provost and t he
several colleges.
Chaired by the Provost, mer.ioe::-ship includes the
Vice-Provosts, the College Deans, the Director of Uni versity Rc~earch,
the Director of Libraries, and the President of the Faculty Senate.
The Faculty Senate. · The Faculty Sc?nate is the representaci ·;e
assembly of the Faculty. !t is described in detail in VI .S.
The Graduate Curriculum Committee.
This committee a f the
University Faculty is described in the Faculty Constitution (VI .3 ) .
Institutional Biosafety Coml!littee.
This com:nittee co~sists of
the Associate Director of University Research (Chair? erson ); four
f aculcy members from disci;:,lines
relevant
co
recombi nant o::A
technology; two residents of the local cot::I:1unity, not enplo yees of the
University; and one non-doctoral laboratory technician.
All members
are appointed by the Provost to serve indefinite cer::is.
This
com.-uittee reviews and approves all recombinant DNA acti vi ties
conducted at, or sponsored by, the University and assesses the
facilities, procedures, practices, and the training and expertise of
personnel eng:iged in recombinant OtlA activities. ·
Actions of chis
committee are made known to the Provost through the Director of
University Research.
The Landscape and Site Develooment Committee.
This coc:mittee
formulates and recor.cen·ds co the Adcinis Cration long-range goals for
the landscape and site development of the University campus and
reviews plans proposed for impleoentation. !t consists of the
Superintendent of Grounds (Chairperson ) ; the Director of the ?hysical
Plant; the Superintendent of Planning and Engineering; the Campu s
!·taster Planner; one faculty mer.iber nocinaced in rotation from the
colle 6es of Agricultural Sciences, Architecture, and Forest and
Recreation Resources; one stud~nt, nominated by the Vice-Presi den t for
Student Affairs; and a Faculty Sena tor nomin.iced by the Senate. The
three latter ~embers are ~ppointed by the Provost for one-yc.:ir tt?rms.
L.:ibo rat o ry Anloal '...'t?lf.:irc Cor.:nittee . This co1:i:1it : ee consists of
the Associate Di r ecto r of ~niversity Resea rch (C~.iirpcrson ) ; one
fc1culcy mci:lber from each academi c college having ani:ial faci litie?s;
Vl:23
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and an Assistant State Veterinarian. All appoincmencs are in~efinit:e
and made by che Provost. This coomictee evaluates the care and creac
ment of all war:i-blooded laboratory animals held or used for research.
teaching, or other activities; inspects the University ani::ial facili
ties; and advises the Provost,. through the Director of University
Research,. in regard to the animal and animal facility policies of the
University.
Or~anization of Academic Deoartment Heads. This group serves as
a forum ror cocimunicacion betwe~n the Academic Depart:ment Heads and
others at the University, such as. the Faculcy Senate, t:he Council of
Deans, the Presidenc' s Council. and t:he Universicy Adcinistration.
This organization also provides advice on academic and administrative
mntcers.
An Executive Committee• composed of a r:tem.ber Erom each
Cvllege, represents the group becween meetings of the ~embershi~.
Patent Cot:1111ittee.
This commiccee consists of the Direccor of
Univers1.cy d.esearcn (Chairperson); the University Legal Counsel
(Secretary); the Assistant: Vice-President for oudgecs and Planning;
the Associate Dean and Director of che S. C. Ag::-iculcural C:xperim.enc
St~tion; the associate deans of the Colleges of ~ngineering, and
Commerce and !nduscry; one faculty mecber elected by t~e Faculcy
Senate for a one-year, twice-renewable ter.n; one faculcy member each
froa the colleges of Agricultural Sciences, Engineerin~. Commerce and
Industry• and Sciences• wic:h three-year scaggered cec::is; e•..10 ~embers
representing the ocher five colleges of the Universiey, for one-year
ter~s rotating through all five colleges; one graduate scudenc
representing che Graduate Student Association, for a one-year cec-::i;
one undecgraduate studen~ nominated by c~e Dean of Stud~nc A.cfairs foe
a one-year cerc.
All appointments are ciade by the ?rovo::.c.
This
comm.itcee recocunends patent policy co the Provo::.t, aooroves or
disapproves patent: proposals, submitted in accordance with Uni versity
patent policies, and oakes recolll!:lendations co individual~ and
adminiscracive . units submitCing pacent ~roposals and to the Provost.
The P't"esident' s Cabinet.
The President's Cabinet advises the
President or cne On1.vecs1.cy on policy decisions affecting all ar·eas of
che University and ser~es ·as a cor.ununicacions focuc bec~een the
President an<l the various administrative divisions of the University.
Chaired by the President, the Cabinet is cocposed of the Vice
P~esidents; the Executive Officer to the President's Office; the
Executive Assistant: to the President; the University Legal Counsel;
the Directors of Developcient, Aluani Relations, and Universicy Rela
C:ions; the President of the ~aculty Senate; and the President of the
Student: Body.
Protection of Human Subjects Com:nittee. This cocciccee consists
of tne <\Ssoc1.ace Di.reccoc oc un1.ve.cs1.cy ~esearch (C'hairpec-son ) ; one
faculty member from each academic college having a significant number
of activities involving human subjects; a medical doccor, nooinaced by
the Vice-P't"esidenc for Student Affairs; and a residenc of che locJ.l
cot:U.1unity, not an employee of the Univecsity.
All ~embers are
appointed by the Provost to serve indefinite cer:ns. This coo::iiccee,
functioning as the Institutional Review uoard, approves all Uni versity
activities that involve human subjeccs and Lnsures chac the rights and
welfare of subjects are adequacely protected, chat che risk:; co sub
jects are out~eighed by pot:ential ~eneflcs, and chat the infor::ied con
sent of subjl!ccs is obt.:ii:ied by method::. chac are adequate and api:, roVl:2~
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C~ON
l'ACULTY SINATE

June 18, 1984
MEMORANDUM
To:

W. David Maxwell, Provost

From:

David J. Senn, President~ Faculty Senate

Re:

Senate Review of Your Long Range Plan

During its June S m. .ting, the Faculty Sanat• discussed your
11
preliminary draft o-f "A Leng Range Plan for Clemson University.
The discussion ...,.s quite extensive and many of the details of your
p l an were reviewed. The discussion was greatly facilitated by
reports of each of the standing committee chairs. Each of these
committett9 reviewed sections of the document and prepared a report
for the entire Senate.
Following the Senata•s discussion I was directed to appoint an ad
hoc committee to int11grata all o-f the committee reports into one
Senate review o-f tha plan. The Senate Executive Committee
performed this function.
It has now completed its assignment and
a copy of its review is enclosed. As you know, the Senate feels
very strongly that long range academi c planning i s essential for
the continued orderly growth and ref i nement of programs at
Clemson·.
Thus, we vigorously support long range planning.
However, in our judgment, the preliminary draft which we critiqued
is an inadequate statement of academic plann i ng for Clemson
University.
It is our hope that the enclosed review will
significantly improve tha original document during subsequent
revisions.
Please let us know how the faculty can more fully participate in
this most important endeavor.

Enclosure
pc:

President Atchley
Faculty Senators/Alternates

Cl.EMSON. SOUTH CARO LIN" 29631 • TELEPHONE ll03/65&-245&

FACULTY SENATE REVIEW
OF
A LONG RANGE PLAN FOR CLEl1SON UNIVERSITY
PRELIMINARY DRAFT BY DAVID MAXWELL
At its June 5, 1984 meeting, the Faculty Senate heard
reviews of Provost Maxwell's Long Range Plan from the standing
committee chairs.

The Senate directed that President Senn

appoint an ad hoc committee to work with him in putting the
various committee reports together into a Senate review of the
Provost's plan.

The ad hoc committee was instructed to forward

its review to the Provost within two weeks and report back to the
Senate at its July meeting.

President Senn elected to use the

Senate Executive Committee as the ad hoc review committee, and
its report follows, keyed to the Provost's document.

Title
A more appropriate objective and title for the plan might be
"A Long Range Plan for Academic Affairs for Clemson University."

Section I.

Introduction (p. 1)

The section is too inward-looking and seems more concerned
with protecting our turf than with determining _d irection and
goal-setting.

It seems to introduce a self-study rather than a

long range plan.

The "mission" of the university- ·-to hold on to

what we have--is too narrow.

A broader philosophical base and

more visionary approach is needed.

The philosophy seems to be

that we are not in control of our destinies and should not spend

much time with philosophy and vision.

The statement that"

Clemson (is) the envy of the other public institutions of higher
learning in the region" seems a rather pretentious opinion not
substantiated elsewhere in the document.

Section II.

The Student Body (p. 2)

There seems to be too much emphasis on short-term swings in
popularity of some majors, such as the current enrollment in
Engineering and Computer Science, and too little emphasis on
establishing our mission, determining which curricula or
disciplines we can best address and should serve, and then
controlling enrollment to emphasize those areas.
It is doubtful that the tables on page 3 show any real
(statistically significant) change in mean SAT average or decile
ranking.
The statement (p. 2) that "The faculty-student relationship
is a good one" is rather vague.

Does this refer to camaraderie,

level of mutual respect, classroom size, or student-faculty
ratios in specific classes?

What data support the statement, or

is it simply a personal opinion?
The statement that "most classes are relatively small size"
is vague, since no basis for comparison is given.

Most would

agree that a class size of 20-30 permits meaningful student
participation, frequent grading of student written work, and
individual student conferences through office hours.

The

unfortunate trend in recent years to classes of size 40 and more
has largely voided these personal aspects of a "small university."
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Other alternatives should be considered .

The large lect ure

section (100 or more) handled by a professor combined with weekly
small (25-30) problem-lab sections handled by graduate teaching
assistants is one such alternative.

There should be careful

planning of future facilities to make such alternative teaching
methods possible, since the existing number of lecture halls
seating 100 or more is probably too small for present needs .
"We will attempt to manage the admissions ratios of
freshmen, undergraduate transfers, and graduate students in an
effort to enhance the quality and 'mix' of the student body."
(p . 6, bottom)

What is the quality and mix desired, who decides

it, and how?
What is the basis for determining that students will be
housed on campus and that the private sector will not be
encouraged to provide housing?

Is housing the optimum use of

limited bonding authorization when it can be provided by the
private sector?

Is there not a need for more creative thought in

this area?
Should there not be some discussion of or study of the role
of athletics in the academic mission of the university, and the
relationship of athletics to the goal of academic excellence in
the student body?

Section III.
A.

The Faculty (p. 10)

(p. 10) We question whether our relative smallness contrib
utes to greater interdisciplinary interest and less
discipline provincialism .

No supporting evidence is cited .
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The opposite may be true, because our smallness means we
have no coordinating office of interdisciplinary studies
which seeks funding for and encourages multidisciplinary
approaches to broad problems.

We also feel that our

small-town setting and rur~l geographical location may
discourage some potential faculty.

(p. 11) As for more faculty participation in academic
matters, this may be more form than substance when we
consider that the administration makes the final decision on
curricula and on promotion and tenure.

Regarding the

latter, in a number of instances the decision has gone
counter to the unanimous recommendation of promotion/tenure
committee, department head and dean.

This entire section is

composed mostly of personal opinion, with no corroborating
data.
B.l. (p. 11) If the three universities mentioned are the only
ones from which comparative data were gathered, we feel that
a wider choice of schools could have been made and that the
sample is inadequate.

Fringe benefits should be included in

such comparisons.
B.2. (p. 13) There is a presumption that a high proportion of
tenured faculty results in a less productive faculty and
decreased flexibility.
to support this.

No information or data are presented

It is a personal opinion.

If enrollment

in different majors is set by our own careful planning of
our priorities and capabilities and employment potential,
rather than by popularity swings in applicant preferences
4

(e.g. the "environmental" fad, now fading), and if we have
capable faculty, what is the problem with a high proportion
of tenured faculty?

Further, if the Provost maintains that,

say, 75 percent tenured is a maximum, and he has the final
say on the tenuring of individuals, do we not already have a
de facto quota.. system?

The plan suggests no alternatives

such as encouraging the state to allow early retirement
incentives, or more direct support for sabbaticals, special
training, or exchanges, or innovative faculty development
programs.

B.3 . -4.

(p. 15) Establishing an alumni Master Advisor Award

seems to be the only emphasis in a section devoted to
preserving a good teacher-student relationship.

This seems

an inadequate solution to the problem of recognizing and
rewarding effecS:tive teaching in the face of a drive to
become, as a basic goal, a leading research university.
This is especially true when many of the faculty feel that
there is already too much emphasis on research when it comes
to promotion and tenure decisions.

The question of how to

become more research-oriented without detriment to teaching
is addressed only as a potential problem, with no suggested
solutions.
B.5. (p. 16) To"

preserve the influence of the faculty in

decisions on academic matters while preserving the authority
and responsibility of administrators in administrative
matters" has little meaning without definition of where one
ends and the other begins .

Case in point:

Is the prepara

tion of a long range plan for academic affairs for Clemson
5

University an academic matter, or an administrative matter-
who shall decide, and how?

Section IV.

Academic Programs (p. 16)

The various tables of student numbers and credit hours
generated take on real meaning only when combined with FTE
teaching.

Thus, the ratios in the table on p. 24 (if based on

full-time teaching equivalents), are much more useful for
comparisons than any of the preceeding pages.

Much emphasis

needs to be placed on public relations efforts, possibly
including full-time recruiters, to boost enrollment in areas
important to our educational mission which have low enrollment.
Some attention should be given to faculty recognition and
support for participation in the honors program.
Nothing in the plan specifically addresses improvement of
summer school enrollment, or new short-term programs for older
students, or the whole area of continuing education in general.
In the area of maintaining teaching excellence while
becoming a more research-oriented university, we feel there
should be much greater emphasis on graduate research assistant
ships, lower teaching loads, and more support in equipment,
staff, library development, faculty development, and travel
funds.

Assistance in identifying and applying for alternative

sources of research funding is needed.

This additional support

is necessary if the faculty is to have any reasonable expectation
of increasing research productivity while maintaining or
improving teaching effectiveness.
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A uniform, written policy confirming the return of indirect
cost research incentive funds to individual faculty investigators
is an essential element of encouragement and support of faculty
research.
The - consolidation or elimination of graduate programs should
be done only after thorough study guidel by our mission as a
university, only after much faculty input, and only after review
of recommendations by affected departments and colleges .

Section V.

Facilities (p. 27)

This section is by no means a long range plan, but simply a
listing of short term plans already made .

We did not feel that,

in this review, we should attempt to convert it to a long range
plan, so have few cmmnents about it .

We did note that, as in

other sections, much emphasis is placed on currently popular
curricula, with no suggestion of guided or mission-oriented
growth.

The section on Microcomputer Labs illustrates the

inadequacy of this section when it suggests that a "dozen or so"
labs will be required.

The Campus Master Plan is an essential

reference for this section.

Section VI.

Equipment (p. 30)

The general statements in the Facilities section also apply
to this one.
suggested.

Several problems are presented , with no solutions
There is no area by area evaluation of equipment

needs or attempt to prioritize needs.
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The statement that "Most research at Clemson involves
animals as either subjects or models" probably is in error
(p. 29) .

The section on "Equipmen~ Donations and Grants" (p . 32)
probably should be combined wit~ the section on "Backlog" (p. 31)
and stated as a recommendation.
There is no consideration of the major problems involved in
purchasing equipment through the state system, or of the need for
maintenance funding and support personnel.

Other General Observations
While some overall goals are presented, no specific
objectives, plans, or costs were suggested to achieve these
goals.

Detailed objectives and relevant plans were not

presented.
Much useful background information is not referred to, and
apparently was not used, e.g. the Campus Master Plan, past
self-studies, especially the most recent one, and the rather
thorough athletic department facility projections as they relate
to the academic area.
There is a need for the plan to evaluate the means by which
the university can strive to increase its activities and
awareness in cultural areas, and to nurture an env ironment
conducive to scholarly research.
The position of Clemson University as South Carolina's major
Land Grant Institution, with the related implicaticns to mission
was omitted.
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Significant areas of the university were not discussed.
Engineering and Computer Science are not the only developing
disciplines on campus .
There is no discussion of the need for or plans to promote
interdisciplinary programs (teaching and research).
There should be more evaluation of ways to attract talented
students, starting even with lower grades (earlier than junior
senior year of high school).

There probably are other means,

·such as enrichment courses, of attracting outstanding students
early on, rather than "buying" them in their senior year .
Continuing Education is overlooked and should be included.
This report will become public information, and discretion
needs to be exercised in preparing the document.

It serv es no

useful purpose to snipe at the University of South Caro l ina.
Some reference to the role of public relations needs to be
included.
We feel that this document emphasizes the need for an Office
of Institutional Research or an expanded planning unit which can
keep up with institutional data, working in conjunction with a
long range planning committee as recommended in the 1981 self
study.
Finally, a summary and recommendations section is needed.
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FACULTY SENATE MEETING - June 5, 1984
I.

Call to Order:
President Senn called the meeting to order at 3:30 p.m.

II.

Guest Speaker:
President Senn introduced Provost Maxwell who was the
guest speaker for this meeting.
Before opening the floor
for a question and answer session, the Provost made a few
comments on the 1984-85 budget situation. He remarked that
at the present time it appears that salary increases for
unclassified and classified per~onnel will be either 6 + 2
percent or 5 + 2 percent with unclassified employees
receiving their 2 percent in January and classified
employees receiving their 2 percent on their anniversary
date.
Senator
guidelines
increases,
guidelines

McGregor asked t h e Provost if there are any
from the Legislature on how to use the budget
and Dr. Maxwell answered that there are no
written in the bill thus far.

There was some discussion on matching funds for equipment
with Senator Stutzenberger asking if the budget for this
year included matching funds for equipment.
Dr. Maxwell
said that if the new bill passes, we could lose
approximately $395,200 in DOD grant money if matching funds
are not generated. Stutzenberger asked if the Athletic
Department could be approached about matching funds, and Dr.
Maxwell responded that you can always ask, that in the past
they have provided matching funds for equipment which would
assist the student-athletes but also helped other students.
The Athletic Department, according to Dr. Maxwell, also pays
a portion of the salaries of some "teachers". Dr. Maxwell
also pointed out that the Athletic Department maintains
certain grounds, buildings and facilities of the university,
and to his knowledge, this isn't done at any other
university.
Dr. Maxwell then mad e some comments regarding tenure. He
pointed out that at Clemson 64.4 percent of the faculty who
are in tenure-track positions are tenured.
He further said
that eight of the colleges at Clemson are 60 percent or more
tenured, four colleges are 70 percent or more tenured and
one college is 80 percent or more tenured. Twenty-two of
the 51 academic departments are at least 70 percent tenured,
thirteen departments are at least 80 percent tenured, six
departments are at least 90 percent tenured, and four
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departments are 100 percent tenured.
He expressed his
concern over Clemson becoming too heavily tenured and said
he would like suggestions as to how this could be avoided.
He believes that becoming too heavily tenured is detrimental
to the university in that it prevents bringing in "young
blood" with the most up-to-date training. Senator Gowdy
suggested that a good alternative might be for the
university to support more development of existing faculty,
and Dr. Maxwell said that this would be appropriate in some
areas but not appropriate in other areas. Senator Dickey
suggested that sabbaticals could be used for faculty
development in updating their knowledge, and Dr. Maxwell
pointed out that in many cases this was being done.
Senator
McGregor asked if it might be feasible to encourage early
retirement to keep the ratio of tenured faculty down, but
Dr. Maxwell said that as it stands now with the state, this
is impossible and illegal.
Dr. Senn asked if cost
projections are higher due to the retention of tenured
faculty, and Dr. Maxwell said that replacement costs are
always higher than terminations. Senator Overcamp asked if
there was a problem with grievances being filed due to peer
groups evaluating faculty members for tenure by higher
standards than the committee members were judged by when
they were be i ng evaluated for tenure.
Dr. Maxwell answered
that this was true - that it is an inequitable process. As
a result of other questions being posed on the issue of
tenure, Dr. Maxwell pointed out that standards for promotion
and tenure do vary from department to department but didn't
know why and again stated that the reason for concern over
becoming too heavily tenured is that departments
periodically need to bring in new people.
He also said that
it can be substantiated that being too heavily tenured (and
promoted) can often cause low productivity in some
departments.
Dr. Maxwell pointed out that the Faculty Senate at
Clemson has become a stronger body during the last five
years (under the new administration) which encourages
faculty participation.
Dr. Senn asked Dr. Maxwell about the status of the Long
Range Plan, and Dr. Maxwell answered that it was in a very
rough draft stage and that suggestions and recommendations
would be very welcome.

III,

Approval of Minutes of the May Meeting :
Minutes of the May 1, 1984 meeting were approved as
corrected.

IV.

Agenda
Dr. Senn entertained a motion to add a resolut i on to the
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agenda by Senator Hill regarding the awarding of honorary
degrees and the selection of commencement speakers. This
motion was passed and adde d as Item c. under New Business.
(Attachment A)
V.

VI.

Committee Reports:
A.

Policy - Senator Camper said there was no report except
that submitted on the Long Range Plan.
(Attachment B)

B.

Research - Senator Gowdy handed out a report on the Long
Range Plan.
(Attachment C)

C.

Scholastic Policy - Senator Privette said the Scholastic
Policy Committee had discussed three additional items
besides the Long Range Plan.
(A ttachment D)

D.

Welfare - Nothing except suggestions on the Long Range
Plan.
(Attachment E)

E.

Ad Hoc Committees - Senator Senn, on behalf of Senator
Burkett, told the Senate that the Committee on Public
Service Awards had receive d some guidelines from George
Moore in Alumni Relations.

F.

University Commissions/Councils/Committees - The
Planning Board report was given by Senator Bauer.
(Attachment F)

President's Report:
A continuation of the President's Report had been
prepared by Dr. Senn and was distributed at the meeting
(Attachment G). Dr. Senn pointed out that there are two
Alumni Professorships coming open and suggested that anyone
having a recommendation of someone to fill either of these
vacancies should talk with their dean.
Dr. Senn also called
attention to the new Faculty Senate Handbook which was
recently printed and distributed and recognized Senator
Bauer for all his hard work in the preparation of this
Handbook.
He also noted that the Handbook was prepared so
that it could be updated from time to time, and that any
revisions should be directed to Senator Bauer.

VII.

Old Business:
Senator Moran was elected as a new faculty represen tative
to the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Committee.

VIII.

New Business:
a.

There was a discussion regarding the merger of the
Honors Program and the Scholarships and Awards Program
( Attachment H). This merger will become effective July

4

1 with Jack Stevenson's time being increased to
75 percent with this program and with Corinne Sawyer
continuing to work on special assignments in this area.

IX.

b.

Reports were presented · by committee chairmen (Gowdy,
McGregor, Privette, Camper) containing suggestions on
the Long Range Plan (Attachments B, C, D, E) . Senator
Privette of the Scholastic Policy Committee stated that
this committee was concerned about:
(a) the list of
selected institutions and criteria used to compare
Clemson, (b) no allowances for increased enrollment in
curriculum changes, (c) much discretion needs to be used
in wording since it will be a public document.
A
resolution regarding the preparation of the Long Range
Plan was submitted by Senator Baron and then withdrawn
(Attachment I). After some discussion, a motion was
passed charging President Senn and a group to be chosen
at his discretion (he indicated that he would like to
use the Executive Committee) to compile the suggestions
and recommendations prepared by all of the committees on
the Long Range Plan for submission to the Provost.

c.

A resolution was presented by Senator Hill expressing
concern over the procedure used by the university to
select recipients of honorary degrees and commencement
speakers.
In discussion of this resolution, it was
pointed out that at some universities a faculty vote is
taken.
The resolution (not an action item but asking
that a study be done by the Senate's Policy Committee)
passed (Attachment A).

d.

Concern was expressed over the fact that the Athletic
Council has not met recentl y concerning Clemson's appeal
of the final year of ACC probation.
Dr. Senn suggested
that the Senators talk with their college
representatives on the Athletic Council and urge them to
meet before the appeal is filed.

Adjournment:
The meeting was adjourned at 5:35 p.m.
Resp : , tfully submitted,

~ ().Ji/$d

John F. Welter
Secretary, Faculty Senate

Senators Absent:
Senators Dillman, Grimes, Caban, Behery, Czajkowski, Sheriff, Ulbrich,
Burkett , Snelsire, Conover, Flower and Hare.
Alternates Present:
Senators Hedden and Overcamp

Attachment A

FACULTY SENATE RESOLUTION, FS-84-6-1
HONORARY DEGREES AND COMMENCEMENT ADDRESSES
WHEREAS some faculty have expressed concern over the procedure
for the awarding of honorary degrees, particularly since it
is announced that such degrees are conferred by action of
the faculty and the Board of Trustees of Clemson University;
and
WHEREAS some faculty have expressed concern over the selection of
commencement speakers; be it therefore
RESOLVED by the Faculty Senate that the Senate Policy Commfttee
be directed to examine the procedure for awarding honorary
degrees, with particular attention to the extent to which
the faculty of the University, as well as the Board of
Trustees, acts to confer such degrees; and be it therefore
also
RESOLVED that the Senate Policy Committee be directed to examine
the procedure for the selection of commencement speakers.

Attachment B

POLICY COMMITTEE REPORT
June 5, 1984
1.

The Policy Committee met May 29, 1984 with Camper, Czajkowski ,
Huey, LaTorre, and Linville present.

2.

The Committee discussed the Long-Range Plan as directed by Presi
dent Senn. A summary of major points raised about the Plan in
general are:

3.

a.

It seemed more like a 'Self-study Report' .

b.

While some overall goals were presented, no specific obj ec
tives were stated to achieve those goals.

c.

Detailed objectives and relevant plans were not presented.

The Policy Committee specifically reviewed Section I
tion), Section II (Student Body) and Section III
Specific points are:

(Introduc
(Faculty).

a.

The position of Clemson University as South Carolina's Land
Grant Institution was omitted.

b.

Significant areas of the University were omitted; e.g.,
engineering and computer science are not the only significant
and developing disciplines on campus.

c.

Geographical location may be viewed as a limitation to develop
ing some areas of the University and should be recognized as
such.

d.

A rather limited view of the 'mission' of the University was
presented.

e.

No operational objectives , plans or costs were presented.

f.

No plans specifically addressed improvement of summer school
or new short-term programs for older students.

g.

No innovative faculty development program was suggested .

h.

Preservation of current status seems to be conflict with
student recruitment and admissions policies.

i.

Plans are needed to develop better public relations programs
to get the message out, improve international student rela
tionships, more clearly define admissions criteria, micro
computer implementation, class scheduling, and initiate
faculty incentive for 'Honors Program' involvement and
courses.

Attachment C

I

Minutes of Faculty Senate Research Committee Meeting of 5/31/84
Members present:

Verner Burkett, John Gowdy (chm . ), Phil Flower, Michael
Moran, and Holley Ulbrich

The committee discussed the "Long-Range Plan" of Provost Maxwell, dated
April 9, 1984. The focused on topics most related to research (see
attachment) and made made observations and recommendations for
modifications, as follows.

2. ·(Page 26) One of the most efficienct means of promoting research
activities would be to significantly increase the funding for graduate
research assistantships. Outstanding graduate research assistants can
greatly extend the productivity of faculty by assisting in literature
review, equipment evaluation, laboratory set-up, and preparation of
proposals and publications. Additional funding for graduate teaching
assistantship to support faculty in homework grading and laboratory/workshop
teaching would also help provide release time for additional research
activities.
In addition to increased graduate student support, support is needed in
. terms of lower teaching loads for faculty expected to do research (not more
than two moderately sized classes per semester) , equipment support
(including individual computer terminals), staff support, library
development, travel funds.
More assistance is also needed in helping faculty identify sources of
funding.
The key issue is that it is unreasonable to expect faculty to
significantly increase their research productivity and also maintain or
improve their teaching effectiveness, unless additional support is provided.
A uniform, written policy confirming the return of research incentive
funds to the faculty investigators is essential as a morale factor in
support of faculty research.
Other comments
1. (Pages 17,18) The consolidation or elimination of graduate programs
should be done only as a last resort, and only after much faculty input.
2. (Page 18) None of the committee members have seen the results of
the "recently compleied thorough" of the MS programs of the university. We
would like to have the opportunity to review these results.
3. (Page 29) The committee feels that the statement: "Most research
at Clemson involves animals as either subjects or models." is inaccurate and
should be changed or eliminated.

4. (Pages 31,32) Topic 3 on "Equipment Donations and Grants" should be
combined with topic 1, "Backlog", and stated as a recommendation rather than
as an observation.
5.(page 15) The committee questions the establishing of an "Alumni
Master Advisor Award" and feels that such an award would tend to degrade the
Alumni Master Teacher Award and the Alumni Master Researcher Award.
6. The committee feels that it is important that the university strive
to increase its activites and awareness in cultural areas in order to
cultivate an environment for scholarly research.

Attachment D

REPORT:

SCHOLASTIC POLICIES COMMITTEE

(Facu lt y Senate Meeting, June S, 1984)
The Scholastic Policies Committee met May 24, 1984.
Items discussed were:
(1) Merger of Honors Committee and Scholarship and
Awards Committee.

Since the two have so much overlap in

concerns and activities, the Committee approves the action.
(2) Dan Foster Co lumn.

Discussion was postponed to

the fall in the possible broader examination of proposed
NCAA rules and their effect at Clemson.
(3) Proposed University Calendar.

Committee members

will prepare a list of concerns and difficulties to be
reported in the July Senate meeting.
(4) Provost's Long-Range Plan.

Preliminary discussion

took place, but nothing concrete can be reported.

Bill Hare, Chairman
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Attachment E

Faculty Senate
Welfare Committee Report
June 12, 1984
The 1~elfare Committee spent its May meeting (May 22) discussing the sections
on "The Faculty" and "Facilities" in the Provost's "A Long Range Plan for Clemson
University."
The general consensus of the group was that the Provost's document was not a
long-range plan but was, rather, a review of student/faculty statistics for the
past few years, a partial sunvnary of the present status, (e.g., faculty pay) and
established plans (e.g., new buildings and renovations), and a handy apology for
the administration in terms of being where we want to be and not being in control
of our destinies.
There was mixed op1n1on as to our making specific cor.ments about the document.
Some felt that it was not adequate even as a starting point, that it was defective
in the parameters set down in the introduction, and thus we should reject it with
out comment as being "unfixable." Others felt that it is here, has wide distri
bution, and that we could not ignore it.
We have a number of specific comments or suggestions which can be brought out
if the Executive/Advisory Committees or some other Faculty Senate group is charged
with preparing a reply to the entire document. All of these do not need to be
brought out piecemeal in our full Faculty Senate meeting, but I will atter,1pt to
summarize sor,1e general impressions.
1.

The "Introduction" starts out on the questionable premise that we are just
where we want to be and our main effort should be against adverse changes.
There is no reason to do long-range planning if we follow the introductory
philosophy that we can't do much about it anyway. Many of the Committee were
not aware that Clemson is, "the envy of the other institutions of higher learn
ing in the region," and we saw no documentation of it in the Provost's paper.

2.

There was general agreement that the document places too much emphasis on the
short-term swings in college and departmental enrollments (e.g., the present
high enrollment in Engineering) and too little emphasis on the long-term values
and disciplines we should be aiming for. It is reaction (e.g., p. 6 statement
about USC plans in engineering) rather than planning.

3.

There was general uncomfortableness with the suggested greater shift to
research emphasis, even though, "The primary responsibility of the faculty
members is, and will remain, teaching'' {p. 15 ). How we become more research
oriented without detriment to teaching is not addressed, except in vague terms
about recognizing outstandi ng advising. The conflict is only mentioned as a
possible problem. The current feeling among many that research already is
given too much emphas i s in promotion/ tenure deci s ions and that, in this sense,
we should become less rather than more research oriented is not addressed.

4.

The salary chart on p. 12 shows that Engi neeri ng and Commerce and Industry are
not as non-competitive compared to other schools as has been suggested by shi ft s
of funding to "high-tech science" areas.

_ ·) _

5.

There seems to be an assumption that a high proportion of tenured faculty is
an evil to be avoided because it hinders flexibility. This runs counter to
the ·~sychi c income" factors, sma 11 size, and camaraderie that are purported
to attract and hold the best. At any rate, the section offers no solution or
long-range plans, other than to increase the difficulty of obtaining tenure.
As in "2" above, there needs to be some planning about where we are going,
which would reduce the need for protective flexibility.

6.

The statement on p. 16 that we must preserve the "authority and responsi
bility of administrators in administrative matters" while preserving the
influence of the faculty in academic matters does not recognize that these
are difficult to separate, and that administrators may be inclined to assume
exclusive administrative responsibility as it suits them.

7.

There a.re a number ofglaringomissions; for example, there is no mention in the
section on faci 1i ties of the extensive Campus Master Plan recently developed at
considerable cost. Like1-Jise, the impact of future Athletic Department facility
plans on academic-area plans is not addressed.

8.

A summary, conclusions, and recommendations section is needed.

Attachment F

Planning Board
Report to the Faculty Senate

May 24:
1.

Jim Boniface presented his final report on the location of the
Strom Thurmond Center. The Performing Arts Center and the Institute
Building will be located between Barre Hall and Lowry Hall, and the
Continuing Education Center will be at the lake site. An architecture
and engineering firm for the Institute Building will be chosen in
the near future.

May 31:
1.

A proposal to use temporary units for offices in the College of
Agricultural Sciences was tabled for further study.

2.

A plan was approved to expand the R-3 parking lot. This is necessary
because the Athletic Department needs 500 additional numbered
reserve spaces for football parking. Approximately 300 of these
will be available with this paving.

3.

A plan was approved to locate the micro wave tower for the South
Carolina tele-communications network on the standpipe a rea near
Newman and McMillan roads. This will replace the WSBF tower
currently at that location.

4.

A plan was approved to move the monuments currently on S.C. 93
closer to the campus. This is necessary because of the wid ening of
93 and U.S . 76,

5.

Dr. Ab Snell was re-elected chairman for FY '85.

..

A

Attachment G

CLEMSON
~

,ACULTY SENATE

PRESIDENT•s REPORT:

JUNE, 1984

<Pr•pared May 24, 1984)

1.

Provost Maxwell will be a guest of the Senate at our June~
meeting.
I have asked him to comment on his perceptions of
the Senate during his four years in office and to outline for
us some of his academic plans for the future.
At our July 10
meeting, Vice President Don Elam has been invited to address
the Senate on changes he is making in the institutional
development area. Both guests will respond to questions
following their opening statements.

2.

The Senate Advisory Committee elected Senator Arlene Privette
as chairperson of the 1984-85 Grievance Board.
It also
nominated Senators Moran and Rudowski for the second faculty
position on the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Committee. This
election will be held under Old Business at the June~
meeting.

3.

Provost Maxwell has considered the Senate resolution dealing
with proposed changes in the tenure probationary period.
The
Senate adopted this resolution at its April meeting. The
Provost opposes the changes proposed in the resolution (his
response is attached to this report).

4.

Dr. Jack Stevenson, Director of the Honors Program, has
reponded to Senate Resolution FS-84-5-2 which honored the
Fulbright Scholars <response attached>. The Scholastic
Policies Committee may want to review the suggestions which
are contained in this memorandum.

5.

The Provost~s Office is planning to merge the Honors Program
and the Scholarship and Awards Program under Or. Stevenson
beginning July 1, 1984. The Senate has been asked to review
this proposal and to identify any potential problems which
will be created by this merger.
I have asked the Scholastic
Policies Committee to consider this proposal and to report its
recommendation at our June meeting.
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6.

7.

The Council of Academic Deans has taken several actions since
our last Senate meeting:
a.

The Council approved the coaching education courses as
recommended by the College of Education. An amendment to
;rade these courses only on a pass/fail basis was
d•f•ated. The rationale was that curricular proposals
should originate with the faculty.
Provost Maxwell will
ask the undergraduate and graduate curriculum committees
to devise a policy regarding pass/fail courses.

b.

The Council discussed the Provost~s "Long Range Plan"
document. The plan was prepared at the request of the
Educational Policies Committee of the Board of Trustees.
Each dean was asked to submit written comments by early
June. Each of the Senate~s standing committees is also
reviewing this document.
This will be the major item of
new business at our June 5 meeting.

c.

Provost Maxwell expressed his concern regarding the high
percentage (807.+) of tenured faculty in some academic
departments. Some departments are also rank heavy. One
possible solution to this problem is to make greater usa
of visiting faculty positions.

d.

The deans rescinded their previous action to place faculty
resumes on file in the library.

•·

A summary report of continuing education activities for
1983 was discussed. The report, which contained data from
four colleges, showed that 641 programs enrolled 23,6~0
participants. This was an increase of 4007. over the
previous year and was largely due to increases in the
College of Commerce and Industry.

f.

A brochure is now available from the State Department of
Education describing new admission prerequisites for
public colleges and universities.
I have some copies of
this brochure if you desire to have one.

Among the items discussed by the President~s Cabinet are the
following:
a.

The Cabinet endorsed the concept of a wellness program.
The Wellness Committee is to seek outside funding to
support their proposed activities.

b.

President Atchley has appointed thirteen staff persons to
the Commission on Classified Staff Affairs. Please refer
to the May 23 University Newsletter for a listing of the
membership of this new commission.

8.

9.

c.

It was announced that the projected date for the Strom
Thurmond Institute ground breaking ceremony is homecoming
weekend, October 18-19.

d.

Budgetary projections for 1984-8~ look better than for the
current year. Full formula funding is still in the state
Appropriations bill.
It appears that classified employees
will receive a 5 or 67. across-the-board salary increase
And an average of 27. for merit. Unclassified employees
(faculty) will probably receive the same aver~ge increase
but• 0-97. range will be in effect like last year. The 2X
merit increase will probably be given January 1, 1985 so
that the 1985-86 salary base will be higher.

The Commission on Faculty Affairs met on May 24:
a.

The Ad Hoc Committee on Teaching Effectiveness (Henry
Pate, Chair) reported that four subcommittees are working
over the summer on different aspects of this topic. The
Committee plans to have a final report ready for the
Commission about November 1.

b.

The Ad Hoc Committee on Faculty Evaluation Forms (Chris
Przirembel, Chair) is nearing completion on phase I of its
charge. The Committee will be recommending several
changes in Form 3. The Commission will act on these
proposed changes at its July meeting.

c.

The Faculty Development Committee <Jose Caban, Chair) has
summarized the results of its faculty survey. The
Committee will be making several recommendations based on
the survey results.

d.

The Commission finalized its recommendations regarding the
composition of committees under its direction and will
present these recommendations at the June meeting of the
President~s Council.

The Faculty Senate Handbook has been completed.
It is
currently being duplicated and will be distributed to senators
in the near future.

R1~.y~ed,
David J. Senn, President

CJ'..,E:MSON
~
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May 18, 1984

MEMORAl.'IDUM

TO:

Dr. David Senn
President, Faculty Senate

FROM:

W. David Maxwell
'rvProvost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

SUBJECT :

ProposedChange in the Tenure Policy

<vJtJ

I have considered the change in the tenure policy that was recommended by the
Ad Hoc Committee on Tenure Probationary Period, and I am opposed to the change
for several reasons.
1.

The language in the third paragraph of II.L. of the Faculty
Manual is basically the standard paragraph recommended by
the AAUP. It is present in the tenure policies of the
majority of major universities and almost every phrase of
this paragraph has been, at one time or other, the subject
of judicial interpretation. The statement has been
tempered and has well stood the test of time.

2.

The proposed change accomplishes littl e that can not be
accomplished under the present policy . The problem posed
by the fact that Extension personnel do not accumulate
credit toward tenure by service at· some other institutions
has been handled under the fifth paragraph of II.L. referring
to early tenure. Credit f or industrial experience has been
handled under this same provision.
!he only thing that the proposed change could do that the
present policy could not do is to deny cred it to the
individual for four or less years o f tenure-crac k service
at another institution. Such a provi sion runs counte r
to the reciprocity qnd ability t o take advantage of op
portunities that the AA.UP seeks to further . It also
raises the serious question of why t his univers i t y
should seek to attract f aculty whose prev ious tenure
track experience is so undistingui shed that we would noc
wish to grant the credit for it t hat is provided by t he
basic paragraph.
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Dr. David Senn

May 18, 1984
Page Two

3.

The most important disadvantage from an administrative point
of view, however, is that the proposed change would centralize
all faculty hiring . The present basic paragraph is operational
at the college level. Guided by the present basic paragraph
(i.e., the third paragraph of II.L.) deans can quickly compute
tenure credit and make offers to prospective faculty members.
Since quick response time is often important, this is a
significant advantage. We do not need the requirement that
some universities have that all offers must be made by the
Provost because the present third paragraph is relatively
straightforward.
If the proposed change were made, the dossiers on all prospec
tive faculty members would have to be sent to this office and
a thorough evaluation and review made prior to making an offer.
This would be necessary in order to ensure some reasonable
degree of uniformity in the interpretation of what constitutes
"relevant experience" and how much credit toward tenure is to
be received for it. Such a requirement would be a serious
handicap in recruiting faculty.

WDM/t

. cc:

President Bill L. Atchley
Academic Deans

May 16, 1984

Memorandum

TO:
Dr. David Senn
The
President, Faculty
Honors
Program FROM: Jack L. Stevenson
of
May 10 memorandum is so much appreciated, David.
Thank you for
Clemson Your
taking the time to send me a copy of the Faculty Senate Resoluti on
4

u niversiws-a -s-z.
el

The faculty and the university are certainly honored by this phenome
nal success with the Fulbright applications this year. I certainly hope
that our 6th, and French connection, will be honored by being funded
this year.
It is necessary to state that a lot of the hard work that is done with
the Fulbright applications goes to the credit of Margit Sinka in the
Languages Department.
She i s on sabbatical this year, or at least on
leave, and it may show up in our applications this fall! It is person
ally delightful for me to have your recognitiion both of the Fulbrights
and of the significant progress of t he Honors Program.
I appreciate more than I can say the support and the enthusiasm of the
Faculty Senate.
The increasing number of Honors students, and the
change in demand of Calhoun College ~hich requires them to take cmHonors
course every semester in order to stay in the pro gram, indicates strong
ly that the continuing growth of Honors courses avai l able must keep pace
with the demand of students at registration. I've written to the Deans
and to the Department Heads explaining the situat i on to them and any
help that youall in the Faculty Senate can do i n developing more courses
or making Honors options avai l able in existing courses will be verv much
appreciated.
If I may phrase thi s in very careful language so that it
is not misunderstood, I believe that the Honors st udents and the i r
efforts can be a kind of nf l a g ship n for the very fine academic of f erings
of Clemson Universit y . I ' m trying to work in that direction and great ly
appreciate any interest and support that you and other members of the
Faculty Senate can render.
ma
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT CON'T.:

JUNE, 1984

(Updated June 4, 1984>

10.

Ms. Tolly Taylor, Staff Assistant to Provost Maxwell, joins
the Senate with the June meeting to assist Senator Welter
with his secretarial duties.

11.

Ms. Jane Kidd, University Relations, is the chairperson of
the new Classified Staff Commission. She is also a member of
the President's Cabinet.

12.

Ms. Kathryn Cole has been awarded a Fulbright Scholarship in
France for next year. With this award all six Clemson
students recommended for Fulbrights have been honored by this
prestigious program.

13.

A revised copy of a policy statement for the proposed Clemson
Environmental Research Center has been distributed to the
academic deans for their immediate comment. This document
outlines the goals, structure, and operation of the Center.
Any senator wishing to peruse this document may obtain a copy
from me.

14.

It is anticipated that the 1984-85 budget will be about 4
million dollars greater than the 1983-84 budget.
Increased
academic requests and faculty/staff salary increases alone
total 3.8 million. While the budget situation is
considerably better than in previous years, not all requests
can be met within the anticipated budget.

15.

Provost Maxwell has clarified his response to the Senate
resolution dealing with proposed changes in the tenure
probationary period (see memorandum dated May 18 attached to
part one of the President's Report). Under the present
policy only academic service can be credited toward tenure at
the time of appointment. Because of this policy academic
deans are authorized to calculate tenure credit and make
offers to prospective faculty members in a prompt manner.
After the appointees have begun their duties at Clemson, then
a request can be made for additional credit based on service
other than teaching. Such requests must be submitted to the
Provost's Office for evaluation and review. Thus, it is
possible for new faculty members to receive credit for
professional services other than teaching but this
determination is not made at the time of the original job
offer.

----~~ a~~-------David J./'senn, President

Attachment H

May 16, 1984

Memorandum
Dr. David Senn
The TO: President,
Faculty
Honors
Program FROM: Jack L. Stevenson
of
Your May 10 memorandum is

Clemson taking the
Universirrs-s4 -s-z .

so much appreciated, David.
Thank you for
time to send me a copy of the Faculty Senate Resolution

.;

The faculty and the university are certainly honored by this phenome
nal success with the Fulbright applications this year. I certainly hope
that our 6th, and French connection, will be honored by being funded
this year.
It is necessary to state that a lot of the hard work that is done with
the Fulbright applications goes to the credit of Margit Sinka in the
Languages Department.
She is on sabbatical this year, or at least on
leave, and it may show up in our applications this fall! It is person
ally delightful for me to have your recognitiion both of the Fulbrights
and of the significant progress of the Honors Program.
I appreciate more than I can say the support and the enthusiasm of the
Faculty Senate.
The increasing number of Honors students, and t he
change in demand of Calhoun College which requires them to take a1Honors
course every semester in order to stay in the program, indicates strong
ly that the continuing growth of Honors courses available must keep pace
with the demand of students at registration. I've written to the Deans
and to the Department Heads explaining the situation to them and any
help that youall in the Faculty Senate can do in developing more courses
or making Honors options available i n existing courses will b e ~ much
appreciated.
If I may phrase this in very careful language so that i t
is not misunderstood, I believe chat the Honors students and their
efforts can be a kind of · fla gship • for the very fine academic of f erings
of Clemson University. I'm crying to work in that direction and great ly
appreciate any interest and support that you and other members of t he
Faculty Senate can render.
ma
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Attachment I

FACULTY SENATE RESOLUTION
Whereas; neither the Faculty Senate nor any other group
representing the faculty participated in the preparation of the
Provost's "Long Range Plan," and
whereas, the time available to the Faculty Senate to review
said report was quite limited, and
whereas, the Senate has no assurance that its recommendations
would be incorporated in the Provost·' s final report, and
whereas, the faculty will be identified as having participated in the preparation of the report without having had the
opportunity to participate in the editing of the final report,
therefore, we move, that the Faculty Senate take no action
with regard to the Provost's "Long Range Plan" and that the President
of the Senate advise the Provost that the Faculty Senate is willing
to prepare a "Long Range Plan" based on faculty input, should he
so request.

Submitted by:
William Baron, Faculty Senator
June 5th 1984

MINUTES OF THE FACULTY SENATE
May 1, 1984
I.

Call to Order:
President Senn called the meeting to order at 3:35 p.m.

II.

III.

Attendance roster was distributed. New faculty senate members were
requested to provide transportation during new faculty orientation on
August 16.
Approval of Minutes of the April Meeting:
Minutes of the April 3 meeting were approved as corrected.

IV.

Election of Faculty Representatives
Election of Faculty representatives to the university commissions
and committees (Ballot and Results Attachment A).

V.

Committee Reports :
A.

Policy:
Senator Camper reported that the Policy Committee had discussed
the proposed Faculty Senate Procedural Bylaws and in general, there
was agreement with the Bylaws as they have been distributed. Camper
noted that in Item 4 selection of the parliamentarian should be made
more flexible so there will always be a designated parliamentarian
at the Faculty Senate meeting. The committee also discussed the
possibility of an interim evaluation of department heads within the
current. five year period. The committee felt there was opportunity
for input into the department head, evaluation through other
sources, and thus additional questionnaires and evaluation forms are
not recommended at this time. Another item, limitation of faculty
senate representation by departments, was discussed. There is the
possibility of a large department within any one of s everal colleges
electing all senate representation from that college. The committee
is reluctant to suggest how senatorial elections will be conducted.
He said this situation could be covered under individual College
Bylaws (Attachment L).

B.

Research :
Senator Gowdy reported that the Research Committee had amended
the resolution dealing with the r e turn of indirect cost and this
item will be taken up under Old Business.

C.

Scholastic
Senator
with three
resolution

Policy:
Hare reported that the Scholastic Policy Committee dealt
items (Attachment B): 1) Mid-term grade report and a
will be presented under New Busine ss to abolish these

reports; 2) Catalog statement. The prepared catalog statement
(Attachment J) will appear in the University Announcements next
fall. No action was taken by the committee·, but the work will
continue on these catalog statements; 3) Proposed calendar - The
committee posed questions concerning lead time for processing final
grades before commencement, length of mid-year break, need for and
time of a fall break. Also, difficulties involved in faculty
attending late summer professional meeting were discussed. It was
decided that we should try to arrange a meeting with George
Alexander to get more information on how the computer can be used to
speed up grade processing and preregistration. It was also proposed
that we get inofrmation from peer institutions on the handling of
these problems.
D.

VI.

VII.

Welfare:
Senator McGregor reported that the Welfare Committee had met and
established agenda items for the year (Attachment K).

Ad Hoc Committee Reports:
A.

Senator Burkett, Ad Hoc Committee Chairman for the Alumni Award for
Distinguished Public Service reported his committee has a meeting
with George Moore on May 22, to discuss criteria for this award.

B.

Senator Ulbrich reported the Ad Hoc Committee for Restructure of
Committees, Commissions and Councils had met several times and
submitted a report to the President's Council.

C.

Open Forum:
Senator Camper reported that the revised guidelines for the Open
Forum have been approved by the administration and a copy of these
guidelines will be distributed with the agenda of the June Faculty
Senate Meeting.

Commissions, Councils and Boards:
A.

Commission on Undergraduate Studies:
Senator Bauer reported that the Commission on Undergraduate
Studies had met and discussed a number of items (Attachment C).
Bauer also reported that the planned reorganization of the
President's Council was discussed.

B.

Planning Board:
Senator Bauer reported that the Planning Board had met and
discussed a number of items (Attachmen-t D).

C.

Admissions and Continuing Enrollment:
Senator Hill indicated that he had received several inquiries
into admissions standards based on the newspaper article suggesting
a professional development degree at Clemson. The article quoted
Cliff Ellis', Clemson's new head basketball coach, request for a
degree program developing athletes for a professional career.
Senator Rudowski made a motion to refer this Item to the Scholastic

Policy Committee. The motion was seconded and the referral was
passed unanimously.
VIII.

President's Report (Attachment E) :
President Senn indicated that he had prepared a continuation of the
President's Report attached to the agenda and will try to have this
updated information available at all meetings. President Senn also
pointed out that three grievance counselors had been appointed. They are
Past Presidents of Faculty Senate, Clarence Hood, Steve Melsheimer and
Holley Ulbrich. The Alumni Outstanding Research Award will be presented
this year at the May 10 general meeting of the faculty. It is no longer
simply a Sigma Xi Award, but Sigma Xi and Phi Kappa Phi will be awarding
that together. Our resolution to have it presented at Spring commence
ment did not go through. Item 7 of the Research Policy Document was
appended to the President's Report. This deals with the restriction on
publications associated with proprietory research. There has been a
great deal of discussion about health issues on campus recently, mental
health and physical health, prompted primarily by four student suicides
this semester. Faculty should try to seek out help for students that
appear to be in need of these kinds of services. Senator Snelsire stated
that this might be the result of discharging the majority of our
psychiatrists at Redfern last year.

IX.

Old Business:
President Senn called for a motion to remove the faculty senate
procedural bylaws from the table. The motion was made and seconded and
passed unanimously. Attachment Fis listed as the current amended
version of the Faculty Senate Procedural Bylaws. Item 4 was amended at
our last meeting and now reads, "The Senate President shall appoint a
parliamentarian at the first meeting of the Senate annually." Senator
Hill proposed an amendment to Item 4, striking out "the first meeting of
the senate annually". He stated that this will give the President
flexibility in assuring the presence of a parliamentarian at each
meeting. The amendment was seconded and passed unanimously. Senator Hill
also proposed an amendment to Item 1 changing "should notify" to "shall
notify" and "one week" to "ten days." Senator Ulbrich spoke against the
amendment stating that all items could not be prepared ten days prior to
the meeting and it should not be necessary to suspend the rules to
consider an item of importance. A majority "No" vote was recorded and
the amendment failed. Senator McGregor moved to amend the one week in
favor of 10 days. The amendment carried unanimously. Senator Coston
suggested that we change the order of the Agenda to consider business
early in the meeting or come up with a time limit for committee reports.
He proposed an amendment to put a limit of three minutes on standing
committee reports and one and a half minutes on all other reports. This
would force debate under old or new business, rather than during
committee reports. It was also suggested that the President's Report be
limited to three minutes. The Parliamentarian will be in charge of
keeping the clock. The amendment was seconded and Senator Camper called
for the question. After a close voice vote, President Senn asked for a
show of hands which determined that the amendment carried. Senator Hill
moved that the amendment include an extension of the time limit at the

discretion of the chair. This amendment was seconded and passed
unanimously. The question was called for to adopt an entire set of
Faculty Senate Procedural Bylaws as amended and the motion passed
unanimously (Amended version, Attachment M).
The Research Committee, Senator Gowdy, submitted an amended
proposal for return of indirect costs. The third and fifth paragraphs
were added to the original resolution (Attachment G). President Senn
indicated that the President had reviewed a policy submitted by each of
the deans regarding return of indirect cost and found them in keeping
with his original initiative which was that the money should find its
way back to the investigator involved, Senator McGregor proposed an
amendment to strike "finally be it" and the last resolve from the
resolution. Senators Behery and Ulbrich spoke against the amendment and
the amendment failed upon a call for the question. After a lengthy
discussion, Senator Dyck proposed an amendment to change the wording
"administrative unit" to "college and/or department unit". After a
second, the amendment passed unanimously. The question was called for on
the entire amended resolution and the resolution passed.
X.

New Business
A resolution was proposed honoring six outstanding students
(Attachment H). Senator Romeiser reported that three of these students
had received Fulbright Awards and the others had been screened by the
agency awarding Fulbright Scholarships. The motion was made to approve
the resolution and it passed unanimously on a voice vote.
A mid-term grade report resolution was presented by Senator Hare of
the Scholastic Policy Committee (Attachment I). It was moved and
seconded to adopt this resolution and the motion passed with one
dissenting vote.
President Senn presented two items of new business, the major
course curriculum statement and the general education requirements
statement which are to appear in the catalog this fall. The original
wording (Attachment J) was approved by the Council of Deans with three
words added, "into that curriculum. " Senator Dyck stated that the six
year limitation suggested might not be in order because part-time
students could require more than six years to co~plete a course of
study. Senator Hill suggested that the six years referred to six college
years or twelve semesters. Senator Bauer moved to refer this issue to
Scholastic Policy for committee consideration. After a lengthy
discussion, the motion to refer the item to committee was passed
unanimously.

XI.

Adjournment:
The meeting was adjourned at 6:00 p.m. Alternate, Linda Mahrer,
substituted for Linvill of Agriculture. Senators absent from the

meeting: Joe Dickey, Agriculture; Jose Caban, Architecture; Jimmy
Sheriff, Commerce and Industry; Bill Baron, Engineering; Fred
Stutzenberger, Sciences.

tr;;::;w;w
lohn F. Welter
Secretary, Faculty Senate

Attachment A

Representatives Elected to University Commissions ~d Committees
by th• Faculty Senate en May 1, 1984

COMMISSIONS:

Expires
LM"ry Dyck

198:5

Braduate Studies

Jc• Dick•y

198:5

Faculty M.fairs

Bill Baron
Tony Czajkowski

198:5
198:5

Public Programs

Dal• Linvill

198:5

Stud.nt Af.fairs

CM-1 Bishop
LM"ry Gridle5
Victor Rudowski

198:5
198:5
198:5

*Physical Facilitie5

D.C. Coston

198:5

Reg.,- Rollin

1987

Admissions Ir Continuing Enrollment

Rcb•rt Hill

198:5

*Advising Ir Course Placement

Mik• Mor~

198:5

Alcohol Ir Drug Abuse

JM.&•l LaTorre
Cto be al.ctedJ

198:5
198:5

Computer Advisory

Larry Grimes

198~

Cooperative Education

v.,-n.,. Burk•tt

198~

•Depositories/Library

Victor Rudcwski

198:5

Faculty Manual

John Idol
St•v• Melsheimer
Barbara Raetsch

198:5
1986
1987

Fin~cial Aid, Student Employment,
Ir Placement

Bill Baron
Lv-ry Grimes

198:5
1986

Fin• Arts

JttUel LaTorre

198:5

Prest dent" s Ccunci 1

Titled Pro.fr-asor
COt1Nl TTEES:

*Contingent on approval o-f reorganization proposal.

·-..

Representative5 on Commissions/Committees Con~t.
Greek Af-fairs

Chris Siaverdes
Richard Conover

198:5
1986

Griev.nce Board

Buddy Dillman
Jau•l LaTorr•
Arl.n• Privette
Nike Moran <Alt.>
Barry Necks <Alt.>

198:5
1~
198:5
198:5
198:5

H.ndicappad, Univ. Committee on

Larry GrimttS

198:5

Honors Program

Larry Dyck

198:5

Housing

Don P. Miller

198:5

L.ndscapa • Site Development

D.C. Coston

198:5

Open Forum

John Romaisar
Yi ctor Rudowski

198:5
198:5

Patent

Clarence Hood

198:5

R.creation Advisory

Larry Bauer
Jca Dickey
Gorden Howard

198:5
1986
1987

Sa4aty • Fire Prevention

Robert Snelsire

198:5

Scholarships and Awards

Larry Dyck

198:5

Security & Lighting

Fr.nces Colburn

198:5

Tra44ic & Parking

Buddy DillmAn

198:5

University Union Beard

Dwight Camper

198:5

Attachment A

Nominees for Faculty/Faculty Senate Representatives on
University Comissions and Committees
May 1984
COMMISSIONS:
Undergraduate Studies ( 1 ) . • . . • . • . ._
Sheriff

-----

Snelsire

. . . . . . . . . . Conover - - - - -

Graduate Studies (.1)

Dickey __X..-=--Faculty Affairs (. 2) • . . . • • . . . . • . . . • Baron __X
_ ___
Caban-------Czajkowski -~......;..__
Public Programs (1) .

. . . . . . . . . . . . Harris ------Linvill

Student Affairs. (3)

_>-(......;.._ _

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bishop
Grimes --~-----
Rudowski

Physical Facilities (1).

.. ... .. . ..

X.
----

Burkett
Coston

Scholarships / Awards

... . .......

Coston

X.

Dyck
Advising

. . . . . . ... . ... . .... ..

Cza.jkowski
Moran

Honors Program

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

-X.
--------

- -·1

E_ I=-;-'. .::-' I·

Dickey-·---~Dyck

X

..
'

Library . . . • . • • • • •

__ __

. . . . . . . . . . Huey------)(..,__

Rudowski
Burkett
Linvill
Admissions/Cont. Enrollment • . • . • • . . • •• Bishop
Conover

A:

Hill
Fine Arts . • . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . Caban
Harris

-----J<

LaTorre

___

_....;..

Computer Advisory . • . • . • . • . . . . . • • • Flower
Grimes

:3
---i..----

Huey-------

LandscapP./ Site Development

......

. . .

. . Coston __J<.. . . _ ___
Linvill

Safety/ Fire Prevention
Traffic and Parking . . .

Snelsire _)(
_ _ ___
~
?::. •I} M"'

Flower

-----

Linvill - - - - - - Handicapped

..

Open Forum ( 2 )

Grimes

><

:fuey
Romeiser

:'<

Rudowski

:<

Grimes

Grievance Board (Vote for 3) • • • • •

.. .. .

(Note: This consists of three members
and two alternates representing five
different colleges. The three receiving
the most votes will be the members, the
next two in vote totals will be the
alternates.)

Behery - - - - - Dill.man

\

LaTorre

)(

Moran

~
~

Nocks
Privette

~

Committees to which either senators or nonsenators may be elected:
Alcohol/ Drug Abuse . . . .

LaTorre _\:
........_ ___
Moran

------

Rudowski - - - - University Union Board . . . . . • . . . . . . •

Camper __'>(~-----

Greek Affairs (1)

Conover __)(_ ____

Financial Aid, etc.

Dyck - - - - - 

Recreation Advisory

Grimes

)(
---------

*Howard

)<
----------

.. ............

Patent • . • . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . .

Burkett
*Hood

------------

Huey-----------Faculty Manual . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

*Nonsenators

•t-•111
-----~::.:...of

Attachment B

REPORT: SCHOLASTIC POLICIES COMMITTEE
(Faculty Senate Meeting, May 1, 1984)
The Scholastic Policies Committee met April 24, 1984.
Items discussed were:
(1) Midterm grade reports. The Student Senate passed
a resolution April 2, 1984, limiting midterm grade reports
to students classified as freshmen or sophomores. It is
the committee's understanding that the Council of Deans is
sympathetic to completely abolishing midterm grade reports.
After lengthy discussion, the committee reached a consensus
expressed in a resolution to completely abolish midterm
grade reports. This resolution will be presented under
New Business.
(2) Catalog statements. Two short sections dealing
with catalog requirements under which a student may graduate
and the effective date of the new general education require
ments in a student's curriculum were discussed. (These are
included in toda y 's meeting material.) They will appear in
the 1984-85 Announcements. They are intimately related to
an attempted catalog statement worked on by the 1983-84
committee. ~o action was taken, but wor k will continue.
(3) Proposed calendar. Advantages and disad vantages
of the proposed University calendar were discus s ed. Questions
concerning lead time for final grades before Commencement,
length of mid year break, need f or and timing of f a l l break,
an<l difficult y in facult y attendance at traditional late
summer professional meetings were ra i sed. It was also noted
that the shortening of the Univer si t y s emester t wo da y s is
opposite the lengthening of the s chool year propo s ed f or the
public schools . It was decide d t o tr y to arrange a meetin g
wit h George Alexander in order to learn more a bout the use
of the computer by the Univers it y in a rea s s uch as gr ad e
r e co rding an d preregi s tration. Also , in fo rma t i on r egardi ng
t he handling of s ome of thes e p r ob lems by peer in s tit u tion s
\v i 11 b e s ought .
Hill Har e, ch a i r man

Attachment C

Commission on Undergraduate Studies
Report to Faculty Senate
by Larry L. Bauer
CUGS met on April 13, 1984:
l.

The satisfactory progress document was adopted.

2.

A Student Senate resolution on a "President's List" was endorsed.

3.

Midterm grades will be studied further next fall.

4.

The proposed academic calendar will be studied further by the
Faculty Senate.

S.

Plus-minus grading will be studied by CUGS next fall.

Attachment D

Planning Board
Report to Faculty Senate
April 20, 1984, meeting:
1.

President's Council: The changes in the President's Council pro
posed by the ad hoc committee to study structure were discussed .
Since the President's Council asked the ad hoc committee for fur
ther study, this issue will be discussed in the future after recom
mendations have been finalized.

2.

Fire Station Parking:
for the fire station.
Road.

3.

Chill Water System: The schematic design for the chill water sys
tem expansion was approved .

4.

Strom Thurmond Center: After the Board was joined by member of
University administration and the Planning Committee of the Board
of Trustees, Jim Boniface presented his report on the Strom Thur
mond Center Site Analysis. The Planning Board endorsed the recom
mendation of Mr . Boniface, i . e. that the Institute Building and
Performing Arts Center be locai;ed on campus (in "the pit") and the
Continuing Education ~enter (ClC) be located on the lake location.
The location of the C~C will be further studied to determine the
extent of a possible problem with odor from the nearby treatment
plant.

The Board approved adding 12 parking spaces
These will be located adjacent to McMillan

Meeting reconvened on April 27, 1984:
S.

President's Council : Jerry Reel announced that the ad hoc commit
tee on commissions and committees proposed the recommendation that
the Planning Board become the Commission on Physical Facilities.
There is considerable sentiment on the Board that it be as is now,
i.e. independent of the Commission structure .

6.

Clemson House Parking :
House was approved.

7.

Steel Truss Bridge: The location of a steel truss bridge donated
to the University was discussed. The Board agreed that it would be
desirable to have the structure on campus, but the site needs to be
studied further, especially in light of the possible development of
a golf course.

8.

Electronic Message Boards: A proposal to locate five electronic
message boards around the perimiter of the campus was presented .
The purpose would be to increase attendance at University events;
lectures, concerts , non-revenue sports , etc. Since attendance at
such events has been a problem, the Board recommends a public rela
tions firm be employed to study the problem and make recommenda
tions on how to better publicize such events and increase atten
dance.

Additional parking east of the Clemson

9.

EMT Shelters: The Board authorized the Master Planning Office and
the Physical Plant to work with the Intramurals Offi ce and the Col
lege of Architecture to develop two shelters to house EMT personnel
on the intramural fields.

10.

Chill Water System: The Board approved a motion to ask the archi
tect for the chill water system facility to restudy its design in
an effort to make the structure more consistent with the scenic
vista of the site .

Attachment E

CLEMSON
UN1\ZE.RS11 :t'

,ACULTY SIENATa

PRESIDENT'S REPORT:

MAY, 1984

<Pr•pared April 19, 1984>

1.

The Advisory Committee has taken several actions since the
last meeting of the Senate. These actions include:
a.

The approval of a Senate meeting calendar for 1984-8~
(distributed earlier).

b.

Th• selection of chairpersons for each of the Senate's
standing committees and the assignment of all senators to
one of the committees (distributed earlier>.

c.

The nomination of faculty representatives to serve on
University commissions and committees.

d.

The appointment of three grievance counselors to serve
during 1984-8~: Professors Clarence Hood, Steve
Melsheimer, and Holley Ulbrich.

•·

The appointment of an Ad Hoc Committee on the Alumni Award
for Distinguished Public Service: Verner Burkett <Chair>,
Davis McGregor, and Priscilla Ramsey.

f.

The selection of Professor Joseph Young <Visual Arts and
History> as the faculty representative on the University's
Centennial Planning Committee.

2.

The Alumni Outstanding Research Award <FS-84-4-2> will be
presented this year at the May 10 general meeting of the
faculty. Consideration will be given to presenting this award
in future years at the spring commencement exercises. The·
American Association of University Professors <AAUP) will also
be presenting several awards of merit to faculty at the May 10
meeting of the faculty.

3.

Provost Maxwell has appointed an Ad Hoc Committee on Alumni
Professorships: Chris Przirembel <Chair), Page Crouch, Jim
Hite, Elizabeth Galloway, Henry Vogel, Ryan Amacher, Barry
Nocks, Davis McGregor, and Arlene Privette.

4.

The Student Senate has forwarded two resolutions to the
administration:
<a> that a President's list be established
recognizing those students who complete a semester's work with
a 4.0 GPR, and (b) that midterm grade reports be mailed to
only the parents of freshmen and sophomore students.
CLEMSON. SOUTH CAROLINA 29631 • TELEPHONE 803/ 656-2456

~-

The Council of Academic Deans Ca> received a document from the
Provost entitled •A Long-Range Plan for the University• to
' r•view and discuss during the month of May, Cb) approved the
Student Senate resolution establishing a President•s List, Cc>
voted to eliminate midterm grade reports entirely, Cd)
approved new catalog statements on •major course curriculum•
and •general education requirements,• and Ce> adopted• new
proposed course approval form for use by curriculum
committees.

6.

The President•s Cabinet approved two recommendations from the
University Committee on the Handicapped providing for
permanent handicapped seating in Littlejohn Coliseum and for
special arrangements to be made for handicapped individuals
participating in events in Holtzendorff Hall <YMCA Building>.
The Cabinet also approved the continued parking on Bowm.n
Field for special events:
•As• matter of policy, Bowman Field may be used for
pArking except in inclement weather. Th• Vice President
for Student Affairs will have parking procedures
established for parking vehicles on football game days so
as to maximize use of those areas least susceptible to
damage.•

7.

The University Board of Trustees met on April 6. Actions
taken by the Board have been disseminated in several campus
publications. The next meeting of the Board is July 27.

8.

The Advisory and Executive Committees met with Mr. Jim
Boniface, consultant on the University Master Plan. A
presentation was given on the various options available to the
University for the location of the Strom Thurmond Center. His
recommendation was Option B
the Thurmond Institute and
the Performing Arts Center located on campus as specified in
the Master Plan and the Continuing Education Center relocated
to a site on the lake. The latter site could also include a
lakefront facility, a golf course, and housing units.

9.

The officers of the Senate are preparing a Faculty Senate
Handbook to be distributed to senators in late May or early
June.
If you have ideas or suggestions for the handbook,
please contact Senator Bauer who is coordinating the project.

Re91:7J.·Z
David J. Senn, President

Attachment E

PRESIDENT'S REPORT CON'T.:

MAY, 1984

(Updated April 30, 1984>

10.

Because OT a scheduling conTlict, the June Sth meeting OT the
F&culty Senate will be at 3:30 p.m. in Hardin Hall, Room 200.

11.

Faculty Senate Resolution FS-84-3-4 dealt with the state
health insurance reserve fund.
In addition to sending the
resolution to appropriate campus administrators, former
President Holley Ulbrich also sent the resolution to senate
presidents at other state institutions OT higher education.
In response to our resolution the Faculty Senate OT u.s.c.
has also acted. The attached letter from U.S.C. was sent to
the chairman and members OT the Senate Finance Committee and
House Ways and Means Committee and to the Governor.

12.

The Clemson Univ. Wellness Program Committee has completed
its initial work.
In a presentation to the President~s
Cabinet April 23, the Committee outlined its major program
proposals. A 53-page document was made available to all
Cabinet members.
I have asked the Senate Welfare Committee
to review these proposals.

13.

With regard to the indirect costs issue, each collegiate dean
has formulated a policy and publicized it to his/her college
Taculty. According to President Atchley, he has reviewed the
policies and found them to be in keeping with his original
initiative.
If individual faculty members do not know the
policy in their college, they should contact their Dean.

14.

On April 27 the President~s Council approved a Research
Policy Document which had been prepared by the Research
Advisory Committee and approved by the Commission on Graduate
Studies and Research. A revised Part VII OT this document
was also approved dealing with restriction OT publications
associated with proprietary research (copy OT" Publication
Policy" attached>.

·1s.

Among the matters considered by the President~s Cabinet at
its April 30 meeting were the following:
a.

The Research and Development Park land transfers have met
the May 1 deadline for federal funding. However, some
paperwork regarding the transfers remains.
Nevertheless,
the R ~ D Park appears to be a reality.
It is projected
that ten industries will locate in the park during the
next three years with a total of twenty residing within
the park in ten years.

b.

The Planning Committee of the Univ. Board of Trustees has
also approved Option B for the Strem Thurmond Center (see
item 8 of this report). The approval of the full board of
trustees is still needed. The selection process for an
architectural and engineering firm is continuing.

c.

Vice President Cox reported that the acceptance rate for
freshmen has increased over last year. As a result, there
will probably be 17~-200 more freshman students in 198485.

Attachments:

(2)

l

'gL

~ -David
-+J
- - - - President
-----------J./Senn,

UNIVERSITY OF' SOUTH CAROLINA
COLUM91A , S . C. 29208

April 9, 1984

Senator Rembert C. Dennis
Box 1174
Moncks Corner, South Carolina 29461
Jear ~enator Dennis:
7he Faculty Senate as the agent of the General Faculty of the Univer
sity c~ Sc~th Carolina is greatly oer:urbed by the recent acticn of the

st!tE ~~~se of ;e~~esen:atives ccncerni~~ the State E~~lcyees Health
!~s~ra~:e ~eserve Fund. As passed by the ~ouse, the state ap~ro;riations
bill calls for about 527 cil1ion to be :a ken frc ~ t he ~ealth !nsurance
Fund and put into the general fund of the state to be spent for the
general purposes of the state.
If the inco~e of the Health Insurance Fund is greater than is
necessarv ~o finance current benefits and provide a reasonable reserve,
the stat~ contribution and the ;re~iu~s ~aid ~Y the state e~~loyees
should be reduced, or the benefits provi~e1 the e~~loyees should be
increased. To use a surplus in the Fund for general state spending is
to convert the state employees' pre~iu~s into a special tax upon those
e~ployees. The employees' pay..ie~ts and the state's con tributi on should
be used only for the purpose for wh ich the ~~ney ~as initially provided.
The provision for increased benefits after Auoust 1, 1934, is indeed
welco~e but the increase should not co~e as the or~ce for approving this
transfer of money. This transfer is both a bad practice for the moment
and a ~isturbing precedent for the f~ture.
Sincerely,

~~~. ,1.1.W~~AJ~
Charles 8. Weasmer, Chairman
Faculty Senate
CBW/pap

Tn,p Un1v,prs,1" of Soutl\ Ca, 01,na USC A,~,pn USC Sa,.,pnatcn,e Allenoaie USC Beaulon. USC Columt>,a . Coastal
C,ro1,na Co•,e;r Con,....a, use uncasoe, use Soar1anou•g use Sumre, use un,on ano 1ne M,1,1 a,, Ca.., 0 .., 1

V!I.

PUBLICATION POLICY

A university's primary function is the accumulation and
dissemination of knowledge. It is, therefore, expected that the results
of research performed using University facilities be published in the
open literature, i.e. theses, dissertations, journals, magazines, or
books, and that any information obtained may be freely disclosed by the
faculty in the teaching programs of the University .
Exceptional cases may arise, however, and the following guidelines
shall apply to any sponsored projects requiring that results be kept
confidential.
The University shall not accept awards that require research
results to be kept confidential forever. A definite term of
confidentiality shall be stated in a written non-disclosure
agreement and shall not exceed one year beyond the date of
notification to the sponsor that a manuscript suitable for
publication has been prepared. Exceptions [to Items land 2]
may be granted by the University administration only under
unusual circumstances, e.g. for national security, national
e~ergency, [or] classified activities, or certain confidential
agreements.
Students associated with [the] confidential projects must have
prior aporoval for the use of results in preparing (projects}
reports, theses or dissert~tions in fulfillment of de3ree
reouirements. The Graduate School will norm~lly not acceot a
thesis or dissertation which must be held in confidence for
more than one vear. [These] Documents submitted in partial
fulfillment of degree requirements will be retained by the
Graduate School (or the department in the case of [graduate]
project(s] reoorts for non-thesis programs) in accordance with
[anyJ the non-disclosure agreement. (and] The student's thesis
or dissertation defense shall not be open to those not bound by
the non-disclosure agreement .

[]
~~~

indicates text deleted
indicates text added

Attachment F .

FACULTY SENATE PROCEDURAL BYLAWS

1.

Regular Meeting Agenda

The President of the Faculty Senate shall prepare an agenda for
each meeting. Members of the faculty having items for
consideration at a Senate meeting should notify the chairperson at
least one week before the meeting.
The order of business shall be:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Call to Order
Special Order of the Day (if any>
Approval of Minutes
Committee Reports:
1).
2).
3>.

•·
f.
g.
h.

Standing Committees
Ad Hoc Committees
University Commissions/Councils/Committees

President~s Report
Old Business
New Busin~s
Adjournment

2. Roll Call Votes
A roll call vote may be called for as a motion from the floor,
seconded from the floor, and passed if 20 percent of the senators
vote in support of the motion.
3.

Resolutions and Standing Committee Reports

A written copy of all resolutions and standing committee reports
should be submitted to the secretary at the time of presentation.
4.

Parliamentarian

The Senate President shall appoint a parliamentarian at the first
meeting of the Senate annually.
~.

Assumption of Office

Newly elected senators and alternates shall assume office at the
beginning of New Business of the regular April meeting each year.
6.

Alternate Senators

Alternate senators shall be considered regular voting members of
the Senate when they are substituting for a senator from their
college. Otherwise, they shall be considered visitors.

Attachment G

Faculty Sen•t• Resolution FS-84-~-1
R•turn of Indirect Costs

WHEREAS, th• policy OT r•turning funds equivalent to

OT

fraction

•arned

to

exp..,d

projects

has

a

s•t

indirect costs to th• various Colleg•s

with th• •xprr.ssed intent that the
Able

a

investigators

""°uld

be

portion OT the funds d.,-ived fro,a their

provided

positiv•

incentive

for

obtaining

•xtttrnal funds, and

WHEREAS, invtt9tigators in s•lec:tltd administrativ• units hav•
n•ith.,.

r•alized direct benefit nor hav• had any input into

th• expenditure of thtt9• funds, be it there-for•

RESOLVED, that the President be asked

to

issue

a

written

statement OT the parameters OT an appropriate policy for the
use OT funds.

RESOLVED,

Be it .furthttr

the Faculty Senate asks that the President review

th• policies of each college

and/or

check

the

.for

policy.

compliance

with

departm1tntal

spirit

unit

to

and intent of his

Finally, be it

RESOLVED, that the Office of University Research be asked to
noti.fy the principal investigator when and in
indirect

cost

monies

are

returned

connection with his/her grant<s>.

what

amounts

to his/her college in

Attachment H

Faculty Senate Resolution FS-84-~-2
O::Jmmendation OT Fulbright Scholars

WHEREAS, the recognition OT signiTicant academic achievemant
by Cl•mson University students is an important

function

of

the Faculty Senate, and

WHEREAS,

six

undergraduate

Kathryn Lynn Cole, Annette
Hainsohn,
have

been

Education

Deborah
selected
for

Ellen
by

1984-8~

students,

Ellen

Russall

House,

Claudia

Cilldwall,
Kathleen

Savage, and Nancy Eli%abeth Snow,
the

Institute

study

awards

of
in

Inter-national
France

and Wr.1t

G.,.many, be it there-fore

RESOLVED,

that

the

above

students

recognized for their accomplishments.

be

co,nmended

and

Attachment t

Faculty Senate Resolution FS-84-~-3
Nidterm Grade Reports

WHEREAS, students generally know what their

grades

ar•

at

any ;iven time during a course, and

WHEREAS,

students

always have the right to make reasonable

inquiry of a teacher regarding their grades, and

WHEREAS, midterm grade reports have no significant impact on

a student's permanent record or progress

toward

a

degree,

and

WHEREAS,

the University could save several thousand dollars

in preparation and mailing costs, be it there~ore

RESOLVED by the Faculty Senate, that midterm
be abolished.

grade

reports

Attachment J

MAJOR COURSE CURRICUU.r.-£

The requirements for each curriculum shall be the cac:alog
requirements

in

effect

on

the

dac:e

of

enrollment

in

that

curriculum.

If a student withdraws from the University and

subsequently returns, the eacalog requirements in effecc: ac: the
time of return will control.
requirements

shall

be

Any variations in curr i cular

considered

under

substU::.ition

procedures.

If all work toward a degree is noc: completed within
i,i't, ii.T c,u,-•culw..... ,
si:c years after entrance.A the student may be required to take
additional courses.

GE~ERAL EDUCATION REQUIRE!·1ENTS

An undergraduate student whose enrollment in a curriculum
occuts after May

15,

1984 must

fulfill

the gt!neral education

requirements in the catalog in effect ac: the time.

A sc:udent who

withdraws from school and subsequentl y returns after ~ta y lS, 1984
will be requiced to satisfy the gent!r.al education requirements.
Any variac:ions

in curricular or general educati on requiremenc:s

shall be considered under tht! subsc:itut i on procedures.
The general education requirements i n some curriculurns are
more restricted than the general requ i re~ents shown ~e l ow.

Attachment K

Facul_ty Senate
Welfare Corrvnittee Report
May 1, 1984
The Conmittee met on April 24 to organize and discuss possible agenda
items for the year. Suggested items are:
Provost• s "Long-Range Plan"
2. Health insurance followup
3. Deferred tuition plan
4. Unified giving for University causes
5. Review Health-Wellness Committee plans
6. Relaease time and resources for Senate officers
7. Proposals to State Personnel on Health Insurance
8. Annual leave for 12-month faculty
9. S. C. State Employees Association membership and programs
10. Impact of scheduling practices on faculty
11. Employee separation notice
12. Faculty minority recruitment
13. Short courses/seminars on welfare top ics
14. Alternative retirement systems - current system problems
15. Group insurance (automobile-home owner-dental)
16. Internal auditor procedures
17 . Early retirement
With reference to the health insurance item, Dr. Al Hollingsworth called
me last week to report on the April 19 meeting between Piedmont Pathology
Associates, Anderson Memorial Hospital, and Blue Cross-Blue Shield. They were
not able to resolve the matter of separate billing by Piedmont Pathology
Associates for clinical pathology services provided by Anderson Memorial
Hospital for their patients . They were not able to come to any solution to
the problem because all three of the parties felt that the South Carolina
Personnel Division, Insurance Division should make a ruling on such third-party
billings and instruct Blue Cross-Blue Shield how these cla ims should be
handled. I will contact State Personnel myself and request this.
1.

Meantime, at our April meeting, we found that Or. James Pruitt, South
eastern Clinical Laboratories, Oconee Hospital, Seneca, seemed to be billing
separately. I called Or. Pruitt and found that he began such billing on
October 1, 1983. He says that many pathologists began this on or about
October 1, 1983. The excuse (not really a reason) for the change was a ruling
by Medicare which too k effect then .

-2We have been skirting around this, and now need to tell you that, at
least until recently, separate billing by Piedmont Pathology Associates at
Anderson Memorial Hospital, combined with a lower than prevailing rate by
Blue Cross-Blue Shield, has resulted in Clemson Faculty and staff (and all
state personnel) paying more out-of-pocket for a given clinical pathology
procedure (routine blood and urine) at Anderson Memorial Hospital than at
other area hospitals, even though the total cost of such procedure might be
less at Anderson. This is an aberration of the manner in which Blue Cross
Blue Shield will pay for such service. There is no double billing for the
same service, but separate billing for ostensibly separate services.
We will try to keep tabs on the rapidly changing billing prcedures and
keep you informed. Our next meeting is scheduled for May 22 .

Attachment L

FACULTY SENATE POLICY COMMITTEE - REPORT FOR MAY, 1984

1.

The Policy Coamittee met: on Tuesday, April 24, with members Camper,
Huey, LaTorre, Linville, and Rudowski present.

2.

The Committ:ee discussed the proposed Faculty Senate Procedural Bylaws.
In general, there was agreement with the Bylaws as present:ed noting
that Item 4, Parliamentarian, should be made more flexible so that
there will always be a designated parliamentarian present at the Senate
meetings.

3.

A list of possible agenda items for consideration by the Committee was
distributed. Specifically, two of the items were discussed.
a.

Evaluation of Depart:ment Heads - should an abbreviated, interim
evaluation (less than 5 years) be conducted? Tile general feeling
was that there are opportunities for input into the evaluation of
department heads at any 'time, and thus, additional questionnaires
or evaluation forms were unnecessary.

b.

Limitation of Senate Representation by Depart:ment - a large depart
ment in a college could potentially elect all senators from one
department.

Tile Committee is reluctant to suggest that senatorial elections be
dictated by the Senate. This should be a college responsibility and
possibly should be addressed in the bylaws of each college.
More
information i.3 being sought on this cattcr.
4.

Tile next meet:ing ,;.;ill be a: 3 : 30 P .:!. on Tuesday, M.'.ly 29, in Room 108
Long Hall.

Attachment M
· FACULTY SENATE PROCEDURAL BYLAWS
1.

Regular Meeting Agenda

The President of the Faculty Senate shall prepare an agenda for each meeting.
Members of the faculty having items for consideration at a Senate meeting
should notify the chairperson at least 10 days before the meeting.
The order of business shall be:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Call to Order
Special Order of the Day (if any)
Approval of Minutes
Committee Reports:
1)
2)
3)

e.
f.
g.
h.

2.

Standing Committees (3 minute time limit*)
Ad Hoc Committees (1 1/2 minute time limit*)
University Commissions/Councils/
Committees (1 1/2 minute time limit*)

President's Report (3 minute time limit*)
Old Business
New Business
Adjournment

Roll Call Votes

A roll call vote may be called for as a motion from the floor, seconded from
the floor, and passed if 20 percent of the senators vote in support of the
motion.
3.

Resolutions and Standing Committee Reports

A written copy of all resolutions and standing committee reports should be
submitted to the secretary at the time of presentation.
4.

Parliamentarian
a.
b.

5.

.

The Senate President shall appoint a parliamentarian.
The parliamentarian will act as time keeper at all meetings.

Assumption of Office

Newly elected senators and alternates shall assume office at the beginning of
New Business of the regular April meeting each year.
6.

Alternate Senators

Alternate senators shall be considered regular voting members of the Senate
when they are substituting for a senator from their college. Otherwise , they
shall be considered visitors.

*

Time limits may be extended at the discretion of the Chair.

